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Abstract
This doctora l research is an account of the emotional experience s encounteredby
interns while teaching mathematic s in the socio-cultural context ofthejuniorand senior
high school classrooms. Also, it describes similarities anddifferences existing between
the emot ional experiences of interns with differen t goal orientations.Whatkindof
emotiona l experiences do interns encounter while teaching mathematics? What
similaritiesanddifferencesexistbetween theemotionalexperiences of interns with
differe nt goal orientation s?
Basic qualitative research and case study research approaches were usedto
examine the complex relations between interns' emotions, goals, and actions. Data were
collected using interviews, surveys, diarie s, and classroom observations, as these generate
in depthdescriptionsofinterns'emotionalexperiencesencountered while teaching
mathematics, as well as attributed causes, thoughts, and perceived effects.
The case study portrayed the internship as a place where a mastery orientedintern
can experie nce both pleasant and unpleasant emotion s. It showed that unpleasant and
pleasant emotions were experienced sporadically at the beginning of the internship. The
case study revealed how unpleasant emotion s have a constructive effeet, and described
modalities used to overcome such emotion s and to use them to perfect teaching practices .
Mastery oriented and performance approach interns presented similaritiesin
attributed causes of pleasant emotions, such as: students understandmath,d ot heir
homework, or are engaged in classroom activities. However, for mastery oriented interns,
pleasant emotions relate to students' understanding, while forpe rformanceapproach
interns, pleasant emotions relate to their increased desire to appear talented at teaching.
Performance avoidance interns attribute causesofpleasantemotionst o getting positive
feedback from supervisors and students, or to not encountering significantclassroom
disruptions .
Thoughts appearing in conjunction with unpleasant emotions show performance
approach interns' affinity to attribute the causes to student s' inappropriatebehaviouror
lack of attention . While experiencing unpleasant emotions , performan ce avoidance
interns'thoughtsruntowardstheirinabilitytocontroltheclass,toquestioning their
choice ofa career , and to thinking about avoiding and even leavingtheteaching
profession.
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· Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background of the Study
As a mathematic s instructor , I have been fascinated by the complex role emotions
play in students' lives. During extensive universit y teaching of pure and applied
mathema tics, two common student comments became apparent. The first revo lved around
an emotiona l response to mathematics, such as in the phrase : "I really don' t like math!"
The second commonly involved some comment around students' perceived inability to
excel in the higher level thinkin g of the subjec t, such as "I can ' t solve this problem." The
first comment spoke to the affective domain, whereas the second linked more directly to
cognitive and behavioural functioning. But the two always seemed to go hand in hand.
The ' emotions' around the subjec t could not be separated from the ' thinking' involved.
By the same token, emotions played a similar role within my professional life.
Shortly after delivering mathematics lectures, my emotions were obvious. Emotions
reached a positive apex while noticing students' understanding and progress in the
subject, but emotions could equally convert to despairwhen seeing students' lackof
interest in mathematics. Thus, questions about what more could I do to motivate students
to become closer to mathematics appeared often in my thoughts. Above all, emotions
experie nced seemed to have a huge potential in affecting the motivationto teach, as well
asgoalsandvalues related to teaching.A s such, Ie mbarkedonajoumey that would help
me better understand the place, role and potential of emotions in teachers ' and students '
lives. This doctoral research zero es in on the complex relations between emotions and
achievement goa ls for teaching for intem s specializ ing in teach ing mathematics.
Teac her motivation has been thetopicof investigation forvarious resear chers
(Butler , 2007; Butler & Shibaz, 2008; De Jesus & Lens, 2005; Pelletier, Seguin-
Levesque, & Legault , 2002; Retelsdorf, Butler, Streblow, & Schiefele, 20 10; Roth , Asso r,
Kanat-M aymon, & Kaplan , 2007; Watt & Richardson, 2008b). Retelsdorf et al. (2010 )
claimed that the paucity of studies in this area is explained on the basis of a deficiency in
theoretical models about teacher motivation . In recent years,r esearchers aimed to draw
on existing motivat ion theorie s, such as expectancy-va lue theory, goal theory,interest,
and self-determination theorie s, and apply these to the context oft eachin g. DeJ esus and
Lens (2005) put forth a model that would make inquiri es about teacherm otivat ion
"through the lenses of different cogniti ve-motivational theories in order to elabora te a
model capable of explaining functional relations that exis t between cognitive-
motivat ional variables"(p.1 21).Thismodel suggested strategiesthat could be used to
increase teacher motivation. Buildingon the researc hl iterature on students ' motivat ion
(Ames & Ames, 1984 ; Dweck, 1986; Nicholls, 1989), Butler (2007) filled in this
theoreti cal gap, proposing achievement goa l theory as a valid working framework for
Research findin gs connected teache r motivation to help seeking (Butler, 2007),
helple ssness (De Jesus & Lens, 2005), or instructional practices and interest in teaching
(Retelsdorfe tal.,20 10). Butlerand Shibaz (2008 ) linked teachers, achieveme nt goals to
students' perceptionsof teaching practices. Pelletiere ta l.(2 002) show that students'
motivation andt eacher'sbehaviour arem ediatedb yt eachers'motivation. Teacher
autonomou s motivation for teaching was deemed to bean influencer 0 ns tudents'
motivations for learning (Roth et aI., 2007). Researchers (Richardson & Watt, 2006; Walt
& Richardson, 2008a,2008b) described motivations for teaching. Malmberg (2006)
inquired whether interns "want to teach as they learn" or " learn as they wish to teach"
(p.7 4).
Emotions are integral parts of teachers' lives. Hargreaves and Fullan(1998) claim
that emotions "are dynamic parts of ourselves, and whether they are positiveornegative,
all organizations, especially schools, are full of them" (pp. 55-56). Researc hin teacher
emotion show that teachers' emotions connect with their well-being and effective ness
(Darnasio, 2003; Day & Qing, 2009). Furthermore, teachers' emotio ns bond with their
identities and emotion management in teaching (Goldstein & Lake, 2000, 2003;
Hargreaves, 1998b,2 000b;O platka,2007,20 09a; Meyer, 2009; Winograd, 2003;
Zembylas, 2005c) . Teachers ' emotions are influenced by and influence the natureof
teacher-student relationships (Chang & Davis, 2009 ; Davis, 2006 ; Muller, Katz, & Dance,
1999; Rosiek & Beghelto, 2009). Teachers ' emotions are intertwined with social and
cultural changes (Kelchtermans , Ballet, & Piot, 2009; Nias, 1996), and contribute to
shaping educational and political changes (Hargreaves, 2000a, 2005; van Veen&
Sleegers,2009). Sutton and Wheatley (2003) call for researchaboutteachers 'emotions
and motivation with focus on "management and discipline, adoption and useof teaching
strategies, learning to teach, and teachers' motivation" {p. 327). Therefore, the role
emotions play within teachers' motiva tions presents a vast, yet untapped area of research.
The purpose of this doctoral research is to produce a description of interns'
emotional experiences encountered while teaching mathematics in thesocio-cultural
context ofa selected group of junior and senior high schools. Furthermore, the research
aims to describe simi larities and differences that exist between thee motionalexperiences
of interns who have various goal orientations. An emotiona l experie nce encompasses the
underlying emotion, its attributed causes, other accom panying emotions, the thoughts
generated while experiencing the emotion, and perceived effects. Therefore, the research
describes interns' emotional experiences, and describes attributedcauses leading to such
emotions and thoughts accompanying emotions. Furthermore, it describes the perceived
effects of goals on emotions, the bodily effects of emotions, and the perceived effects of
emotions on interns' classroo m actions. Emphasis is placed on the perceived effec ts of
emot ions on interns' confidence, tactics of teaching, time and effort, and ont eaching
skills that ultimately would foster posit ive emotional and motivational learning
environments. The research considers how emotio ns relate to different goals. Although
this study focuses on pre-service teachers and not in-service teachers, the significance of
this study appears in the contribut ion it makes to the complex relations between emotions
and motivations within teaching practices.
All emotions that interns mention are taken into consideration, as all are worthy of
research. Emotions encountered while teaching might span quite a wide range from
anticipat ion, joy, or excitement to disappointment, despair, or anger. Hargreaves (2005)
asserts "the more volatile, passionate emotions (which are also the less easi ly managed
ones) are kept off the educational agenda in favor of ones that encouragetrust, support ,
openness, involvement, commitment to teamwork, and willingness to experimen t"
(p. 2 19). Howeve r, vario us emotions surface while teaching, and each one of them has the
potential of influencing teachers ' thoughts and actions and eve n their motiva tion to teach .
Three types of achievement goa ls consti tute the basis of the dialogue within the
thesis. Mastery -approac h goa ls toward instruction include the des ire tocontinue
developing teaching competences, desire to attain teaching mast ery, desireto learn new
things within mathematics and mathematics teaching practices, or desire to learn new
teachin g models regardless of how difficult these may be (Ames & Ames , 1984; Butler,
2007). Performance approac h goals toward instruc tion might includ e: thesatisfactionthat
comeswith looking moreproficient thanother teac hers, the des ire todemonstrate
competence, a wish to outperfo rm colleagues , or the importance of performin g better than
others (But ler, 2007 ; Papaioannou & Chris todou lidis, 2007). Examp les of teachers'
perform ance avoidance goals toward instruction incl ude: the desire not to disclose lack of
compe tence , to avoid solving problems in which they might look incapable, or to avoid
teaching math topics in which they might look incapab le (Butler & Shibaz , 2008;
Papaioannou & Christodo ulidis, 200 7).
1.3 ResearchQuestio ns
The researc h aims to uncover emot iona l experiences of pre- service mathema tics
teachers andto present how emotionsrelate to interns' achievement goa ls toward s
instruction. An emotiona l experie nce encompa sses the underlyingemotion ,itsattributed
causes, othe r accompanying emotions, the thoughts generated whil e expe riencing the
emo tion, and perceived effec ts. What kind of emotio nal experie nces do interns encounter
while teaching mathematics? What similari ties and differences exist between the
emotional experiences of interns with different goal orientations?
1.4 Overview of the Study
To answer the study's questions, two research approaches are used: qualitative
research and case study research. Accord ing to Merriam (2009), researc herscarryingo ut
a qualitative research study are interested in "(1) how people interprettheirexperiences,
(2) how they construc t their worlds, and (3) what meaning they attribute to their
experie nces" (p. 23). The overa ll purpose of this type of research isto"understand how
people make sense of their lives and their experiences" (p. 23). As such, it is well suited
to comprehend interns' emotional experiences, and how interns attribute meaning and
actions to these experiences. Apart from the qualitative research, the case study research
has huge potent ial to go behind the surface and reveal comprehensive portrayals of
context, emotions, and behaviours, as well as the complex mesh of existingrelations
between an intern's emotions, goals, and actions. These research approaches were best
choices for responding to the research questions, as they revealed emergingemotions,
their attributed causes, the thoughts accompany ing them, and how emotions relate to
interns' achievement goals towards instruction.
The study's participant s were interns sharing the followingch aracteristics:a
minor or a major in mathematics, completion of the secondary mathematics methods
course immediately preceding the internship, enro lment in the internship, and teaching at
least one mathematics course in this internship. The secondary mathematics methods
course curriculum covers the following topics the purpose of mathematics, theoriesof
learning mathematics, and lesson planning and eva luation. The mathematics methods
course applies the principles of effective teaching to the teaching and learning of
mathematics. The main objective of this course is to provide intermediate and secondary
mathematics interns with various experiences in the teaching and learningof
mathemati cs. The internship is undertaken over the course of thirteen weeks in junior or
senior high schools. Most interns were in their mid twent ies and were from
Newfoundland and Labrador with undergraduate degrees from Memorial University. Pre-
service teachers have the opportunity to gradually take on teaching responsibilities within
their teachable areas. The data collection process involved interviews, surveys, diaries,
and classroom observations. Descriptions of interns' emotionalexperiences encountered
whilete achingmathematicsanddetailed accounts of interns' attributed causes and
thoughts were generated. Data collection documents allowed an understanding of how
interns' emotions relate to their achievement goals for teaching.
Data were collected between December 2009 and April 20 I0 while pre-service
teachers were enrolled in the educational intemship, ar equirement ofth eB achelor of
Education prograrn. Pre-service teachersco mpleted internships in j unioran dse nior high
schools in various provinces across Canada. For the qualitative research,d atawere
collected via three one-hour interviews with each of the thirteen participantsandv ia
diaries. These diaries contained intems' observations and comments germane to the
emotions or moods experienced while teaching math. For thecasestudyr esearch,d ata
were collected through daily classroom observations, in-depth discussions followingt he
mathematics lectures, a survey, three one-hour interviews, and diaries ofo ne intern.
The thesis has the following chapters: review of literature , methodology, the case
study report , data analysis, and conclusion. The review of literature ereates a synopsis of
major theoretical theme s related to the discourse of this research . Includedinthe
methodology chapter are detail s of the design of the study, sarnple selection, pilot study,
data collection , data analysis, and validity and reliability. The major findings of this
research are presented in the case study report and data analysis chapter. Finally, the
research findings are placed in the context of the current literature. Furtherm ore, the
limitations of the study, and the future avenue s of expanding research ideas are presented
in the last chapter .
Chapter 2 Review of Literature
This chapter discusses major themes of research in the areas of motivationand
emotion with part icular empha sis on teacher motiv ation and teacher emotionre searc h.
The chapter is div ided into five sections. The first section focuses on motivation researc h
and presents a synopsis of findin gs and theoreti cal premi ses. The second sectionnarrows
the focus of research onto teacher motivation. The third section looks at emotions in
teacher education, while the fourth section presents the theoreticalfound ation of emotions
in the context of this doctoral research . The fifth section conne cts the two majorareasof
emot ions and motivationresearch,and positions the objectives 0 fthi sresearch stud y.
This section discusses some of the motivation terms and theori es, with an
emphas is on the achievem ent goal theoretical framework used withi nthe literature with a
focus on students ' achievement goals. Goal orientation s are represented as "a set of
behavioural intenti ons thatdetennine how students appro ach and engage in learnin g
activities" (Mee ce, Blumenfeld , & Hoyle, 1988, p. 5 14) . Mastery goals, also known as
learnin g goa ls (Dweck, 1986), or task involved goals (Kaplan & Midgley 1997; Midgley
et al. ,1 998;Ni cholls,1984a),presentthedesiretodevelopcomp etencies andincrease
knowled ge and under stand ing throu gh effo rtful learning (Ames & Arch er, 1988 ; Archer,
1994). Performance goals, known as ego goals (Nicholls, 1984a), orego/social goa1s
(Meece et aI., 1988 ; Nich olls, Patashnick, & Nolen, 1985),repre sent the desire to gain
favourable opini ons and avoid negative judgments of personal competencies, especiallyi f
success was achieved through minimum effort (Dweck , 1986). Work-avoid ant goa ls
underline the desire to "ge t the work done with a minimum amount of effort" (Meece et
al., 1988,p.51 5).
Achievement goa ls represent "students' perceptions and beliefs about the
purp oses of academic achievement" (Urdan & Maehr, 1995, p. 215). This defin ition is
aligned with definitions put forth by other achievement goa l theorists (Ames, 1984, 1992;
Dweck , 1986; Nicholls, 1984b ; Pintrich, 1989). The basis of this theory presents students '
behaviour s as "a funct ion of desires to achieve part icular goals " (Seifert, 2004, p. 142).
Researchers focus attention on investigating students ' percept ions about "why they are
trying to achieve in an academic situation rather than speci ficallywhat they are tryin g to
achieve" (Urdan & Maehr , 1995, p. 215). Achievement goals have the potential to affec t
the qualit y of moti vat ion, which in tum could contribut e to chan ges in students'
behav ioural , cognitive and affective structures (Ames , 1992) .
Covington (2000) describes leamin g goa ls as " increas ing one 's competency,
understandin g, and appreci ation for what is being leamed " (p. 174).S tudentspursuing
suchgoalsare descr ibed as being self- regulating andself-determining(Seifert, 1997a).
They attribute success or failure to effo rt and to other intemal and controllable factors
(Nicholls, 1984b ; Pintrich& Schunk , 1996), prefer engage ment in challenging tasks
(Se ifert, 1995b), and believe "intelligence is mall eable" (Dweck & Leggett , 1988, p. 259).
Mastery oriented students have increased self-esteem and are more adaptive.S uch
students "maintain positive affec t towards a task and a positive prognos is about the
eventu al outcome" (Diener & Dweck , 1978, p. 460). As well , they " report more positi ve
affect and less negative affect , are more likely to take responsibili ty for success, and are
lessl ikelyt o deny responsibility for failure" (Seifert, 1995a, p. 543). Mastery oriented
students exhibit "constructive self-instructions and self-monitoring,po sitiveaffect ,and
effective problem-solving strategies" (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 258). Such students
appear to self-examine their understanding of the topics leamed (Meece & Holt, 1993;
Middleton&Midgley, 1997),"employorganizingst rategiessuchas paraphrasing and
summarizing" (Covington, 2000, p. 175),and "positively associate deep-level processing,
persistence, and high effort, a combination that also led to increases in achievement"
(Covington, 2000, p. 177). Students prefer pursuing tasks that maximize "the growth of
ability and the pride and pleasure of mastery, quite apart from how one's abilities are
showing up at any given moment" (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 261). Mastery goals
characterize students' "concem with developing competence and a focusonimprovement
and mastery" (Urdan & Maehr, 1995, p. 214).
Perfonnance goalshig hlights tudents' emphasis on demonstrating ability and on
making comparisons between self and others' performances (Ames, 1992; Dweck &
Leggett, 1988; Urdan & Maehr, 1995). Performance goals are frequently associated with
"superficial, rote rehearsal strategies and are unrelated or negatively associated with deep-
level processing" (Covington, 2000, p. 175).Perfonnance goalsare "positive predictors
of surface processing, persistence, effort, and exam performance" (Elliot, McGregor, &
Gable,1999 ,p .549),and "work againstthepursuito fc hallenge"(Dweck,1986 ,p .1041 )
as they compel students to focus on obtainingfa vourable judgments, rather than on
developing competence. Perfonnance oriented students worry abouth ow their
performance might be perceived in relation to that of others, as "the goal is tog ain
positive judgments and avoid negative judgments of competence" (Dweck & Leggett,
1988,p . 259).P erformance students believe that "intelligencei s a fixed trait" and "tend to
orient toward gaining favoura ble j udgments of that trait" (Dweck, 1986, p. 1041). Such
goal orientation is highly related to "the use and perceived value ofsurface-Ievel
strategies only" (Nolen, 1988,p . 269). Success is filteredthrough "competitivenessand
extrinsic factors such as impressing the teacher and the teacher' s belief in the students'
ability to do well"(Nolen, 1988, p.2 71).S tudents tend to "make more negativeself-
statements, attribute success to uncontrollable factors" (Seifert, 1995a,p.544),are not
inclined to make future positive prognosis statements (Diener & Dweck, 1978), are
governed by desires to ach ieve extrinsic rewards (Pintrich & Garcia , 199I), and to look
superior to others (Nicholls, Cobb, Wood, Yackel, & Patashnick, 1990; Seifert &
O'K eefe, 2001). Students prefer tasks that maximize "positive judgment s and pride in
ability, while minimizing negative jud gments, anxiety and shame" (Dweck & Leggett,
1988, p. 26 1). The performance goal student is "self, otherand failur e focused,
processing information intermso f selfandothers" (Seifert,2004,p. 143).
Work avoidance goals also emerge in the literature. The possibility that work
avoidance goals are separate from mastery and performance goals appeared in various
research works (Elliot & Harackiewicz, 1996; Jarvis & Seifert, 2002; Nicholls et aI.,
1990; Seifert & O'K eefe, 200 1). Work avoidance students tend to "avoid putting in effort
to do well, do only the minimum necessary to get by and avoid challenging tasks"
(Seifert,2 004, p. 143). Workavoidancestudentsfind littles ignificance and meaning in
their work, possess a "sense of incompetence ora heightened sense ofe xternal ity", and
tendt oplaceresponsibil ity onexternal factors (Seifert&O'Keefe , 200 1, p. 90). Students
engage in this type of behaviour because they are failure avoidant or as a result ofle ame d
helpless ness (Jarvis & Seifert, 2002),because "work is a threat to abi lity perceptionsof
self-worth" (Seifert, 2004, p. 143), or simp ly because they do not see the benefits of being
engaged in doing the tasks . Work avoidance might also emerge asa "passive-aggressive
mechanism" (Jarvis & Seife rt, 2002; Seifert, 2004) ,wheres tudents choose not toengage
inco mpleting their work toannoy their teacherortoseek revengeasa meanof
extema lizinganti pathyor hate.
Students ' goal formatio n is associated with classroom environmenl, teacher
characteristics , and emotio ns. Environments where teachers are perceived as nurturing ,
respectful, and guiding are conducive to students being engaged in mastery goals (Seife rt,
1997a).Teacherswhomakeuse of "interesting,n ovelandmeaningful tasksand
emphasise the process of learning are more likely to have students who are willing to
engage cognitively with the work" (Seifert & O'Keefe , 2001, p. 90). Teachers' supportive
comments, and their attitudes towards mathematics and teaching directly impact students '
academic successes and influence students' goal attritions . Seifert and O' Keefe (200 1)
claim that a sense of compe tence and a sense of control stando ut because confiden t and
in control students are more likely to engage in self-regula ted learning and in the pursuit
of mastery goals. They argue that students who do not exhibit confidence and control are
likely to avoid effort and self-regulated learning, as they do not believe in their ability to
accomplish the work. Such students aim to avoid humiliation, shame, or failure.
While studies on students' motivation and students ' goalsabound,significantly
less research is devoted to teachers' goal orientations (Butler, 2007; Butler&Shibaz,
2008; OeJ esus & Lens, 2005; Pelletier et al., 2002; Retelsdorf et al. , 2010; Rothetal.,
2007 ; Watt & Richardson, 2008b). This is exp lained through a lack of conceptual
framework (But ler, 2007; Retelsdorf et aI., 20 10; Watt & Richardson, 2008a) .
Within the task-mastery system, teachers are concerned with "what and how important
educa tional goals should be accom plished for a student" (Ames & Ames, 1984,
pp. 546-547). The task-mastery system comprises the mastery oriented individuals .
Teachers ' values are very much connecte d with students' progress and understand ing,and
their abilities and efforts are seen as tools directly contributing to increasing students'
abilities, performance, learning, and efforts. Teachers' engagements in various academic
tasks are undertaken on the basis of students' benefit and progress (Ames & Ames, 1984).
Teachers are focused on strategies that help students become moreindependent, self-
determined, and self-competent (Oeci & Ryan, 1980). Consequently, students who
perceive teachers as supportive of their autonomy tend to exhibit higher levels of intrinsic
motivation, competence and self-determ ination (Ames & Ames , 1984; Rigby, Oeci,
Patrick, & Ryan, 1992; Pelletier et aI., 2002 ; Vallerand, Fortier, & Guay, 1997). Mastery
oriented teachers primarilyfoc us "ontaskandprocessingoftask-relevantinformation"
(Ames & Ames, 1984, p. 549).
Recent research positions mastery goals as reflecting teachers' strivingsto "learn ,
develop , and acquire professional understandings and skills" (Butler, 2007, p. 242).
Mastery oriented teachers think of "a successfu l day when they had learned something
new, when something in class made them think, and when they saw that they were
teaching better than in the past" (Butler & Shibaz, 2008, p. 455). "Mastery goals were
assoc iated with more adaptive perceptions and behaviour than were ability goals and
espec ially ability-avoidance goals" (Butler , 2007, p. 25 1). Retelsdorfet al. (201O)c1aim
that mastery orientation for teachin g is associa ted with high intrin sic motivation in
teachingand sur faces as "a significant protectivefactor againstt eacher burnout" (p. 42).
Mastery approach goa ls toward instruction incorpora te teachers ' desires to continue
developingt eachin gc ompet ences, to leam new teach ing practices, or to leam new
teachin g model s regardl ess of the level of diffi culty (Papaioanno u &Christodo ulidis,
2007).
Withinthe abilit y-evaluati veteachermotivation al system,teachers'chief
concerns relate to lookin g after their self-esteem. Teac hers tend to focus on themselves,
rather than on their students, and "are concerned with demonstration 0 fhi gh ability and
avoidan ce oflow ability" (Ame s & Ames, 1984 , p. 547). While interacting with
mischievou s students, teacher s could feel threatened about losing control, as their sense of
esteem is highly intertwin ed with their sense of contro l (Ames & Ames, 1984; Broph y &
Rohrkempe r, 1981 ; Cooper, 1983). Another study shows that "the less they are self-
determined toward teachin g, the more they becom e controlling with students" (Pelletier et
al.,2 002, p. 186) .A bilityapproachgoals underline teachers'attempts to demonstrate
high ability in compariso n to the performance of others (Butler, 2000, 2007 ).
Performanc e approac h goals are characterized by the satisfaction that comes with looking
more profici ent than others , by the desire to demonstrate competence,or by the hope to
outperfo rm others (Papaioann ou & Christodoulidis, 2007).
Ability avoidance goals are characterized by strivings to "avoid the demonstration
of inferior teaching" (Butler , 2007,p. 242). Ability avoidance oriented teachers verbalize
success "when their classes did not perform worse than those of other teachers, when
students did notask questions that they could notanswer,or whent he principal conveyed
that they were not less competent than most other teachers" (Butler & Shibaz, 2008,
p.45 5). Papaioannouand Christodoulidis (2007) show that teachers' performance
avoidance goal orientations relate to weak job satisfaction. Performanceavoidancegoals
toward instruction are characterized by a desire to avoids olving problems ortoavoid
teaching topics where teacher s might look incapable (Papaioannou &Christodoulidi s,
2007).
Description s of mastery oriented, performance approach and performance
avoidance comprise the foundation of the achievement goaltheoretical frameworkfor
teacher motivation (Butler, 2007). This model is built upon existing models within
research areas of student motivation (Ames & Ames, 1984; Dweck, 1986; Nicholls,
1989). It conceptualizes motivation, in particular achievement goal theory, for teaching
and not only for learning. Butler (2007) proposes a new achievement goal theory for
teachers that would mirror students' four kinds of achievement goals for learning. The
four teachers' goal orientations would be mastery orientat ion, ability approach, ability
avoidance and work avoidance. The latter is defined as getting "through the day with little
effort" (Butler, 2007, p. 242). The model was further used by Butler and Shibaz (2008) to
assess teachers' goal orientations with regards to help seeking and predicated that
teachers exhibitin g mastery orientation goals "endorsed positive perceptions of help
seeking as beneficial for learning, preferred to receive help that could enable them to
become more knowledge able and effective , and reported high levels of actual help
seeking"(p.455).
De Jesus and Lens(2 005) proposean integrated cogn itive-motivationalmodelfor
teacher motivation, which integrates ideas from self-efficacy theory(Bandura, 1977)an d
intrinsic motivation theory (Deci, 1975; Deci & Ryan, 1985). Itaims to clarify teachers'
strands of motivation, through a cycle of interactions between attributions, control
expectancy, success expectancy, goal values, intrinsic motivation, and professional
engagement. This model focuses only on the "quantity of motivation assessed by the level
of job satisfaction or commitment" (Butler & Shibaz, 2008, p. 453). Butler' s (2007) study
is novel, as it proposes a compreh ensive motivational framework for teachers.
Research links teacher motivation to help seeking (Butler, 2007; Butler & Shibaz,
2008; Dickhauser, Butler, & Tonjes, 2007; Fasching, Dresel, Dickhauser, & Nitsche,
2010), helplessness (De Jesus & Lens, 2005), instructionalpractices, interest in teaching,
and burnout (Retelsdorfe t al., 2010) . Research also connects teacher motivation to
behaviours and to actions, particularly when the latter are viewed as consequences of
perceived pressure at work (Pelletieret al., 2002). Research also Iinks teachers'
achievementgoalstostudents' perceptionso f teaching practices(Butler&Shibaz,2008).
Research studies also focus on profiling motivating factors for pursuing teaching as a
career (Brookhart & Freeman, 1992; Bush, 1986; Richardson & Watt, 2006; Schutz,
Crowder, & White, 2001; Watt & Richardson, 2008b; Younger, Brindley, Pedder, &
Hagger, 2004) and on examining the trajec tory of pre-service teachers'goa!o rientations
through their teacher education (Malmberg, 2008). Malmbe rg (2006) inquire whether
student teachers "want to teach as they learn" or " learn as they wish to teach"(p.74)and
how instrumental goal-orientation is in pre-service teachers' long term motivation.
Malmberg' s (2006) study highlights links between interns' mastery goals and intrinsic
motivation,avo idancegoalsandextrinsicmotivation, performance goals and previous
achieveme nt, as well as intrinsic motivation and entrance scores. ButlerandShibaz
(2008) connect achieveme nt goals for teaching with students' perceptionsofinstructional
practices. Teachers ' mastery goals associate with "h igher levels of perceived teacher
support and lower levels of perceive d teacher inhib ition" (p. 453). For ability avoidance
goals, the reverse is true. Such goals are correlated with studentcheating.
Anothers trandofresearchfocusesonteachers'autonomous motivationfor
teaching, whichi sd eemedt obe an influencer of students'motivations for learning and to
predict the use of autonomy supportive teaching techniques (Roth et al., 2007). Teachers '
strategies for motiva ting students became subject to investigation (Ames, 1992; Nichols,
Jones, & Hancock, 2003; Reeve, 2006). Pelletieretal. (2002) link teachers'motivation to
behaviours and subsequent actions, because "the more self-determined teacher s are
toward their work, the more autonomy supportive they are with their students"(p. I94) .
Teachers ' goals are deemed to act as motivators for instructional behavioursas "teachers
who richly invest themselves in forming complex attachments to their conten t area and
unashame dly share those interests with their students are effective, empowered, and
energizing instructors" (Long & Hoy, 2006, p. 312). Kuntere tal. (2008) predicate that
teachers' "higher enthusiasm is related to higherq uality instructional behavior" (p. 478) .
Teachers'enthusiasmo rin trinsic motivation to teachispositively correlated with
students' interest and excitement about learning (Patrick, Hisley, & Kempler, 2000) .
Hsee, Hatfield and Carlson (1990) use emotional contagion to show that people 'catch '
others' emotions. Emotional contagion is defined as "the tendency to mimic the verbal,
physiological, and/or behavioural aspects of another person ' s emotional
experie nce/ex pressio n, and thus to experience/express the same emotions oneself' (Hsee
etal.,1990,p.328).
2.3 Emotions in Teacher Education
Emotions are integral parts of educational systerns for both students and teache rs.
Teaching is increasingly perceived as an act deeply rooted in emotional experie nces
(Hargreaves, 1998a;Nias, 1996). Hargreaves (2005) believes that "emotions are the heart
of teachi ng"(p. 278). "Teaching is an emotiona l practice; teaching and learninginvolve
emotio nal understand ing; teaching is a form of emo tional labor , and teachers ' emot ions
are inseparable from their moral purposes and their ability to achieve those purpo ses"
(Hargreaves, 1998b, p. 838) . Th is statement presents teachin g as more than j ust the sum
ofa finite number of technical competencies such as eompr ehen sive subjec t know ledge
and excellent teaching skills. Rather teaching is heav ily flooded by emoti ons and
emotional experie nces. Four themes emerge in teacher emotion research .
The first theme discusses teachers ' emo tions relative to mentoring, emotion
management, regulation, and stude nt-teac her relations hips. The influence of teachers '
emotions on their emotional well-being and effectiveness was researched (Damasio,
2003 ; Day & Qing, 2009) . Of interest for this doctoral dissertation are teachers ' emotions
relative to emotion management and regulation . As such, emphasis is placed on
deseribi ng this connection and not the other parts of this theme . The relation between
teachers' emotions and emotion management in teaching also received eonsi derable
attention (Hargreaves, 1998b, 2000b; Oplatka, 2007, 2009a; vanVeen & Lasky, 2005 ;
Winograd, 2003; Zembylas, 2005b , 2005c). Emotio nal management is defi ned as "the
process of regulating one's emotions while emotional labor focuses more on the
consequences of this process" (Zembylas, 2005c, p. 50). Emotiona l manageme nt requires
alterations of one's emotions by modifying facial expressions and bodily signs of the
emotion (Zembylas, 2005c). This can be accomp lished in two distinct ways: by faking it,
i.e. modifying how they act without modifying how they feel, or by expressing true
emotions, i.e, expressing the desired emotions alongside with living it (Hochschild,
1983). The notion of emotional dissonance appears when "one's displayedemotions
differ from one's actual emotions (i.e., when one is behaving against his personal values
and beliefs)" (Oplatka, 2009a , p. 59). Teache rs manage and regulate"theirpositive
emotions by 'getti ng themselves up' before school and to preparing themse lves to be
' enthusiastic and energetic'" (Sutton, 2004, p. 386). Emotional managements trategies
become part of teachers' routines (Hargreaves, 1998b; Oplatka, 2009b):
Emotional management strategies are often used as a natural aspect of teaching
and learning without problematizing them in any way. Thus, emotion management
over time becomes partofateacher's habitus . . . that is so embedded in one's
practices that no interrogation is involved (Zembylas, 2005c , p. 209).
Teachers'emotio nsarehighlyi ntertwinedwith teachers ' identit ies (Meyer , 2009;
Zembylas, 2003a , 2005c) and contribute to making a huge difference for beginning
teachers' identities. Based on emotions experie nced while teaching,student teachers
identify classes of emotional tensions, which influence their identities. These include
"findingautonomy in relation tothe mentor teacher",fi ndingfulfillmentinstudent
learning, and "building relationships with students" (Meyer, 2009,p.8 l) .Go ldsteinan d
Lake (2000, 2003) recognize the importance of care within teachers, experience s and
teacher education.
teacher-student relationships (Chang & Davis, 2009; Davis, 2006 ; Muller et al., 1999).
Pleasant and unpleasant emotions are viewed as by-products of these interactions.
Primaryandsecondary layersofappraisala reassigned(Lazarus, 199Ib).Primary
appraisal relates the situation to one's goals, and evaluates the extent to which these are
matching. Primary appraisals consist of "goa l relevance. goal congruence or
incongruence, and goal content" (Lazarus, 199Ib , p. 827). Goal relevance isu sedt o
diagnose ifthe re exists potential for experiencing emotions. GoaI congruence or
incongruence assesses if the event is beneficial or not. Goal content is used to
differentiate various emotions. Secondary appraisals establish blarne, credit, and future
expectations. Such appraisals appear as follow-ups of interpreting the meaning ofa
situatio n in terms of one's stimulus and history. Subsequently, coping mechanisms come
into play to facili tate one 's continued existence. Teachers' emotions resultingfrom
appraisalsofsuccessorfailure define teachers'achievemente mot ions. Teachers'
emotions help in understanding how to create construc tive environmentsfo rstudents
(Frenze l, Goetz, Stephen, & Jacobs, 2009). Rosiek and Beghetto (2009) describe
teachers' thought processes while reflecting on students' emotions.
The third theme presents the impact of teachers' emotions on educational reform
andchange. lthighlights that teachers'emotionsare interconnected with social and
cultural changes (Kelchtermans et aI., 2009 ; Nias, 1996), and contribute to shaping
educational and political changes (Hargrea ves, 2000a, 2005; vanVeen & Sleegers, 2006,
200 9). The fourth theme describes the interconnectednessofemotions,race,andgender,
as well as the relationship between emotion and power (Winograd, 2009 ; Zembylas &
Chubbuck, 2009). These themes are presented to understand main trend s in teacher
Studie s about emotion s in teaching include the following: care, coneern, love,
affection, and enthu siasm (Elbaz, 1992; Godar , 1990 ; Hargreaves, 1998b ;J ackson, 1968;
Nias, 1989; Wood s & Jeffrey, 1996), satisfaction of seeing students learnin g and making
progress (Hat ch, 1993 ; Jack son, 1968 ; Lorti e, 1975 ; Nias, 1989; Sutton , 2000 ),j oy of
spending time with students (Golby , 1996 ; Hargreaves, 2000b; Lortie, 1975; Nias, 1989;
Sutton ,2000),and sati sfacti on ofhaving stron gandrewardin gcl assroomrelationships
(Hargreaves, 2000b). Pleas ure and prideappear whens tudentscooperate and when no
classroom disrupti ons are encountered (Hatch, 1993; Lortie , 1975; Sutton , 2000). Other
emotion s include hope (Elbaz, 1992), the excitement and discovery processes of teachin g,
particul arly for beginnin g teacher s (Huberm an, 1993),and the excitement related to the
unpredict ability of teaching (Jackson , 1968; Nias, 1989). Hargreaves and Tucker (1991)
discuss the guilt traps and the guilt trips of teaching. Unpleasant emotion s occ ur in
teacher emotion research . Frustrat ion and anger are reported when students misbehave
(Emmer & Stou gh, 2001 ; Hargre aves, 2000b; Jackson, 1968; Sutton, 2000). Nervousness
emer ged upon seeing "s tudents' hostile or oppos itional reaction " (Stough & Emmer,
1998,p. 347). Frustration appear swhendealingwithuncooperativ e colleagues(Nias,
1989).
Itbecome s apparentthatemotionsplay al argeroleinteachers'lives.lt also
become s apparent that emotion s have various attributed causes, and couldpotentially
have various consequences for teachers' behaviours, actions , 0 r motivations. Sutton and
Wheatley (2003) call to further the research on the influence ofteachers' emotions on the
amount of effort they put into their teaching, on examining "the role that the multiple
componentsofemotions playi n moderating thei nfluenceof teacherefficacyor goal
orientations"(p.3 48). Theyalsoe mphasize investiga ting the "individual differencesin
teachers' emotional goal orientations" (p. 348), because the "type of goal that individuals
adopt is crucial for their cognition, motivation, andac hievement behaviours, the
relationship between teachers' emotions and the kinds of goals they adopt merits
research" (p. 340).
2.4 Defining Emotions in the Context of This Study
This section highlights the operational definition of emotions and the three
interrelated models supporting Plutchik' s theory (1980) by presenting the language and
characteristicso femotions .T he theoreticalframework is Plutchik'spsychoevolutionary
theory of emotions (1980). This theory is the backbone of this research study because it
views emotions as complex feedbackp rocesses, as opposed to simple linear processes.
Emotions have the delicate function of restoring lost equilibrium. Emotions, cognition,
and actions are interwoven in a complex loop ultimately describing stimuli, cognition,
feeling states, overt behaviour, and perceived effects.
Tomkins(1962), lzard (1972),Lazarus(199la), l3uck (1984, 1999), and Frijda
(2000)are proponentsof psychophysiological and motivational theoriesofemotion,
while Plutchik (1980), Nesse (1990), and Cosmides and Tooby (2000) put forth
evo lutionary theories of emotions. These theories share a common characteristic,
emotions have an evo lutionary history. Tomkin s views emotions as amplifiers , Izard
looks at emotions as facial responses, Lazarus investigates the relat ionshipbetween
emotionsandadaplation, Buckan alyzesemotionsfrom theperspectiveof
communication, and Frijd a looks at emotions as charges for action. Plutchik and Nesse
consider emotions as adaptive prototype reactions and as havin g adaptive functions, and
Cos mides and Too by view emotions as help ing memory and actio n systems in deal ing
with surviva l related issues.
Plutchik's theory (1980) draws alten tion to the evo lutionary nature ofemotions .
This theory has core elements that include the following: emotio ns have an evo lutionary
history, with different express ion form s for di fferent species, and emotions have an
adaptiv e role which help s in survival issues for both human s and an imals. Furthermo re,
eight basic emotions are conceptu alized in terms of oppos ite pairs, whil e all oth er
emotions are derived from these primary ones. Emo tions vary in terms of intensi ty, levels
of arousal, and degrees of simi larity. Plutchik (1980) defi nes emotion as
... aninferre dcomplexsequenceofreactions toastimulus,andincludescognitive
eva luations,subjec tivechanges,autonomicand neura larousal,impu(ses to action ,
and behaviour designed to have an effect upon the stimulus that initiated the
complex sequence. These compl ex reaction sequences may suffer various
vicissitude s, which affec t the probability of appearance of each link in the chain.
These complex reactions are adaptive in the struggle in which all organ isms
engage for survival. At highe r phylogenetic levels, the patterns of expressio n
assoc iated with each chain of emotio nal reactions serve to signa l mot ivationor
intent from one member of a socia l group to anothe r. Finally , the re are eightbasic
reaction patterns that are systematica lly related to one another and that are the
prototype sources for all the mixed emotions and other derivative statesthatmay
be observed in animals and humans (p. 36 1).
Plutchik (1980) states that the basic emotions are acce ptance , anger, antic ipatio n,
disgust, joy, fear, sadness, and surprise. The basis for inclusion is created upon the
relation of these emot ions to adaptive biological processes . PIutchik' s theory consists of
three interconnected models: structural ,sequential,and derivativ e. The struc tural model
consis tsofa three -dimensio nal mode l that illustratesexisting relations between emot ions.
The sequential model provid es a detailed descripti on of the multif acete d feedback
systems of emotions. The derivative s model illustrates relationships betwee n emotions
and personaliti es, personality disorders, and copin g styles .
The structural model draws attent ion to the intensity of emo tions, to the similarity
of emotions, and to their bipolar nature. Combining these features creates a
multidimensional model, represe nted as a three-dimensional cone( Plutchik,2000). Its
vertica l dimension represents the intensity of emotions; while the cross-sectional circle
represents similarity. Any two opposite points of the cross-sectiona l circle represent
bipolarit y, such as joy and sadness. Within the circular cross-section of the three-
dimensional model (Plutchik, 2000), also known as the two-dimensional circumplex
model, eightbasic emotions areput forth . Theirb ipolarnature isrecognizable as they are
arrange d as pairs of opposites: joy and sadness, acceptance and disgust, fear and anger,
and surprise and anticipation. Combining basic emotions gives rise to new emotions. For
exam ple, mixing basic emot ions gives rise to secondary and tertiary emotions. Mixing
two adjace nt emot ions produc es primary dyads, mixing two emotions once remove d
produces secondary dyads, and mixin g two emotions twice removed produces tertiary
dyads (Plutchik , 1980).
The angular placement on the circumplex (Plutchik , 1980) consists of clusters of
emotions formed around terms bearing similar meanings. Such clusters of emotions are
closely connected to eight impulses to action mentioned in Plutchik' s definition of
emotion. The eight impulses to action are "to attack or hurt, to cry or mourn, to embrace
or mate.toe xplore or searchto stop activity, to reject or get rid of,t owelcome or to be
with, to withdraw or get away" (Plutchik, 1980, p. 355). For example, emotions such as
accepting, agreeable, serene, cheerful, and receptive directly relate to the impulse of
welcoming and being with , while emotion s such as timid, scared, panick y, afraid, or
nervous connect with withdrawal or getting away. Terms such as sad, sorrowful, or
apathetic are linked with immediate compulsions of cry, and subsequent impulses to
withdraw or get away. Orientation emotion s such as puzzled, bewildered, confused, or
perplexed tie in with stopping the activity, exploring further, or withdrawing. Emotions
such as resentful, revolted, or displeased connect with the instincto f rejection or
withdraw al. Primary impulses of attacking or hurting are associated withb eingfuriousor
aggressive, and secondary impulses are those of rejection. Being curiouso rex pectant
relate to exploration or welcomin g new challenges, and being happy or delighted
resonateswiththeurgeto embraceortoe xplore (Plutchik,1 980).1nthe context ofth is
doctoral research , emotion sarereferred to as pleasant and unpleasant. Examplesof
pleasant emotions include interested, affectionate, accepting, joyful,happy, enthusiastic,
agreeable, or tolerant. Examples of unpleasant emotions include disinterested,
unaffectionate, resentful , gloomy, unhappy, grief stricken, or revolted.
The sequential model details the complex feedback role of emotions . Emotions are
not linear or independent entities. Rather, they interact with other systems and have the
potential to restore equilibrium or to offer protection. The psychoevolutionary theory
posits that initial internal or external stimuli setcognitioni nm otion and trigger emotio ns.
The emotion is subsequently followed by impulses to action, overt behaviour, and finally
effect. Therefore, the key elements in the emotion sequence include the stimulus event,
cognition, the emotion, the overt behaviour, and the effect.
Within the psychoevolut ionary theory, the notion of derivative has oneof the
following three meanings: similarities exist between human and animal behaviours, adult
behaviours are derivatives of ones observed in infants, and "certain concepts ared erived
from other, more primit ive concepts" (Plutchik, 2003, p. 109). The last meaning has
relevance within this theory, as it links emotions with personality (Conte& Plutchik,
1981), as well as with personality disorders and various forms of coping( Plutchik&
Conte, 1997).
2.5 Emotions and Motivation
While considerable research is devoted to independent studies 0 femo tionan d
motivation, far less emphasis is placed on the connectedness of emotion andmotivation
(Dai & Sternberg, 2004; Schutz & Pekrun, 2007). Important exceptions are links between
affect and motivation from the work of Weiner (1985), emotions and goal orientations
(Seifert, 1995a), and theasymmetrical bidirectional modelofachievementgoal theory
and affect (Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002a). Motivation research includes emotions as a
significant topic of discussion, and highlights the relevance of emotionsi nst udents'
involvement with mathem atics, the recip rocal relation ship betwe en affect and goals, and
the impact of instructional conte xts and soc ial interact ions on emotion s (Kaplan & Maehr,
1999; Linnenbrink & Pintrich , 2002a; Meyer & Turner, 2002 ; Patri ck, Anderman , Ryan,
Edelin, & Midgley , 2001; Seifert , 1995a; Schut z & DeCuir, 2002; Turne r, Thorpe, &
Meyer , 1998). Researche rs agree on the importan ce of studying emotio nst ogetherwith
attributed cause s and consequence s, because "to fully understand the role of emotions in
education , it is imperative that we under stand the context inwhichinquiry occurred"
(Schutz & DeCuir , 2002, p. 131).
Conceptual research unilat erall y linking achievement goa ls and emotionsi sthe
topic of investi gation for different researcher s. A direction ofr esearchfocuses onthe
influ ence of achievement goals on emotions (Carver & Scheier, 1990, 1998 ; Dweck &
Leggett, 1988 ). Carver and Scheier (1998 ) propo se that approach goals are generally
associated with elation (when one is close to achieving the goa l) and sadness (when one is
not approaching the goal at the desired rate) . They also suggest that avoidance goals are
asso ciated with relief (if the goal is being avoided close to the assurned intention ) and
anxiety(whenthe goalisnotbeingdiverted atthedesiredrate) .P redominantl y,m astery
goals are positively related to students ' reports of positive affect in schoo l (Anderman,
1999; Kaplan & Maehr, 1999; Kaplan & Midgley , 1999; Patrick et a!., 200 1). Moreover,
mastery goals are believed to facilitate pleasant emotions (for instance enjoyment of
learning) and to reduc e unple asant emot ions such as boredom or lack of interest in
teaching (Pekrun , 2006; Pekrun , Elliot, & Maier, 2006).
A second direction of research looks at the impact ofemotions on motivational
goals. Boekaerts(1 993) puts forth the idea that emo tions give rise togoal pursuits. Her
model for adaptable learnin g shows that anger or frustration direct studentst oembrace
performance goals. Pekrun , Goetz, Titz, and Perry (2002) point out that positive
activating emotions (e.g., enjoyment ofl earning) generally augment academic motivation,
while negative deactivating emotions (e.g., hopelessness, boredom) may be detrimental.
While much research is focused on determining unilateral links between affect
and motivation, some researchers look at the apparent symbiosis between emotions and
academic goals. Seifert (1995a) investigates whether emotions can be predicted from
motivational goal orientation s or whether motivational goal orientations can be predicted
from emotions. This research shows that for students, "emotions are better predictors of
goal orientations than goal orientations are predictors of emotions" (p.54 9). Furthermore,
Seifert (I 995a) suggests that various emotions are associated with goal pursuits. For
example, mastery goals are correlated with competenc y and confidence, while
performance orientation seem to be associa ted with "a sense of belonging andn egative
emotions . . .. feeling frustrated and stupid" (p. 549). Three years later, Turnere t al. (1998)
reinforced the idea that emotions play "an important role in the implernentationof
motivational goals" (p. 768). Their research shows that "when learning goals are lower
and ability goals are higher or when both goals are relatively equal and low these patterns
are associated with more negative patterns of affect" (p. 768). Kaplan and Midgley (1999)
suggest a reciprocal relation ship between perceived classroom goal structureandpositive
affect. Emotions appear to receive further attention and become "important mediators of
motivated actions to approach or avoid learning rather than merely as outcomes" (Meyer
& Turner, 2002, p. 110). Linnenbrink and Pintrich (2002a) discuss an asymmetrical and
bidirectional model linking goals and affect. The model claims that moods are likely to
influence students' perceptions of goal structure and goal adoption. This is based on the
volatile structure and ephemeral nature of emotions, and on the more unwavering nature
of mood states. It assumes that mastery goal approaches result in an increase in pleasant
emotions and a decrease in unpleasant emotions, and that performance approach goals are
unrelated to pleasant emotions and increase unpleasant emotions . Avoid mastery and
avoid performance goals are assumed to decrease pleasant emotions and increase
unpleasant emotions.
Unidirectionalan d bidirectionalr elationships betweenemotions and achievement
goals illustrate the research trajectory and the powerful yet developing links between
emotion and motivation. While certain research links exist between students' emotions
and achievement goals, further research might prove beneficial inund erstanding the role
of emotions on teachers' motivation as well as about the influence of motivation on
teachers' emotions. Calls for added integrated perspectives between emotions and
motivation, for deeper understanding of the impacts of emotions on academic activities
are put forth (Sutlon & Wheatley, 2003). Researchers believe that there is a general need
for a "comprehensive theoretical work that articulates how emotion, motivation, and
cognition interact within classroom contexts" (Meyer & Turner, 2002, p. 112). Absent
from education research are studies on how emotions help understand self-efficacy
(Linnenbrink & Pintrich,2 002b).S utlona nd Wheatley(2003)point to the lack of
research about the role of emotions in leamin g to teach, and in disciplining and managing
students. Missing from educational research are studies about the influence of emotions
on teachers' motivation, and about the types of meta-emotions (i.e. emotionsaboutone's
and others' emotions) of beginning teachers (Sutlon & Wheatley, 2003).
While analyzing research on teaching and teacher education, it becomes
noticeable that apart from technical skills and extensive subject knowledge, teaching has
an emotional side(Hargreaves,1998b, 2005).Someo fth ese emotional experienceshave
the potential to influence teacher s' performan ces, identit ies, or relationships with
colleagues (Zembylas, 2002,2003b, 2005a). Current studies on teachers'emotionsh ave
examined the jo y of noticing students' progress (Hargreaves, 1998b), the pleasure and
pride from interacting with students (Hargreaves, 1998b;Sutton, 2000),andthe
frustration or anger when students misbehave (Emmer & Stough, 2001; Hargreaves,
2000b;Jackson,1 968;Sutton, 2000) .N ewqueries onteachers'emotions arise,such as
the correlation between teachers' emotions and goals, thec ollaborationbetweenteachers
and parents, and the relation between teachers and students (Sutton & Wheatley, 2003).
In the context of teacher education, the relationship between emotion and
motivati on is complex. Motivation research shows that the type of goal a person assumes
is key to subsequent motivation, cogniti on, and behaviour . Achievement goal theory
(Ames, 1992) posits that individuals adopt two types of goals within achievement
settings: performance and mastery goals. Researchers have challenged this dichotomous
view and a trichotomous achievement goal framework has been proposed to revise the
achievement goal orientations (Elliot, 1999). Teachers adopt achievement goals toward
instruction to facilitate their performanc e, and to validate personalperceptions of
competence and success in teaching. While definition s and various models have been
proposed for researchin g achievement goals for both students and teachers, this doctoral
research will use Papaioannouand Christodoulidi s (2007) classification for teachers'
achievement goals, namely , mastery-oriented , performance approach and performance
Aims of This Research Study
The purpose of this doctoral research is to present the emotional experienceso f
pre-service mathematic s teacher s and to describe the similarities and differences that exist
between the emotional experienc es of interns with different goal 0 rientations.Byusing
interviews and diaries, as well as classroom observation s, the study offers an analysis and
interpretation of pre-service teachers' emotions and correspondi ngemotionalexperiences.
The research questions of this study follow. What kind of emotional experiences do
interns encounter while teaching mathem atics? What similariti es and differences exist
between the emotional experience s of interns with different goal 0 rientation s?
Chapter 3 Methodo logy
This chapter consists of the following sections: design of the study,sarn ple
selection, pilot study, data collection, data analysis, and validity and reliabili ty. The
research described the emotional experiences of pre-service math teachers during the
internship. The research described similarities and differences between the emotional
experiences of interns with different goal orientations. What kind of emotional
experiences do interns encounter while teachin g mathematics? What similarities and
differences exist between the emotional experiences of interns with different goal
orientations? To respond to these question s, the study described focal points of emotional
experiences, possible attributedcauses, thoughts,o ther commonly occurrin g emotions,
and perceived effect s of emotions on interns' time, effort , bodies, 0 racti ons.
3.1 Design of the Study
The research questions of this study focused attention to the emotional
experiences of math interns within junior and high school classrooms. The research
described the impact of classroom emotional experiences on interns' professiona l lives,
and how emotions relate to interns' achievement goals. The study described the meanings
interns give to their emotions, how they interpret the emotions experiencedwhile
teaching mathem atics, and how interns with various goal orientationsr espondto
Due to the nature of this research study it seemed appropriate to analyzepre-
service teachers' emotions using qualitative research. Qualitative methods were best
suited to explor e the emotion phenomen a and to generate theoret ical hypotheses .
Researche rs advocated the use of qualit ative research to uncover and understand personal
experienc es (Halling, 2008; Meyer & Turner, 2002; Michell , 2004; Pekrun et al., 2002;
Rennie, Philip s, & Quartaro , 1988; Seifert & Hedder son, 20 10). Interviews and
document s were the best avenu es of collecting information about the esse nce of the
emotion phenomena experienced by interns while teach ing mathemati cs. The case study
provided a detailed and significant account ofan intern ' s emotional experien ces,
attributed causes, thou ghts, and perceived effects. As such ,incompari sonwiththe
qualitativeresearchchapter,the case stud yreport appearedtobemore nuanced and
personali zed,withmanydetailedcontextualdescriptions ofvariousemotional
experiences.
Merriam (2009) defined case study research as "an in-depth descript ion and
analysis of abounded system "(p. 43). Yin (2009) defin ed the case studyas a procedure
of inqu iry "that investigate s a contemp orary phen omenon in depth and with in its real-life
conte xt , especia lly when the boundari es betwe en phen omenon and context are not clearly
evident" (p. 18). Case study research examined a comple x phenomenon , with unit s of
analysis that can vary from a single individu al to a large corp oration,and entailed using a
varie ty of lines of action as its data-gatherin g segments (Berg, 2009; Creswell , 2005;
Merriam , 1988; Yin, 2006).
The case stud y research was applicable in the conte xt of this doctoral research
because it uncov ered emerging emotion s, attribut ed causes, and thou ghts that occurred
whil e emotional experiences were formed durin g teachin g, and how these emotion s relate
to the intern ' s ach ievement goals towards instruction. The case study striv ed todescribe
the emotional experiences of one intern. The criteria for selecting the case study was
based on the fact that facia l manif estation of emotions and bodyl anguage pertaining to
outsidemanifestation s of emotionswerenot visiblethroughwriltendocum ents or
intervi ews. The case stud y depict ed an intern ' s world of emotional experiences as these
come to life while teachin g mathem atics, as well as in the relation between emotions and
achievement goa ls toward s teach ing. Th is descript ive case study provided a narrative
chron ological account (Cohen , Manion, & Morrison , 2007; Merri am, 1988 ; Yin, 2006) of
one pre-service teacher ' s emotional experiences whi le teachin g mathem atics. Overall, this
case study added a newfacet to the research project , by offerin g an in-depth snapshot
descripti on with a narrow focus ofan intern ' s world of emotions and achievem ent goals.
3.2 Sampl eSelection
The participant s for the qualitati ve research part of the research studywere interns
teaching math as part of the Bachelor of Education training. Throughout this research, the
term pre-servic e teachers or intern s referred to undergraduate MUN students undertaking
the intern ship between January and April 2010 with a focus on teachin g mathem atics. The
term students refers to high school students, and the term undergr aduate students referred
to the students enroll ed in the Teac hing of Mathem atics in the Intermedi ate and
SecondarySchoolcourse.Worthnotingwasthattheundergraduate student senrolledin
this cour se durin g the fall semester (i.e., Septemb er to December 2009) subsequently
underto ok the internship, and became pre-service mathematics teachers durin g the winter
semester (i.e ., Janu ary to April 20 10).
Intems were selected based on tbe following characteristics: a minor or major in
mathematics, completion of the matbematics methods course , enro lment in tbe internship ,
and teaching at least one mathematics course during the intems hip. In the fall semester,
during a visit to the mathematics metbods course, the research project was described to
theund ergraduate students. Theywereinvitedt oparticipateinthe doctoral research
project, and were verbally introduced to tbe details pertaining to the purpose of tbe
doctoral research. Undergraduate students were given information Ietters detai ling tbe
research study (Appendix A). Out of 33 undergraduate students enrolled in a matbematics
methods course, tbirteen agreed to participate in the research study. Seven were women
and six were men. A copy of tbe research study consen t letter was given to each study
participant. Upon completion of the study, a $75 Empire Theatres gift card was given to
The criteria for select ing the participant oftbe case study included: a minorora
major in mathematics, completion of tbe matbematics metbods course , and enrolment in
the intemship witbone teachi ng course in mathematics . Outoftbe 13 studyparticipants,
one intem offered to part icipate in tbe case study. The case study data included: daily
non-participa tory observatio ns when tbe intem delivered mathematics lessons to two
different grade seven classes, in-depth discussions following the mathematics classes, a
short survey, three one hour interviews, and as many diary submissions as the intem was
able to complete.
3.3 Pilot Study
Prior to beginning the data collection process, a pilot study wasconductedwith
one mathematics teacher, who completed the Bachelor of Education the year before. This
teacher underwent the same internship training while completin gt he Bachelor of
Education degree. She seemed best suited to be part of the pilot studyb ecause sheh ad a
major in mathematics, completed the mathematics methods course, and undertook the
internship while a math course. In an effort to learn which questions were not worded
properly, which seemed to be redundant, or which seemed to have a staggeringeffecton
the interviewee, three interviews were conducted with the pilot studyp articipant.Upon
conducting these interviews, data were analyzed and questions were subseque ntly refined
and reorganized. For example, the questions "Do you recall a significant learnin g moment
that tilted the balance towards pursuing math as a teaching career? Could you describe
and share this emotional moment? How would you explain the influence of this emotional
experie nce on your teaching career goals?" were changed to "Why did you decide to enter
the teaching profession ? Was there a significant event that made you pursue teaching as a
3.4 Data Collection
For the qualitativ e research, data were collected through a series of interviews and
diaries. For the case study research, data were collected throughd aily classroom
observations, in-depth discussions following mathematics leclures, a survey, three one
hour interviews, and diaries. Data collection was done between December 2009 and April
2010 . The following subsections present deta ils about interviews, surveys, observations ,
and docum ent data collection that help in uncovering meaning, understanding emotional
experiences, and discoverin g answer s to the research questions.
Survey
Papaioannouand Chris todoulidis(2007) piloted an 'ac hieveme nt goaIs'
questionnaire with in-service teachers. I3ased on that pilot study, Papaioannou and
Christodoulidisselected four items with the highest loadin gs on mastery orientation,
performance approac h and performance avo idance factors. The items were rated on a
five-point Likert scale ranging from I (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) . The
survey had three subscales. The first subscale related to mastery-orientation and consisted
of four items (e.g., "My goa l is to continu ously develop my abilitiesas a teacher") .T he
second subscale pertained to performan ce approa ch goals, and comp rised four items (e.g.,
" I am absolut ely satisfied when it looks that I'm a better teacher than others") . The third
subsca le related to performanc e avoi dance goa ls and consisted offour items (e.g., " I feel
relieved when 1avoi d teaching something in which 1might look incapable") .
Papaioannou and Christodoulidis (200 7) had subscales with alpha reliability greater than
.75, and had satisfactory goodness of fit indices. These features supported the use of this
survey for assessing teacher s ' achievement goa ls. Researcher s promoted theuse of
surveys as data gathe ring instrurnent s in the conte xt of achievement goal research(ElIiot
& Church, 1997; Middleton & Midgley, 1997). Within this doctor al research, the survey
wasused forthe specificpurposeofclassifyinginterns ' achievement goa ls towards
instruction. The survey took about ten minut es to fill in, and was comp leteds hortly before
starting the first interview . A copy can be found in Appendix B.
The interviews contained highly structured questions and open-endedq uestions.
Interviews revolved around significant emotions encountered duringth e internship,
allributed causes, thoughts, and perceived effects of emotions. Interviews were focused
on describing the relation between interns' emotions and achievement goals towards
instruction. A list of the questions for each interview is presentedin Appendix C.
Out of the thirteen interns, seven participated in face-to-face interviews. The other
six participated in a mixture of online and phone interviews due to distance. Three
interviews were conducted with each of the thirteen interns between January and April
2010. The first interview took place at the end of January, the secondat the end of
February, and the last at the end of March. Eacho ne-to-one interview took placeshortly
after the intern was involved in teaching a mathematics class.
Face-to-face interviews were conducted with seven interns at Memorial
University or at the St. John' s site where they were doing the internships. Each interview
lasted about one hour. The interviews were audio taped and transcribed. Before data were
included in the final report, each interview participant was able to reviewthein terview' s
transcript , and to add, change, or delete information from transcripts as deemed
Because six pre-service teachers were not doing the internship in St.J ohn' s,
interviewswere conductedonline orbyt elephone.Some ofth ein formation collected was
recorded via comput er-mediated commun ication individual interviews (CMC).
Synchronous CMC is a form of qualitative research. Synchronous CMC, also known as
real time chat or instant messaging, assumed the "interchange of messages between two
or more users simultaneously logged on at different computers or computer terminals"
(Mann & Stewart, 2002, p. 604). This type of communication presents the opportunity to
conduct interviews. Instant messaging "can be an effective tool for socia l interaction and
rapport-building", and by using instant messaging, "students overcome feelings of
isolation" (Murphy & Rodriguez-Manzanares, 2008, pp. 54-55).
CMC interviews were conducted through the Desire2Learn shell provided by
Memorial University's Distance Education and Learning Techno logies Center.
Permission to conduct this research via the Desire2Learn shell was requested from
representatives of the Distance Education and Learning Technologies Center. A
Desire2Learn shell was created in January 2010, and interview participants wereincluded
as virtual participant s in this shell. Six pre-service teachers were engaged in one-to-one
discussions using the chat feature of the Desire2Learn. Each participant was interviewed
individually. Interviews were saved as Word files. Transcriptions were not necessary
since these were online interviews. Upon saving the CMC interviews, findings were
checked for accuracy, completion, and interpretation. Membercheckingi nvolved "taking
the findings back to participants and asking them (in writing or in an interview) about the
accuracy of the report" (Creswell, 2005, p. 252) . Once the interviews and member
checkin g concluded, the shell was closed. The first interview was conducted using CMC
with the six study participants who were doing their intemships outside St. John' s. Due to
the lengthy writing process and the limited number of words that can be sentthrough
within one click of a button, subsequent interviews were conducted by telephone with
four of the six participants. Telephone interviews facilitated the research processand data
transmission. Two study part icipants opted for continuin g CMC interviews because they
preferred not to use their cell minutes to converse with the researcher.
3.4.3.
According to Creswell (2005), observatio n is the "process ofga thering open-
ended, firsthand inforrnationby observingp eople at a researc h site" (p.2 l 1).T he
advantage of using observations was that the researc her had the opportunity to record
inforrnation as this appears in the natural setting, to study the behaviours ofth e study
participants, or to observe body language. Researchers adopt either theroleofa
participant observer or the role ofa nonparticipant observer . A nonpart icipant observer
was an observer who paid visits to the research site, did not interfere, and did not become
involved in activities.
Observations were only used for the case study research. In the case study, focus
was placed on observing the intern' s behaviour, the development 0 fe motional
experiences, the interactions between the intern and j unior high schoolst udents,and
recording the flow of conversation during lecture time. By using nonpartic ipantmeansof
observa tion, this forrn of data collection offered the possibilityt o observe and record
inforrnation that otherwise could have been missed. Babad (2007) emphasized the
importance of nonverbal behaviour, such as gestures, facialex pressions, posture, body
language, voice, intonation, tonalities, pauses, silences, or eye contact.
Consent to conduct classroom observations was asked of the case study
participant and her cooperating teacher. Approva l to conduct classroom observations was
requested and obta ined prior to beginning the observatio n process from the Eastern
School District of Newfound land and Labrado r and the junior high school administration.
Even if classroom observations were not directed towards and did not involvejuni orhigh
schoolstudents,accordingtotheguidelinesofthe EasternSchoolDi strictof
Newfo undland and Labrador, parental consen t was necessary, requested, and obtained.
Informal visits to the school site were conducted in December 2009 and January
2010 and were subsequently followed by intense and targeted classroom observations ,
each day in February and March 2010. Classroom observations were conducted within
two grade seven mathemati cs classes . Lectures were not taped. Written notes were taken.
This raw data was further used for the case study research component of the doctoral
research . Focus was initially placed on the physical setting of the cIassroom, how space
wasallocated,o rw hat typesofresourceswereavailable.S ubsequently,foc us shifted to
the intern 's emotions and how these influenced classroom activities and behaviours.
Attention was given to the intern, coopera ting teache r, substitute teachers,juniorhigh
school students, as well as to what brought these individuals togethe r. Out of the daily
interactions, an intern ' s emotional experienc es develop, grow, or subside. Classroom
activities and interactions played an important role in the developmen tofemotional
experience s for the intern, and consequently observa tions were taken about how people
and activities connected, about the rules that governed these interactions, their length of
time, allributed causes, and content of conversations. The focus of the observation s turned
from a wide angle to a narrow angle and on to subt le factors such as body languageorthe
intern 's facial expression s. Facial Action Coding System by Ekman, Friesen and Hager
(2002) was used to monitor the intern 's facial expressions. However, coding charts were
not used in this study. Rather, brief descript ions of the intern's facialexpressionswere
included in the case study's storyline.
Document s is an umbrella term which covers a wide variety of written, visual,
audio,orphysicalmaterialsth atmight included iaries,l etters,photos, government
documents, or research generated documents. Within this doctoral research, diaries were
used to supplement information obtained from interviews, surveys, and classroo m
observa tions. Participants were asked to fill in the diaries when something emotionally
significantly happened. Each intern completed the diary shortly after teachinga
mathematics class. One study participant recorded emotions or moods using this type of
diary eleven times; one intern used the diary nine times, one intern usedth ediaryfor
seven times, three interns used the diary six times, two interns used the diary five times,
one intern used the diary four times, two interns used the diary three times and an intern
used the diary twice during the internship.
A diary is a document "that records events and ideas related to the particular
experiences of the author" (Jupp, 2006, p. 68). In the context of thisd octoralresearch,t he
diary was a way of collecting data pertainin g to emotions and moods as experiencedin
classroom teaching. The diary focused on the emotions or moods associated with teaching
mathematics, and on the manner in which emotions influenced interns' achievement goals
toward instruction. Researchers have used diaries to uncover broader aspects oft eachers'
emotional lives (Oatley & Duncan, 1992; Zembylas, 2005c) . Sutton and Wheatley (2003)
highlighted that usage of diaries "should greatly explain knowledge about teachers'
emotions"(p. 335).Zembylas (2005b,2005c) usedascience teaching emotion diary in
his research. This was structured with speci fic terms. For the purpose of this doctoral
research,t he diarywasadapted fromZe mbylas(2005c).
Pre-service teachers were provided with diaries and asked to write brief
observations and comments relevant to the emotions or moods they were experiencing
while teaching mathematics. In addition to the above mentioned 0 pen-ended observatio ns,
certain items of the diary were closed-ended. Intems were not asked to fill in these diaries
a specific number of times, rather, when they found the opportunity or when an
exceptional emotional event occurred. The diaries were read on aregular basis. Fora
deeper understandin g of their written statements, further probes were conducted using
individual email or face-to-face meetings.
3.5 Data Analysis
Data for this doctoral research consisted of responses to the surveys, transcribed
interviews, field notes from the classroom observations, and diaries. Data were organized
into two groups. The first group consisted of all the surveys, transcribedinterviews, and
diaries. These became the object of data analysis for the basic qualitative part of the
doctoral research. The second group consisted offield notes gatheredfrom theclassroom
observations, a survey, interviews, and diaries written by the case study participant. ln
both cases, data analysis was inductive and compa rative. The goal of data analysis was to
answer the research questions of the study. Making sense of the data involvedcoding,
analyzing, and interpreting.
Three one-hour interviews were conducted with each of the thirteen interns
participating in this component of the research. Data consisted 407 pages of transcribed
interviews, 81 pages of classroom observat ion notes , and 207 pages of sixty-seven
The first phase of the basic qualitative analysis consisted of preparing verbatim
transcripts. The second phase consisted of coding the transcribed interviews .Upon
reading the transcripts, participants' responses were broken down intouni ts ofan alysis,
also known as meaning units (Rennie et aI., 1988). A meaning unit is "a piece of text that
expresses a single idea", and can be "a few words, a phrase , or an entire paragraph"
(Dupuis, Bloom, & Loughead, 2006, p. 66). A meaning unit should meet two criteria , the
revealing of pertinent information to the study and the "smallest piece of information
about something that can stand by itself -that is, it rnust be interpretable in the absence of
any additional information other than a broad understanding of the context in which the
inquiry is carried out" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985,p. 345).
For the qualitative research part of the study, the survey and sectionsofthefi rst
interview were used to classify interns' achievemen t goals towards instruction. Data were
catalogued according to interns' mastery, performance approach, or performance
avo idance goals. Researchers (Dweck, 1986; Dweck & Leggett, 1988) believe that
studentscan pursuebothmasteryandperformancegoals. 1nterns'behaviour sand
reactions in the face of obstacles contribute to diffe rentiating between the two appare nt
distinct goals. Seifert(l 995b) claims thattheh ighm asterylhighp erformance student
stops behaving in a mastery way and starts engaging in failure avoiding strategies in an
effort toachievethe desiredperformancegoal.Upon reading thesurvey data, the first
interview was used to clearly differentiate and classify the intem s in three groups,
mastery oriented, performance approach and performance avoidance . Therefore,s ix
intems were mastery oriented, five were performance approach, and two were
performance avoidance. Once the intems were classified in three groups,t he
classification was not revisited . It was assumed that intems kept theachievementg oal
orientations for the duration of the intemship.
In each case, the meaning units were about different emotions that 0 ccurred while
teachin g math. Examples include frustration , nervousness, satisfaction, happiness,
anx iety, pride, or relief. Meaningunits weret hencompared with similar ones occurring in
interviews anddiariesinordertol ookfordataregularit ies. Subsequent analysis entailed
"class ifying, comparing, weighting, and combining material from the interviews to
extract the meaning and implications, to reveal pattems, or to stitcht ogetherdescriptions
of events into a coherent narrative" (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, p. 201). Concepts and themes
(categories) were created. Some of the categories were later subdivided, while others
were subsumed under larger categories. Ultimately, these categories contributed to
creating answers to the research questions.
Data was sorted and summarized, ranked and compared, weighted and combined.
Reading the data transcript s over and over again allowed seeing howa pparentlyh idden
pattem s and categories shape up. The final categories included attributed causes,
thoughts, and perceived effects. Examples of concepts that lead to forming the 'a ttributed
cause' category included: students learn mathematics, studentsareinvolvedinclassroom
activities, intemsh ave good teaching skills, students don't behave, or intems lack
management skills. Examples of concepts that lead to forming the ' thought' category
included : students perform well , teachin g is the right career choice , ori nternsare
concerned about teaching strate gies . The 'perceived effects' cate gory inc1udedthe
following concepts : immediate versus permanent, bodily effects, and interns ' actions. The
final stage of the data analy sis was to put forth the theory and create a report that detail ed
descrip tions of the research findings .
Upon several reads and multiple scannin g processes, patterns and regularit ies
were transformed into categorie s. No reference was made to students ' names; rather
pseudo nyms and a number cod ing system were used. Units of information were used .
These were the smallest piece of information that can stand out by themselves (Linco ln &
Gub a, 1985) and uncov ered the most relevant inform ation to the study. Upon using units
of inform ation to create cate gories, a theory on the phenomenon studied was formulated .
Ultimately, the final case report was a comp rehensive read of the story without annoying
the reader with insignifi cant trivia (Merriam, 1988; Patton, 2002).
3.6 Credib ility and Dependability
In qualitative research , terms such as credibility, transfe rability, dependability,
and confirmabi lity became surrogates for the quantitative research ' s internal and external
validity, reliability , and objectivity concep ts, thus creating "a legitimati oncrisis.lt
involves a serious rethinking of such terms as validity , generalizability, and reliab ility"
(Denzin&Lineoln,2ooo,p .17).
Credib ility and Transferability
Credibility is an alternative criterion and term for judging the validity of the
qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Schwandt, 2007) . This ensured that what
was measured and observed within the study captures what is really 0 utt here, andthat the
study's results concur with participants' perspectives about emotionalexperiences.
Methods that ensure the credibility of qualitative research include triangulation, member
checks, and peer review (Merriam , 2009).
Using multiple methods of data collection such as interviews ,nonparticipant
observations, surveys, and diaries was a form of triangulation. Using multiple methods of
data collection allowed the researcher to use the strengthofone method to override
weakness of another (Merriam, 1988; Schwandt, 2007). Upon transcribing the interviews,
findings were checked for accuracy with the participants. Member checking involved
"taking the findings back to participants and askingt hem(inwritingori na n interview)
about the accuracy of the report" (Creswell , 2005, p. 252). The description of each
transcribed interview was checked for accuracy, completeness, and fairness . After the
interview, and before the data was included in the doctora l research, interns were able to
review transcripts, and to add, change, or delete infonnationas they sawfit.
3.6.2. Dependability
Qualitative research does not airn to replicate results. Replication in the context of
qualitative studies cannot generate similar results. LincolnandGuba(1985)
conceptualized reliab ility in qualitat ive research as dependabi lityorconsistency.By
ensuring that the results can be replicated, the researche r ensured whether or not results
were consistent with collected data . This can be warranted through triangulati on, peer
review , researc her' s position or reflexivit y, and audit trail (Merriam, 2002) . Reflexi vity
talked abo ut the critical self-reflection the researcher takes on biases , theore tical
orie ntations, and relationships to thestudy that had thepotential to have an effec t on the
researc h process. The audit tra il described in detail how data were collec ted, how
categories were formed, and how decisions were made thro ughout the researchprocess.
Raw data were scanned , coded , and analyzed by a second reade r. The second reader was
blind to the first readers ' analysis of data . The secon d reade r analyzed the interviews for
two interns . This peer review process was put in place to assess whethe r or not findings
are credible based on the avai lable data . Findingsweresimilar inbothcases .
3.6.3. Confirm ab ility
Confirm ability referred to the degree to which the results of the study can be
confirmed or corroborated by others (Badenhorst , 2010 ; Linco ln & Guba, 1985;
Schwandt , 2007) . Badenhorst (2010) believed that rathe r than looking forgeneraltruths,a
situation can shed light about others . In the context of this study , an emotio nalexperience
could provide insight into anothe r emotiona l experience.
Chapter 4 Case Study Report
Forty-three students got 100. I was so proud I could do a dance .. all year we
have been trying to get them all to get 100, and this was the first time in the whole
year . And I was so proud, I taught them this par t and now they all get 100, and I
was so excited, they all got 100. I was so excited - I was like 'Oh, yea h! ' (Petra)
This chapter details the blend of emot ions, attributed causes, thoughts, perceived
effects, goals, actions, and behaviours of one intern. The case study research facilitates an
in-depth understandin g and visualization of facial manifestation of emotions and body
language pertaining to emotions that are not otherwise observable through diaries or
interviews. The chapter has four sections. The first section describes the school setting
where the intern completed her internship. The second section portraysPetraas an
evolving intern with dreams, hopes, and aspirations that ultimately intertwine with her
emotions of teaching. The third section focuses on Petra' s emotions and goals. The fourth
section presents assertions and closing statements.
4.1 TheSchool Setting
On a crisp February morning when the sunrays were making a bashful attempt to
break through a deep curtain of clouds, I embarked on a two-monthjo urney. Is tarted the
car's engine for what was to become part of my daily routine. Ipulledthe car in the
parking lot facing St. Mathew' s Junior High building that housed for the past 33 years a
large student population. Braving cold winter temperatures, I strolled past a series of cars
driven by doting parents waiting to drop off their children in front of the school entrance,
and slowly walked up the stairs alongside with some of the school' s students who looked
at me most likely wondering ifl was another substitute teacher.
I was there as a non-participant observer of two grade sevenmathclasses taught
by Petra. As part of the Bachelor of Education degree, she undertook the intemship
specializing in teaching mathematics and home economic s. This case study would allow
me to describe Petra's emotional experience s as these occurred whiIe she taught
mathematics, to discover attributed causes associated withhe re motions, and to highlight
her emotions and achieveme nt goals. Through daily observations anddiscussionswi th
Petra, the case study would offer a new side to my research. With the thoughts about my
present appointment in mind,l found myself in the warmth of the main lobby.
Duringmyfirstvi sit tothesite, the principalgavemeatourofthe sch001and
introduced me to the schoo l staff and to Alison, Petra' s coopera ting teacher. Knowing my
way around the school, I walked past the set of doors that led to theb asementofthe
school. As soon as I started to descend , my olfactory system was struck by the sweet
fragrance combination of cinnamon and chocolate. I was close to the cafeteria, where a
diverse palette of chocolate cookies, muffins, and brownies were baked . Down the
corridor, flavours of freshly brewed coffee and orange pekoe tea were added to the mix. I
walked into the home economic s class where Alison and Petra greeted me and made me
feel right at home offering me a cup of coffee. I was fascinated about the breakfast
program, as ithad huge benefitsforstudentson thevergeoffailing,for thosew ho needed
to socialize, for the ones who were new and wanted to make friends. It helped in creating
a cozy environment, and provided a sense of security, as students knew Alison and Petra
cared for them deeply. Petra really wanted to get involved with the school' s activities and
was more than happy to get involved with the breakfast program, as this quote illustrates:
" it is so rewarding at the end of the day to see that kids are getting the breakfastand
helping them achieve better in school." Petra got involved withthe cheerleading program
andwiththes ewingclub,where she gott oknowher students "onanotherl evel."
Petra started her love affa ir with teaching at an early age. This quote describes
incipients tagesofP etra's love affairwith teaching: "I had my flick flack board
downstairs, and I every time I came back from school, I would get up in front of my dolls
and I would teach them what my teacher taught me that day." By cult ivating Petra' s
interests and by encoura ging her to do well, a couple of teachers had profound effects on
her future career choice. The grade seven teacher was "one of the best math teachers I had
in my high school and he really inspired me to become a math teacher, that' s why I
decided to be a mathematics teacher ." This decision came naturally after he made efforts
to ensure that math was connected, real,a pplicable to other fields, worth pursuing,
engaging, and conduciv e to experiencing fun, as this quote exemplifies: "he always made
math interesting, it was not dull and boring." His teaching methods and style had a huge
positive influence on Petra and led her to pursue teaching mathematics as a career:
I really enjoyed his teaching methods. The way he approached math, all the topics,
made me feel inspired. And if he can get up and teach math into this really
inspiring interesting topics, then maybe I can become someone like him, and get
the students involved in education.
The development of Petra ' s goal to become a teacher evolved over time. She was
encoura ged to become a teacher , and she subsequently modeled her teaching behaviour
based on her teachers ' example s. Petra was inl1uenced to become a teacher by her grade
seven math teacher. These attrib utes align with research conducted by Schutz, Crowder
and White (200I) ,whichpointtoteachers ' "oblique transmis sion" type of inl1uence
(p.30 6).
During two months of classroom observations it became clear to me that Petra
was perfecting her style, that she developed care, compassion, and devotionfor students
just like her former teachers did. This quote illustrates her views about her former
teacher: "he cared and really showed concern if you were not doing well, he made sure he
spent extra time with you and he was really approachable, so whenever you hada
problem you could go and see him." Petra was actively learning instructional methods.
She portrayed math as fun and wanted to get to know each student, to know their learning
patterns, and to get them motivated in different ways. Her math lessons did not follow
strict patterns , as she aimed "to change, tweak it, and do a bit of different activities."She
alternated notes, group activities, group discussions, power point presentations,o rg ames
in order to catch studen ts' attention. Petra describes her teachin g approaches: "wh atl am
trying to do is a coup le of worksheets here, and have a game or an activity, and spread it
outaround , so it is not the sarne seat work everyday ." She made conscious efforts to
engage all students and wantedto ensurethattheirperformance increased, asthis
consideration .. . I wanted to make sure that they are consistently doing well the whole
Petra checked the strongly agree box for each of the four items belonging to the
survey'ssubscale definingmasteryorientedintems.Shecheckedthedisagree box for
each of the four items of the subsca le defining performance avoidance intems. She
checked one agree item and three neither agree neither disagree items for the
performance approach subscale. The interviews cemented her mastery orienta tion, as in
the face of obstacles she did not stop behaving in a mastery way and did notengagein
failure avoiding strategies in order to achieve performance goals . Therefore,basedonthe
survey data and on data retrieved from interviews, Petra was defined as mastery oriented ,
as she wanted to continuously develop her abil ities as a teacher, to try even more to learn
new things for what she taught, to constantly learn new things in the subjects she taught,
and to learn new things in mathematics and mathematics teaching no matter how difficult
they were (Butler, 2007; Papaioannou & Christodo ulidis, 2007). This quote exemplifies
her approach to learning mathematics:
I like starting with something that you don 't know the answer , but you keep
moving around and switc hing it, and try to figure out what the valuesofxoryis,
so kind of start from nothing and getting the answer, that' s the best thing.
Especially when you get theanswer,ohhh,youknow . ..
She hoped that throughout the internship she would become accustomedt o
teaching a large variety of students with different needso r personalities, that she would
learn new evaluation strategies as well as strategies to teach students in smaller groups or
as a whole class, and that she would learn new teaching mediums such as technology:
I am hoping that during this semeste r I will adapt my skills of how to teach all
students not just one particular group of students . I am hoping to learn how to do
that and how to pick dilTerent types of evaluation like oral and presentatio nsin
class, or just do little group activities and walking around, so I arnhopingtobe
using a wide varietyofdilTerent things and learning, and change want needs to be
Petra built on the social and professional skills she previously acquired by
volunteering with the cadets program and aimed to continuously develop herabilities as a
teacher. During the internship , she aimed to "learn how to vary methods , teaching
methods, instructional methods." Petra wanted to learn new things about mathematics and
about the pedagogy of teaching, and considered such learning experie nces relevant.
Consistent with previous research (Henderson, 1992;P ollard , 2002),P etra talked about
herd esiretoteachbetterbyputtingin elTorttofurtherherlearningabouttcaching:
You want to improve every time you get up. .. . when I started my first class two
weeks ago: it didn't go exactly the way I wanted it, but the next time you wanted
to improve on it and how my emotions that day felt 'Oh, next class I will plan this
and make it better', and every time would go and make it better and better ,
Duringtheintemship,itbecarneobviousthatPetraexhibitedpreferencesfor
engaging in new and challengi ng tasks , had increased self-confidence and an adaptive
nature, and aspired to continue developing competence and improving skills.These
features are consistent with mastery oriented characteristics described by various
researchers (Diener & Dweck, 1978; Seifert, I995b; Urdan & Maehr, 1995). Her mastery
goal orientation for teaching associates with "high intrinsic motivation ,asexpresscdin
teachers' didactic interest" (Retelsdorfet al., 2010, p. 42). Workingtowards
accomplishing her goals becarne highly intertwined with her emotions. She recalls
"seeing that finally a student who might not understand at first, but you workwiththem
and it finally clicks and you get a sense of accomplishment and pride." Petra feIt pride
learning new pedagogical skills because these would help students perform better. This
quote exemplifies her desire to further her teaching strategies: "I am proud to evolve my
teaching skills and learn difTerent things ." Her levels of confidence and comfort appear to
increase as "every time you teach a good class, it is going better and better 1think you
feel more comfortable and at ease." Her desire to pursue teaching activities seemed to
amplify as well, as this excerpt illustrates: " I feel really successful and proud that class
went well, especially when you are just starting, oh well the class went well, it makes you
just get up the next morning and do it again." Not being able to reach hermasterygoals
made her feel "a little disappointed." Yet she did not give up, she wanted to prove that
she is capable of doing a tremendous jo b as a teacher, as this citation illustrates:
You don't want to be seen as a grumpy teacher. You are never in a good mood
when you are up in front of the class. Because they are the ones who are looking
at you and you are a role model,and they say 'Miss is always contrary or grumpy,
never in a good mood ' .
Teaching was a life-changing experience tangled up with people's feelings, as it
had the potential to be completely inspirational or utterly discouraging . Teaching required
working heavily in establishing rapports with students, as this quote exemplifi es:''youget
involved with the youth and society, and you kind of built a relationship with them."
Petra followed this path in order to help students make decisions , to makesure that the
values and morals of the society are conveyed to students in avery subtle fonn, as this
quote highlights: "you are helping them make their own decision, you are kind of
molding the youth to become better in our society." Petra's teachingeffortsandvalues
were directly connected with students' welt-bei ng and progress, thus making her part of
the task-mastery teacher system (Ames & Ames , 1984). Petra defined teaching as "an
arena fora lot of emotions , happiness, joy , excitement,disappointment , soaltdifferent
emotions." At the start of the internship, she experienced frustration and disappointment:
. . . because studentsdon't realtyknowyou as ateacher,an dtheyaretryingt ofeel
you, and are trying to see are you going to be able to lead them, and are going to
talk,andthismakesyou frustrated when you deliver a lesson plan, and sometimes
you kind of have to hide your frustrationanddisappointment ,b ecause you don't
want to snap in front of your class, you want to enforce their listening skills, they
have to listen to you so you can develop your lesson plan.
She talked about the exp loring aspect of teaching occurring within thefirst
teaching assignment and how fulty charged with emotions the class was, as this quote
exemp lifies: "I remember the first class 1had, a realty chatting bunch, some were not
listening , you feel a lot offrustrations, so you kind of have to cool down, you don' t want
to make a big scene." This translated into her desire "to hand le them, to learn some
classroommanagemenl."Shortlyaftertheinternship started,Petra' se motionschangedto
"happiness, enthusiasm, asense of pride .. . a bigs ense ofs uccess." The classroom
became the stage for experiencing tremendou s excitement and enthusiasm when noticing
students' progress, as this quote highlights: "I feel pride and lamalwaysfascinatedthat
theyaresoexcitedtodosimpleexamples,buttheyget soexcited,an d they get a feeling
of satisfaction themselves." The classroom was also a place where Petra noticed student s'
wiltingness to leam and the easiness with which they participate in math activities, as this
quote illustrates: "they want to show me that they can do the questionsand they can do
the answers and try to improve themselves." Teaching was abundantly loaded with
emotions for both students and Petra:
If they are feeding you positive emotions, they are kind of making you feel better
about yourself and more confident in your teaching ability. But if they are feeding
you negative things, you are going to have a negative feel towardsth at class .
teaching and learning. The link between Petra and her students' emotions mirrors
previous research findings where "teacher reflection on students, emotional response to
the subject matter frequently elicits emotional responses from the teachers" (Rosiek &
Beghetto, 2009,p.175).
Teaching presented the opportunity to know, guide, and see how students improve
their math skills . Petra talked about her eagemess "to get started and try something new
with themandsee how theyaregoing to react .. . a lotofenthusiasm, positive feeling,
and satisfaction at the end when they can do my problems." She discovered students'
strengths, guided them through their weaknesses, and helped them to confidently utter:
"Oh, I can do that!" Teaching became enjoyable particularly when students "kind of make
it fun for you to get up there and deliver a class and you are excited the next day to wake
up." Students were the ones who made her happy to teach math classes, and they were the
ones who had the potential to "make or break the whole thing." Petra focused her efforts
and skills to help students progress in their understandin g of the subject. Thus, her actions
were in line with descriptors of teachers' task-mastery system (Ames & Ames, 1984).
Apart from allthese characteristicsand goals,Petrawasan individualfull oflife,
eager to commun icate, to socialize, and ready to embark on a journey that would
ultimately turn her into an accomplished jun ior math teacher, as this quote exemplifies:
"getting upan d interacting with class,an d teaching will befun ... . lknewthat I wanted to
become at eacher .. .. something that l reallywant to keep going." She seemed ready to
tackle this new role with aplomb, professionalism, and ardor, whileteaching two grade
seven math classes: an English and a French stream.
4.3 Petra' s Emotions and Goals
Anxiety, frustration, and disappointm ent were recorded during Petra' s internship.
Anxietyo ccurredo nlyi nt he early days, as this quote illustrates:" I experienceda feeling
of anxiety at the beginning of the lesson because it was the first math ciass I have taught."
When students andPetra got acquaint ed,di sappointment and irritation settledin.
Attribut ed causes included students' reactions, when they did not do homework, when
they "did not understand my examples", or when they had "a quiz, and they don't know
what to do because they didn 't do their homework." Unpleasant emotions also appeared
when students acted out intentionally, as this passage illustrates: "students don't really
know you as a teacher, and they are trying to feel you, and are trying to see if are you
going to be able to lead them." Another attributed cause included Petra' s teaching
approach, as this quote exemplifies: "I moved too quickly through the easy examples and
went to more difficult ones too soon." Students weren otputtinginthe time and effort in
doing their homework, and this ultimately led to their inability to contribute to the
classroom's activities, as "they are all looking at you like dazed, and they don' t know
what is going on." Subsequently, disappointment turned into frustratio n when students
"don' t feed you anything back because they did not spent the time doing the hornework."
Irritation and frustration set in when students did not validate her efforts, or when they
chose to be involved in other activities, as this quote highlights: "yo u worked hard to
develop this lesson and you are hoping to get them involved and all they are doing is
listeningt oth eir ipod." Other sources of stress andfru strationincluded classroom
management techniques, e.g. "you are always constan tly trying to remind them that you
have to stay on task and do this and tum around, all thewayaround,dothis,dothis."I t
became appare nt that Petra atlributed unpleasant emotions to her incipient teaching
techniques, but also to the powerful influence of students' emotionsand behaviours.
Thoughts occurring in conjunction with unpleasant emotion s were onesofcontrol
and aimed to revert to more upbeat emotions, e.g. "this is not something that you want to
dwell on, you want to move on and make sure every time you enter a classroom, you are
positive." Experiencing disappointment was immediately followed by the wish to self-
improve in an attempt to experience satisfac tion again as "I can now see where I need to
improve so that I can experiencesatisfactionafter teaching",o rbya desire to become
even more enthusiastic because "eve n if! might have a small disappointment I am always
enthusiastic to say ' Ok, I can do better next time' ." These statements present mastery
characteristics describedi nt he worksofNicholls (J9 84b), Pintricha nd Schunk (J 996),
and Seifert (1997a). Thus, in the face of unpleasant emotions, Petra continued to pursue
teaching with even more dedication. This is not always the case, as Winograd (2003)
describes instances where "dark emotions " have dysfunctio nal dimensions and "often led
to continued dark emotions,l ike whenangerl ed to fear, or when anxiety led to depression
and despair"(p. 1662). Petra'sproactiveac tiona lignswith thoseofotherin dividuals who
have mastery goals "associated with more adaptive percepti ons and behavior"(Butler,
2007, p.25 1). After the lessonco ncluded, Petra would analyze what went wrong and
what could be changed in her teaching approach for the next class, in an effort "to
improve to make the class better for the next one." This quote illustrates: "I always reflect
back on that hour and say 'Ok well, this part did not go right ', but now I can change it for
the second class." This emphasizes her focus on self-improvement (Seife rt, 1997a; Urdan
& Maehr, 1995) and reflects self-examination of teachin g practices (Meece & Holt, 1993;
Middleton&Midgley,1 997). As students openeduptoherteaching approachesand
came up at the board showing their peers how theygot their answers, they didn't realize
that they were following on Petra 's invisible thread as they createdstrongconnections
with mathematics. She would go to extra lengths to improve from one day to another:
If I leave a class, and it did not tum the way I wanted it to be 1will leave and go
home and look at the next section, and say how can I change it from this
happening, like seat work, and examples, and a little bit more interestingand
getting them involved. I definitely try to go back and look at it and see how lcan
changeitabit more than just getting them to come up at the board, and show their
peerson how they got their answer and try to get them to connect with
While analyzing her teaching, Petra seemed to be motivated by a sense 0 f
competence. This led Petra to increase her knowledge of teach ing methods, to continue
pursingh er goals,andtom aket eaching evenmorere warding.P etra' s sense of
competence, coupled with the autonomy enjoyed during the internship, and her self-
relatedness to students emphasized intrinsic motivation attribut es (Seifert,1 997b).
Experiencing disappointment orfrustration was quitesporadic because Petrawas
determined to adjust her teaching style, to prepare more, to overcome such emotions, and
to make way for who she really was: an exuberant, full of life intern who wanted to make
a difference, and to share her passion for math with the students. Herd esire to change and
do better soon led her to create classroom activities that would capture students' attention.
This attitude came in handy as students were "so tired of doing the same old, same old,
that they might need a little bit of boost and something different. " Therefore. she
definitely shook things up not only for her students, but also forh erself as she made
mathematics interesting, fun, and accessible for all. The more students were involved in
doing enjoyable math classroom activitie s, the more they would lean towards persisting
doing such activities outside the classroom , thus increasing theiri nterestinpursuing
mathematics. Petra successfully learned to combine improvin g math teaching strategies
withcultivating students' loveand long-terminterestformathematics, asth isp assage
exemplifi es: "every class I come in, I want to make sure that I have a positive mood, and
be energetic and be ready to start and I keep positive to them."
Emotions such as disappointment or frustration lasted a few minutes. Petra wanted
to stay away from "harping" on them, as she wanted "to make sure that you don' t want to
let the disappointm ents ruin your mood." She didn't want to transform herself into a
"grumpy teacher " as she was conscious that students look up to teachers, saw them as role
models, and knew that her emotions certainly impact students' emotions and attitudes
towards math. The bodi ly effects of such emotions were described as tenseness of body,
stomach nausea, churning, or butterflies,as Petra described:" I say the first week you
were nervous, you had butterfl ies inyour stomach,bec ause youdid not know the students
and they did not know you, and they were just staring at you."
While initially she considered it beneficial to "show a bit ofd isappointment,t o
show that you are not happy with what they are doing, and they are disappointing you as a
teacher" in retrospect "you probably would not show that, because you don't want them
to feel like well why can' t I understand this topic." Frustration, disappointment, or
anxiety did not dimini sh Petra ' s desire to pursue goals, as this quote illustrates: "I try not
to let a bit of disappointment affect my goals." Steering away from experiencing
disappointment or frustration was an example of emotion regulation (Sutton, 2004;
Zembylas, 2005c), underiining teachingasa process saturated with emotions. Petratook
the negative energy and transformed it into constructive moods and upbeat attitudes.
Disappointm ent was beneficial for her achievement goals, and made her even more
motivated to improve , as Petra explains: "I try to reflect on the disappointmentan d make
sure that I change it into more of a happy feeling and positive ways." This form of
emotional management reflects expressing desired emotions as well as living them
(Hochschild, 1983;Zembylas,2 005c).
She didn 't raise her voice; rather she changed its inflect ions, making it more
powerful , demanding attention, commanding students to work on math problems, as these
exemplify:"I want tos ee work being done, notc hatting .. . not a soundnow ... I hear
people talking about other things besides what they are supposedtobed oing ... wayt oo
much talking .. . tum around and pay attention." Even if students were loud, at times even
going ballistic and chatting constantly , Petra kept her composure and ca1m, unperturbed
by all the commotion. It took a great deal of determination, but she was reaching new
levels in her teachin g, and managed the class quite well. She was impressive as an intern,
as she displayed versatile interaction and communic ation skills, adapting with ease to new
situations. For example , she used subtle humor to disarm tensions in class and to revert
students' attention to math while keeping a smile on their faces. Facing the board, Petra
shushed one student to quiet down . Hereplied: "butyou couldnoth ave seen me." Petra
said: "Ihaveeyesinthebackofmyhead,th atljustdeveloped."He looked up in
disbelief and smiled as Petrauttered:"That is right, in the past three months."
Apart from the very few such emotions that occurred at the beginning ofh er
internship , Petra experienced almost daily a large variety of emotion s such as happiness,
satisfaction, enthusiasm, excitement , pride, joy, fascination, awe, and caring. These
emotions were mentioned in interviews or diaries, and were visible during classroom
observations. Students ' cooperation, their willin gness to sit down, open their books, and
work diligently during mathematics lectures contributed to Petra ' s satisfaction and
happiness when she saw students working together as a team:
Their hands are shooting up, they are asking question s, they are really excited to
give you the answer 'Oh, Miss, Miss, I know the answer!' and they all want to
come up to the board and show their friends how they got the answer .
Petra 's teaching methods were clearly geared towards supporting students'
autonomy ,promoting students'competences,andincreasingtheirconfidence. Teachers'
autonomy and supportive behaviours positively influence students' perceptions of
competence and autonomy (Pelletieret aI., 2002; Vallerand et al., 1997). Such teachers,
Petra included , help students become more independ ent and self-competent (Ames &
Ames, 1984), and furtherrnore enhance their intrinsic motivation(Rigby et al., 1992).
Students' perception of Petra' s teaching efforts added to herh appiness as she saw
"them reacting back to me, and doing the activity ." Other contributing factors to Petra's
happiness included students being actively engaged in doing and completingtheir
homework, and realizingthe importance of studying math:
they all come in and say it is all done, and then I writethe expression on the
board, and they give me the answer, I know that they did their homework and that
makesm ehappy . ... students realizedthecorrelation betweenstudyingand
gett ing a good mark.
Correcting homework and becoming aware of how students advanced their math
skills contributed to Petra ' s happiness, excitement, and pride. She was "beaming because
they have all done so well, and got all 100 ontheir quizzies." High marks were the end
result of students' ability to apply "the knowledge they learned in the previous sections to
solve new problem s" and to catch on new math topics "when they completely understood
the topic after just one or two examples." Other attributed causes Ieading topleasant
emotions included seeing students involved in classroom activities and seeing students
increasing their levels of confidence, as this quote exemplifies: "they were eager to come
upt oth eboardto explaintheiranswers . .. every time I lookeds tudents had their hands
up ready to give me their answer."
Her enthusiasm also stemmed from seeing how students "touched the computer
and the screen, and they were really enthusiastic about that,so that kind of proves to me:
oh well, theyare interested in that kind of thing, especially with teehnology." She builto n
the attraction she noticed in the students, on the timid yet caressing gestures with which
they touched the smart board screen, on how they interacted with the computer, on how
attentive they became, and on their enthusiasm that developed and carried throughout that
class. Teachers ' enthusiasm for teaching is connected to instructionalprocesses (Kunter et
aI., 2008). Emotional contagion (Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson 1993; Hsee et aI., 1990)
occurred between Petra ' s enthusiasm and passion for teaching, and her students'
enthusiasm for exploring and leamin gm ath, thus corroborating other research (Patrick et
al., 2000).
While explainingm ath concepts attheb oard,P etrakeptan actived ialog with
students, asking them for answers by using a soft and melodious voice, and by constantly
maintaining eye contact. She used a language that students seemed to enjoy
tremend ously, like the use of diminutives such as a "baggy", a"quizzy", and a "foamie",
as opposed to a "bag of algebra tiles", a "short quiz", and an "a lgebra tile made out of
foam." Her serene face portrayed sequences of Duchenne smiles, and dimplesappeared
on her cheeks. Her body language showed a relaxed and confident intern. For each
question shepo sed, onecould count at least five students raising their hands eager to
answer. When explaining things on a one-to-one basis, her body was halfb ended . With
her head tilted forward, lips pressed almost withdrawing , and hands rubbing her chin,
Petra awaited students' questions and explanations. Here yeswere focusedo ns tudents'
booklet s; her hands pointed out mistakes while using a soft and soothing voice.P etra' s
dedication to her students was impressive as she embraced teaching in itsvariousfo rrns,
andthrivedto see student stakedeepbreathsand affirrning "Oh,I see itn ow" or "Oh,
yeah." While waitin g for students ' responses, she exhibited an arched appearanceofthe
shape of her eyebrows, raising the upper eyelids, apparently lookings urprised.He r head
was tilted forward , her lips were pressing almost disappearin g while expecting correct
answers, and concentration radiated from her face . When she was approving student s'
answers, her head tilted back and forth in approva l. Her eyes andhand s moved up and
down as if supporting students' state ments . Exquisite teaching skills came forth through
the languageused, such as: "weare getting closer", "practice makesperfect", or "good
jo b." Research shows that posit ive feedback conveyed in an autonomous way tend s to
"enhance intrinsic motiv at ion by strengthening perceived competenee" (Rigby et aI.,
1992,p .175). Stud entsrespondedtohert eachingmethodsbybeing engaged, posing
questions, and by aski ng for clarific ations when they didn 't fullyunders tand amath
concept. Student s were convers ing about math, and were eage r to learn and help their
colleagues . The y were cracking up jokes whil e being completely engag ed in classroom
activities. On one such instance, Petra gave them a take home quiz, and a student piped
up asking whether or not his parent s can help. When Petra introdu ced algebra tiles,
students were so mesmerized about colors and shapes that they went to the board , played
with the tiles, and learned new math conce pts while having a lot of fun. Students were so
infatuated with her teachin g style that they ended up drawi ng heart shapes on the board
next to their final answer. These findings agree with research by Kunter et al. (200 8),
which describes that mathematics teachers' high enthusiasm for teaching is "significantly
related to higher quality instructional behaviours, particularly in terms of teachers '
moni toring of student behaviours and provision of socia l support " (p. 478).
Petra' s emot ions were influenced by students' emotions because " if they are
feedingyou positiveemo tions, theyare kindof makingyou feelmore good abo ut
yourself and more confident in your teaching ability."Students ' actionsand behav iours
had a significant impact on Pelra ' s emotions, and led her to reflect on her actions and
teaching methods:
If they are reacting to you in a positive way, and are happy, and ares miling, and
they are putt ing their hands up because they want to answer the questions,it kind
of puts me in a better mood, because 1think that they are confident in what I am
trying to say and you know, I know the knowledge is there.
She also seemed to think that teachers have a lot of power in influencings tudents '
moods, as this quote exemplifies: "if you have a posi tive attitude towards the topic your
students will in tumenjoy whatyo uare teachingthem .. . as ateacheryo u have a lot of
power influencin g the moods of your students", and corroborates previous research
(Patrick et aI., 2000). Petra's satisfaction stemmed from her effortsasshe"taught that
section really well", as well as from her consistent care and devotion put in creating and
organizing meaningful math classes, from doing a good job as an intern, or from choosing
the right career, as this statement exemplifies: "I know 1am on the right track."
Petra took pride in guiding students to succeed through layers of intricatem ath
connections, as this quote states: "they are doing well, it makes me feel really well, really
proud , beaming with pride every time." Pride intermingled with happiness was a
consequence of her students flourishing and getting high marks under her supervision,
care, and guidance. Petra stated: "happy and pride go together .. . because when I was
correcting the test the night before, I was looking at it, a bigsense of pride at the end
On few occasions, when everybody got maximum grades, she felt "super exci ted
that they all got ten out of ten .. theyp ickeditupreally,r eally good." The excitement
increas ed her expecta tions that students "wi ll do well tomorrow." On the occas ion of the
chapte r six final review tests, both classes perforrned outstandingly with class averages of
94. Such success was unprecede nted as both Alison and Petra were trying toimprove
students' perforrnances throughout the acade mic year. Students' aceomplishmentsmade
Petra feel "rea lly, rea lly excited and happy, kind offeelingsucces s."
The essence of Petra' s experiences of happiness could be best summarizedin the
overall care she developed for students, as she felt that "eve n though they are Alison's, it
kind of makes you feel that they are my class, and I guided them through it." The essence
of her enthu siasm was noticeable in her uncontestable yearni ng to go to the next class,
and in her exc itement to immer se hersel f in the activities of the next class, as she looked
"forward to what we are going to do in class." Enthusiasm also emerged from her desire
to esta blish a conn ection with the students, as well as from her des iretouncover and
share the mystery and depth of beauty of such a purely logical science .
Care was listed as an essential comp onent within interns' lives (Go ldstein & Lake ,
2000). Research described strains intern s encount er while teaching, namely establishing
identiti es as caring teachers, establi shing boundaries between care and control, and
copi ng with care for students who are only ' thei rs' for the duration of the interns hip
(Go ldstein & Lake, 2003). However, this case study report steers clear from such
dilemmas , perhaps in light of Petra ' s mastery goa l orientations.
Petra exper ienced an assortment of emotions that rapidl y moved away from the
initial disapp ointment and frustration to com binations of different pleasant emotions.
Exam ples includ e com binations such as: happiness and exc itement "extreme ly happy,
you are beamin g .. youare so happyand excite d"; happinessand pride " l was happy . .. I
was filled with awe .. . filled with pride"; enthusiasm, excitement , and joy "I was very
enthusiastic .. . 1 was excited this made me filled with joy"; and wonder, awe, and,
fascination"lwaswondering l was in awe . .. ll eft the class fascinated."
While encountering such powerfu l and positivelychargedemotions,P etra' s
thoughts were dividedinto twodistinctclasses.Ontheone hand, shewas thinkin g about
her teaching aptitudes and progress, and about doing a good job as ateacher, as this quote
exemplifies : "I felt very good with the way my activity was going." Petra reflected upon
improving her teaching skills, as she wanted "to shake itu p a bit and make it interesting ,
make it fun." When experiencing joy, pride, satisfaction,orhappinessshe was thinking
about how her actions positively affected her students . This statement highlights how
Petra attributes success to her effort, an internal and contro llable factor(N icholls, 1984b;
Pintrich&Schunk, 1996): "I am finally doing a good job myse lf because they are
connecting and they are excited for what 1am trying to present to them."
Petra was thinking about the time and effort dedicated to creating exampies,
finding worksheets and enticing mathematics games so that the students would benefit
from a diversity of problems. She stated: "I spent all this time and effortanddoingupthe
examp les, finding worksheets , doing up worksheets, doing games, so that they can have
lots of different methods and practice." Other thoughts revolved around her abilities in
getting students mot ivated : "I can get them motivated this way - 1have planned a game
like jeopardy or some kind of activity and get them really excited about it", around the
strong connection between selfand students: "I know that they are connectingwithme",
or simply around contin uing teaching: "I feel pride and happy and you feel enthusiastic
for the next day to start, to give them back their quizzes."
On the other hand she was thinkin g about her students, about how much they had
accomplished, "how well everyone adapted to the new material", about how they "were
getting the answers right", how they enjoyed mathematics during herd ifferentand
exciting lessons. Petra also contemplat ed how excited students seemed to be while they
uttered : "Missh astohearwhatlhaveto say ... so l wills houtover whomever."
Thoughts about students' eagerness to show their knowledge and about how they had
commonly worked toward s establishing excellent communi cation avenues appeared, as
this quote shows: "I know that they are connecting with me, and they want to show me
thattheycandothequestionsandtheyc and oth eanswersandtrytoimprove
themselves."
Overall, Petra was thinkin g that students were adapting well to new mathematics
topics and were answering their own questions. It became clear that students'progress
was more important than her success, as this quote exemplifies: "I am proud of them and
thateverythin gth eyh avedonemakesm efullofprideandhappyforthem."She became
happy through her students' accomplishments and happiness, and through the fact that no
one was disappointed by their marks.A ll thesee vents contribute to Petragrowing tofeel
"warm and fuzzy that they are happy and excited with their marks." Shede scribes her
thoughts on the connectivity between happiness and enthusiasm as foliows:
Happiness kind of ties in with my enthusiasm. 1 feel happy about everycl ass,
every day. lfI assign homeworkfo r the next day,and the next day they corne in
and say ' Oh, Miss 1have my homewor k done! ' and they all come in and say it is
all done, and then 1writethe expressionontheboard, andthey give me the
answer, 1 know that they did their homework and that makes me happy - they are
practicing what we did the day before, so they must be in a positive note
yesterday, so they must have said 'Oh, I am going to go home and do my
homework because I understand it' . Because a lot of time they don't do their
homework, because they might not understand what we did. And a lot of time
their parents might not understand as well . Definitely I enjo y it, I feeI very happy
when their homework is done. We have a mini quiz, usually a couple of quizzes a
week, so I will correct them at home, and I say 'O h, they got 10 out of IO!' And
that makes me feel happy. Because they know that they are doing well, and they
understandwhatlamteach ing, so iti s kind of goingb ackandforth, it is kind of
reinforcement for me that I am doing a good job as their intem, or say teacher.So
when I correct their tests, it makes me really happy to see that they are doing well.
Becauselkindo fwha tt omake sureth atwhenIleaveth attheyaredoing a good
job ,andtheirmarks are good,andtheyund erstood everything.
Retrospective views of the thoughts appearing in connection with pIeasant
emotions led her to contemplate continuin g the good work,as"today goes well,an d
tomorrow I go home and say today was really good class, and what can I do to make it
good tomorrow, try to keep it." When everything goes smoothly, she doesn' t "thinka bout
She wanted to share her thoughts with her students and to "let them know when
they do a good job, and when they are behaving, and let them know to keep it up." Based
on her teaching experiences she was willing to put more time and effort in creating better
learning environments. Satisfaction, happiness, and enthusiasm made things seem easier
for Petra, and she always appeared to tackle everything with ease, grace, and poise.
However, she disclosed that happiness, enthusiasm, and awe made her feel the urge to
"actually act emotionally towards someone by moving closer" or to "pat every student on
the back for aj ob well done." Experiencing pleasure contributed to overtly showing her
emotion, as this quote highlights: "I showed my pleasure because the students were
behaving and showing interest in the topic." Petra described the physical symptoms of
happiness and enthusiasm as waves of "stomach butterflies", while her face revealed
smile sequences, and she showed her excitement by "using hand gestures." One item of
the diary pertained to the intensity of the emotions experienced. On an item scale ranging
ITom O(not really noticeable) to IO(as intenseas l haveeve rfe lt), the intensity of Pelra' s
emotions averaged 8.7.
The impact of satisfaction was considered as permanent, as it was an emotion she
aimed to replicate "as longas l continue to do that,satisfaction will be there." She wanted
to continue to experience satisfaction because it presented the prospect "to keep them
motivated" and because it made her feel good "it is nice to have them, greet them with a
smile." The perceived effect of happiness and enthusiasm on the time and effort she put in
her subsequentclassp reparation increased, asthese emotionsweremotivators to continue
doing a good jo b. Enthusiasm, satisfaction, and pride led Petra to praise students "we let
them know when they do a good job, and when they are behaving, and let them know to
keep it up."
Satisfaction, happiness, and enthusiasm had a lastingp erceived effect on Petra' s
mastery goals, as she realized she helped students progressing, because "if they are
succeeding in my class, than maybe I am doing a good jo b as a teacher." Students
contributed to increasing her levels of confidence as she felt "happy .. moving forward
and building up confidence and te aching skills ." Happiness inspired her to look for new
teaching strategies, as this quote illustrates: "I want to go a littie bit above and beyond
and see what else is available out there to use, to try to find more resources." Happiness
motivated her to "learn new things with different age groups" as she noticed that various
methods work for different "age groups to keep them motivated to learn the subject . . . so
that students would not sit there staring at the ceiling or the wall, always try to change the
worksheets or group work ." Enthusiasm and excitement increased the desire to study and
incorporat e new teaching strategies, as "I will not hesitate to try the smart board or other
technolo gies in my future classes." Satisfaction made heracknowledge "after working
hard to better prepare for a class, one is left in awe when everything works out."
Happiness led to the peace of mind as "I did the best I can and all my students do well
and they did not fail or go backward s." Enthusiasm heightens spiritsas"it puts me ina
good mood" and happiness "keeps you more positive and say I can keep doingthi s ..
you move forward."
Under the influence of her emotions such as satisfaction, happiness,or
enthusiasm, her achievement goals became "achievable, more important to keep" as well
as "easier to obtain because if they are reacting to me and are enthusiasticabout my class
.. . itfeel sthatitise asierto grab."Hermastery goalsb ecame stronger as ac onsequence
of students' activeinteractionswithmathandofherteaching successes, as this quote
illustrates: "probably at the beginning it was not as strong, but as I get closer and closer to
as the internship ends, itg ots tronger . . . definitely strongerth anitwas in the beginning"
because students "are reacting to me and are enthusiastic about my ciass." Doingagood
job was a strong motivatin g factor to continuing developing teaching abilities, as shehad
"see n that it was success ful." This quote further highlights the impetus to learn how to
teach: "make it interesting and motivating for them so, you know I leam different ways to
use worksheets or activities or games still teach the chap ter but you do it in a fun way for
them to learn."
Satisfaction, happiness, and enthusiasm projected a new light on how close she
was in reaching these goals , as they felt "more realistic to complete ." Petra was "happy
about what happened throughout the last 13 weeks." She saw that students were "happy
and they feed you back their emotions." She felt more in reach of her goalsd uetoher
emotions, as this quote exemplifies: " if you have positive emotions,yo u feel I can reach
that goal." Reaching goals became more tangible part icularly when "you see that you are
happy andth e students areh appy . .. they feed you backtheir emotions." She was closcr
to achieving her goals, as this quote exemp lifies: "you are happy and you are excited and
all that it is close r." Emotions contributed to easiness in attainin g goals because "i f you
are positive throughout your teaching and you are positiveabout students and enjoy what
you are doing, it makes your goals so much easier." Her desire to continuously develop
her abilities as a teacher and to try to leam new things in mathematics evolved during the
internship . This evolution was influenced by the intersec tion between emot ions,
motivation , and confidence , as this quote exemplifies :
At the beginning of the internship I probably just want to use different methods
and try to figure out what is the best way to teach different topics. Now, I want to
go a little bit above and beyond that and see what eIse is avai lable out theretouse,
so try to find more resources, other things they can do in math, especially when I
get in higher grades because the topics are going to be different.
Petra's mastery goals correlated with experiencing enthusiasm and satisfaction.
She prepared her classes and strived to be the best teacher for her students ,asthispassage
reveals: "I always try to be enthusiastic about the topic 1am teaching and get them in a
good mood,and hopefully get them so excited that they go home and wanttodo their
homework right away ."
The perceived effec ts of mastery goals on emotions are summarized here. Mastery
goals contr ibuted to her beliefs that the best approac h was to go in the classroom and
maintain a pleasant demeanor, as this quote exemp lifies: "I always want to make sure that
I am enthusiastic ... trying to doi tinanenthusiasticway,so lhavea lot of enthusiastic
energy when 1 go to class ." Aiming to achieve such goals led to doing a good job and
experiencing pride, as this quote highlights: "I always plan around that goal to make sure
it was achievable and tangible and at the end to say I have reached that goal and so I
could feel pride ."
An Hour in Petra ' s Class: the Mathematics Jeopardy Game
This section presents a day in Petra's class, the level ofinteraction, the patterns of
communication , classroom dynamics, and prevalen t emotions encounte red for both
students and intern. Petra was always inclined to use a variety ofteaching strategies to
boost the level of interaction in her classes. One such instance was the use of the smart
boardtechnologytocreatean interactivejeopardygameforthe duration ofan entire
mathematics class . She tried to have different settings, in an effort todo something
different every class. As she guided students to the curriculum resources center, they
seemed excited to participate in yet another adventure in Petra 'sclass. The students were
paired up in four teams: Germany, Finland , U.S.A., and Canada. She hand picked
students and placed them in groups, where high achievers were paired up with the low
achievers in an effort to ensure that they were of differentcapabilities andlevels. Shed id
spread out the ones who talkeda lotor had behavioural problems toc reate balance. In
doing so she proved not only that she knewher students well ,but also that she evolved as
a teacher as she was managing both the class and the curriculum to perfection.
As each team rolled the dice, Petra counted which scored most points. Every team
worked on a math question, and then they tooktumsjust like inarealje opardygame to
see which one gets the right answer. They were all engaged and captured by the idea that
that they were playing a game, complet ely forgetting that they were actually solving
problem after problem. Team Germany won the first round with 200 points. Students had
about 30 seconds to solve a math problem and were constantly encouraged to be active
participants within their teams. Students seemed to thrive within the highpaced
environment and they didn 't seem frazzled about the time frame. They all shouted out
loud whenever they got an answer, no matter ifi t was right or wrong, and seemed overly
excited to be involved in this game. The level of noise during this class reached its peak
and Alison, who had not interfered at all with the proceedings of the class,had toquiet
them down a bit, as they were all over the place and were overly exc ited about this class.
This descr ibesa30secondssnippetofthe classinteractio ns:
Petra: "F ind the missing denominator: %=¥."
Mark: "Miss, this is not possible!"
Petra.vYes . ft is possible. ... We got our answer team Germany?"
Elizabeth: "Ding, ding. We got the answer."
As the conversation and the game carried on, I noticed that one student completely
forgot about himself and got so carried away playing the game that he was standing on
top of the chair, while his eyes seemed literally glued to the smart board screen. Hands
went up all over the place; they felt like they were competing among themselves while
they were highly engaged in solving math problems. Having Elizabeth as the main player,
team Germany won most rounds. She was one of the most gifted students of the class. On
one occasion, Elizabeth had a heated debate with Catherine, another member of the team.
Dismissing her team with a quick stroke, "hang on Miss, hang on .. . guys you are not
helping me", and she pursues the matter with Catherine and later on with Petra.As
Elizabeth went on to explain the logic of the problem to Petra, the game came to a full
stopasit became obvious thatEl izabeth was reallyafTected. Petra clari lied the situation;
team Germany won again, and Elizabeth was thrilled.
This was supposed to be a review class for the quiz they had the next day on
adding and subtracting mixed numbers. Walking between the four round desks where the
students were located and lovingly checking students' workings, she was tapping from
time to time while waiting to hear students ' comments. Some problems took longer than
others to be solved. However, they solved an incredible amount of problems, and the
success of this class was unprecedented. This group was always noisy and extremely
curious, an interesting bunch to say the least, very volatile, very Iively, and always asking
questions. But today, unlike all other mathematics classes, nobody asked permission to go
to the bathroom. They were so engaged in the game, that they completely forgot about
indulging into their regular mini escapades.
Seeing students so engaged contributed to an increase in the frequencyof large
smiles on Petra ' s face, as she pulled her lips back and upward creating a semicircle shape
to her mouth . The intensity of these smiles became obvious as her cheeks moved upward,
inducingth eouterb and ofmu scles aroundh er eyes to compress, wrinkl ing her round
shaped eyes, bagging the skin below her eyes . Holding her hands almost like in a prayer,
with her head tilted forward, and eyes wide open, Petra' s body language revealed her
most inner expectations of hearing correct answers and of seeing their progress.Her
expectations were fully met since all students had their hands up every other minute,
exuberantly shouting answe r after answer, and staying focused on the task athand, asthi s
quote illustrates: "it was good, I liked it, it isd efinitely good,it went the way I wanted it
to go."
It took her almost three days to put together this lesson plan, but regardlessof the
time and effort that wasinvolved, shed id it for the students:
I foundthet emplate game andthenlhadt ol ook attheb ook and seeth e review
test, so it took two or three days. Two days to get the game all straightened away.
Because I had to figure out which questions to use and it was not hard work, butit
was tedious getting it to work and you put the questions in and the questions
won't come up on the screen like you wanted it.
At the end of this class, Petra said that her prevalent emotions throughoutthis
class were excitement and enthusiasm, because the more the students were getting
excited, the more she was getting into the game and into the cheerful spirit of the class, as
this quote exemplifies: "you are pretty exci ted, and enthusiastic and happy along with
them because they get you going." When her students enjoyed an activity,she thought
that all the work that was put into it was worth it, and ultimate ly all worked out well. She
ensured that a wide variety of problems were present, covering all six sections of the
chapter . Petra managed to go through a lot of problems , as opposed to a regularcl ass
where she would have five or six examples done. At the end of today 's class, students
were so quick to figure out problems, that in a few seconds they were shouting "Oh, I
know the answer ." Due to the involvement and excitement , they seemed a totally
... engagedandfocusedonwinningandifthereissomethingaprizeorsomething
they could win, this is their focus, totally on that. So when they are focusedand
pay attention and they are really excited about something, they totally go through
more examples. And they don' t even realize I don't think they realize it. So, when
they are focused and enjoy something they will definitely pay attention and learn
it much faster. And when we do stuff on the board they stare up in space. S0
definitely games help them. You are trying to get the answer before the friend
next to them, so they are really involved and really excited .
Lookingbacktohow theclassactivitiesevolved,Petracouldnothelpbut
acknowledge the pride felt as the lecture activities worked out well andalltheworkput
into the preparing the class contributed to making it all worthwhi le for studentsandself,
as this quote shows : "it went really well ... kind of proved to me and to them what they
This represented a snap shot of how Petra 's lessons bear the signature mark of
beneficia l interactions and cons tructive teaching elements . This class was an opportunity
for students to apply their knowledge skills ina fun way. It described Petra's teaching
strategies as student centered and detailed her commi tment to and 10vefort eachin g.H er
emotions revea led a blend of satisfaction, enthusiasm, exc itement,j oy, cheerfulness, and
zest for teaching. These emot ions zero in on Petra's enthusiasm and passionfor teaching .
It accounted for her love and care for students, her kind and encouraging attitude, and
passion for teaching. This snippet charac terizes Petra as an effective intern (Ames &
Ames , 1984; Witcher & Onwue gbuzie , 1999) who prom oted a high quality of learn ing
and creative classroom environment (Oeci & Ryan, 1980 ; Rigby et al., 1992).
4.4 AssertionsandC losingStatements
Having presented my classroom observa tions as well as Petra ' s own
interpr etations of her emot ions, within this section I summarize what I believe I
understood aboutthis case.Petrapursuedherinternship atSt.Mathew' s, a school where
the level of care for students reached maximum levels. Embraced by this caring
environme nt, Petra flouri shed as an intern. Her emotions progres sed from initial anxie ty,
disappointme nt, and frustration to a world of enthusiasm, excitement, satisfaction,
happin ess, pride, joy, awe, wond er, care , and fasc ination. On the one hand , experiencing a
large palette of emotions was a direct consequen ce ofinterac ting with students. Students'
performan ces,increased confid ence, and cooperationduringm athematics lectures fueled
Petra' s emotions. Their willin gness to apply knowledge in so lving new problems, their
high grades , or their attitudes towards math, emotions, actions, and behaviours led her to
experience happine ss, j oy, or enthu siasm. Byb eingh yper,bubbly, constantlyh appy, or
by simply showing interest in mathematics, students contributed to Petra ' s pleasant
emotions. On the other hand , such emotions were caused by her efforts. Prominent
attributed causes included constant care and attention directed towards students,h errole
in students' understanding, or seeing students flourishing under herg uidance .O ther
attributed causes included the realization that she had chosen the right career, or that she
was consolidatin g her teaching skills.
While experiencing such emotions, Petra ' s thought s ran to her students, to how
accomplished they became, how eager they were to learn mathematics and to share their
thoughts and questions about math,h ow wellthey adapted to her teaching style, how self-
assured they became in answering math questions, and how well they performed in
quizzes and chapter tests. At times, she thought about her accomplishments and progress
as an intem, about doing a good job as a teacher , and about how her actions positively
affected her students. She took into consideration the time and effort puti ntoc reating
worksheets and attractive mathemat ics games so that students benefited from diverse
problems. Petra contemplated her ability to get students motivated,th e connection she
shared with her students, and the enthusiasm she had for teaching. However , forPe tra,
students ' progress was far more important than her progress asa teacher.
The essence of Petra ' s emotions such as satisfaction, happiness, pride, or joy was
encompassed by the utmost devotion she had for hers tudents,asif her whole universe
revolved around them. Classroom observations and core descriptions of happiness or
enthusiasmportray Petraas anexceptionallycaring person, devoted tos tudents, looking
forward to the next class and discussions with students. The influence of these emotions
on her body was best described as waves of stomach butterflies and sequences oflarge
smiles on her face.
Satisfaction, happiness, and enthusiasm influenced Petra' s goaIs, as she arrived to
the realization that she was actively contributing to students' progress. Pleasantemotions
increased her levels of confidence and inspired her to look for and Iearn newteaching
methods. This aligns with Butler and Shibaz's (2008) research, which affirms that
mastery oriented teachers describe success ful teaching days when they gain knowledge of
something new. Pleasant emotions motivated Petra to learn about methods that worked
best for different students, and to study and incorporate new teaching strategies regardless
of the levels of difficulty. Happiness contributed to Petra' s peace 0 f mind as she
acknowledgeds he did the bests he could toco ntribute tos tudents ' math understanding,
while enthusiasm reinforced her mood. The influence of satisfaction, happiness, pride, or
joy on Petra' s mastery goals was long lasting. Emotionss uchassatisfaction, happiness,
and enthusiasm increased Petra' s goals in importance and they became more tangible and
stronger. Her emotions contributed to a perceived easiness in attaining her goals.
Satisfaction, happiness, and enthusiasm made her feel closer in reaching these goals, and
learning new things about math or about teaching math became more real. Petra ' s goals
were validated through students' successes and aspirations to learn. Witnessing students'
happiness,P etrarealizedthather efforts andd edication werep ositive influences, and
decided to increase the time spent in creating great lectures plans for students . She wanted
to continue experiencing satisfaction as it had a double effect: it made her feel good and
kept students motivated.
Petra' s mastery goals contributed to her beliefs that the best approach was to
maintainapleasantdemeanor. Aimingt o achieveh er goalsl edPetraindoing a good job
and occasio nally experiencing pride. Petra' s mastery goals led her to control the initial
layers of emotions such as disappointm ent and anxiety, and to activelyworktowards
changing these into satisfaction , happiness, or joy .
At the end of the internship, Petra believed that being positive about teaching,
about students, enjoying the work involved, and experiencing emotion ss uchas
satisfaction, enthusiasm, excitement, or happiness, made reaching her goals easie r and
faster. Thinking about the internship she was "enjoy ing every second , whether it was
mathematics, home econom ics, art, whatever it was." This contributed to learning and
following upon her teacher s' footsteps, as this quote exemp lifies: " [do what Alison does
that [ can use in my teaching so [ can take from her and grow that way ." To reach such a
powerful conclusion at the end of her internship, she needed more than just good
analytical skills. She exhibited a rather perfect combination of rnathematicalknowledge
and teaching skills. Petra taught ina schoo l environmentco nducivetoestablishing trust
between teachers and students.
Petra volunteered to participate in the case study. She displayed characteristics of
effective teachers that made her most interesting to watch. Examp les include: efficient
organizational skills, flexibility on her approaches to teaching, excellent bonds with
students, and a subtle sense of humor. Petra had developed an ability to design lesson
plans that captured students' attention. She increased theirm otivation tos tudy math. She
had constant positive expectations. She showed enthusiasm, excitem ent, and passion for
teaching. Petra demonstrated care for students. All these attribute s are in alignment with
descriptions of mastery orien ted teachers (Ames & Ames, [984 ; Witcher &
Onwuegbuzie , 1999). Petra 's teachin g style is in agreement with Babad ' s (2007)
descriptionofeffective teachers,whichhighlightedteachingstrategies such as "great
interest and enthusiasm about their subject, they teach in a provocativeandsti mulating
style, they use their faces, bodies, and voices to allract students' learning, andtheyt ake
efforts to involve the students in the learningprocess"(p. 215).
Petra deeply cared for students' progress, and showed compassion fortheones
who struggled. She used differenti ated instruction , seemed close to students yet kept
enough distance so they ultimately knew who was in charge, rewarded good behaviour,
made jo kes, and used her initial frustrat ion and disappointment to become a more
accomplished teacher and to succeed in doing a good jo b that would benefit students.
Through her actions, emotions, and goals, she embodied the ' perfect intern' . The school's
warm atmosphere and Alison' s guidance contributed to her progress. However, what I
really think made a difference in her emotional and professional development was the
sum of her determination to succeed, passion for teaching, desire to follow into the
footsteps of formermathteachers,andailher emotionsand goals.P etrawanted to help
students learn, to see them striving in math, to do well, wanted to make a difference in
their lives.
1 would like to remind readers that this case study reported my own understanding
about Petra' s emotions and goals. This case study showed that mastery oriented interns
experienc e all types of emotions during teachin g. Those unpleasant emotions can be
converted to pleasant ones, thus having the potential to improve one' s teaching skills and
to increase motivation. The case study brings back into the spotiightH arrison and Robb ' s
(1985) query: "the moral question is not ' What do 1 feel?' but rather, ' What do 1do with
whatl feelT " (p.14 ).
ChapterS Data Analysis
This chapter presents the major findings of this research as these reiate to the
research questions of the study. What kind of emotional experiences do interns encounter
while teaching mathematics? What similarities and differences exist between the
emotional experiences of interns with diffe rent goal orientations? The chapter has four
sections that present similarities and differences between mastery 0 riented, performance
approach, and performance avoidance interns ' emotional experiences. The first section
illustrates meaning units, emotions' frequency and core description s, andco mmonly
occurring emotional patterns. The second section presents attributed causes of various
emotions. The third section presents interns' thoughts while experiencing different
emotions . The fourth sect ion describes relations between emotions and achievement
goals.
Data were catalogued based on interns' achievement goals: mastery oriented,
performanc e approach, and performanc e avoidance, as these became apparent from
surveys. It has been suggested that students could pursue two apparently exclusive goals,
such as mastery and performance goals (Dweck, 1986; Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Inthe
case of pursuit of multiple goals, research shows that differentiation appears when
mastery goals are abandoned in favour of performance goals (Seifert, I995b). "The high
mastery/high performanc e student stops behaving in a mastery way and begins to engage
in failure avoiding strategies in an effort to achieve the desired performancegoal"
(Seifert, 1995b, p. 135). Ass uch,fo r the purpose ofa ciear demarca tiono f interns'goals,
the first interviews were used to cement interns' goal orientation s. For example, the
languageu sed,th e nature of interns' perceptions of ability and behaviour, andth eir
actions in the face of failure place certain interns within the performanceapproachgroup,
as this quote exemplifies:
I think if myc olleagues are doing their jo b and are being successfu l teachers,1
would never try to outperform them. However, if I am not being successful then I
am trying to outperform them. I always want to be successful. (9-2)
The meaning units were different emotions that conveyed the essence of interns'
perceptions about their emotional experiences that occurred while teaching. Meaning
units were then compared across interviews and diaries for data regularities.Throughout
this chapter, citations from interns' interviews are labeled as (1-3), and this is interpreted
as the third interview of the first intern. Citations from interns' diaries are labeled as
(5-d2),and this is interpreted as an excerpt from the second diary of thefifth intem .
5.1 PrevalentEmotionsan dTheirF requency
This section presents two tables with structured information obta ined from
interviews anddiariesab outthen atureandfrequencyof intems'emotions.lntems
affirmed that some emotions occur on a daily basis, while others appear ata lesser
intensity. In the following tables, the daily occurring emotions are listed in bold type,
while emotions occurring twice or three times a week are underlined.
A list of predominant pleasant emotions as well as their frequency through
interns' diaries and interviews is presented in Table I. Based on the collected data, in the
case of mastery oriented interns, daily occurring emotions are happiness, enthusiasm, and
satisfaction. The most frequent mentioned emotions for performance approach interns are
satisfaction, pride, and happine ss. Excitement, enthusi asm, pride.un d happiness appear
daily. Joy and satisfaction occur three times a week . The most frequent emotions for
performanc e avoidance interns are happiness and surprise on a daily basis, while relief
and satisfaction appear two or three times a week. The numbers in Table I present the
ratio between the number of occurrences of emotions and the numberof student sin each
group . The number of occurrence s for each emotion was established by count ing how
many times interns described an emotional experience during interviews and diaries. For
instance, there were six mastery oriented interns. Throughout their interviews and diaries,
theydescribed 24emotionalexperienceswherethey encounteredhappiness. As such,
within Table I, the happine ss ratio became 4.
Table 1. Pleasant emotions and corresponding ratios
Mastervoriented Performanceannroach Performance avoidance
Happiness (4) Happiness (2.8) Happiness (4)
Satisfaction (3.5) Satisfaction 0 .8) Satisfaction (5)
Pride (2) Pride (2.8) Pride (I)
Enthusiasm (1.8) Enthusiasm (1.8) Enthusiasm (3)
Joy (1.3) ~
Excitement (2)Excitement(l.l) Excitement (0.6)
Hope (0.8) Hope (0.6) Hope (0.5)
Relief (0.8) ~
Surprise (0.7)
Caring (0.4)
Surprise (1.5)
Caring (0.5) Car ing (0.5)
Fascination (0.5) Fascination (0.4) Fascination (0.5)
Awe (0.5)
Pleasure (0.3)
Wonder (0.2) Wonder (0.6)
Anticipation (I )Anticipation (0.2)
For mastery oriented interns, the essence of happiness and satisfactionre volves
around students' understand ing, in alignment with research by Ames and Ames (1984): "I
feel that 1help strengthen students ' mathematical knowledge and their confidence with it"
(2-2). lnterns'satisfactions tems directly from students'satisfaction, as an intern uttered:
"1am very happy to see the kids' faces and that they achieved and that they did well. And
I guess my satisfac tion came from their satisfaction" (3-2). For performance avoidance
interns,th e essence ofreli efrevolves around avoidingmanifestation of inferior teaching
(Butler, 2007): "I was relieved because my students behaved well when 1was afraid they
wouldn 't " (7-3). For performanc e approach interns, the essence of happiness, pride, or
enthusias m revolves around self-image and self-confidence. This aligns withresearch
about performance approach students that highlights their preoccupati on with self and
their tendency process information in terms of self and others (Seifert, 2004). Happiness
makes one "continue to want to teach" (9-2). Pride contributes to makinga n intern" feel
good about myself ,that my teachin g practices are up to par" (12-3). Enthusiasm presents
the preoccupation with self-image, because it "makes you feel confident and it makes you
feel good about what you are doing" (10-2). The significance ofthejoy 0 ft eachin gi s
described in terms of self-image, as " I feel fulfilled and satisfied and confidentthatl
made the right career choice" (I3- 2). Satisfaction is described in terms of dominance:
The essence would be that people are happy with the results,th at students and us
are happy with the results, and what they find it is importan t is what I am finding
important and this is the essence of satisfaction right there. (12-2)
A list of predominant unpleasant emotions as well as their frequency through
interns' diaries and interviews is presented in Table 2. Based on data from interviews and
diaries, for mastery oriented interns, frustration appears twice or three timesa week.
Intems mention that disappointment " is very sporadic" (1-2),"anger does not really come
in often"(3-2),and the "tiny bit of nervousness and anxie ty at the start of every class"
turns into "a sense of satisfaction at the end of the day" (6-2). For performance approach
intems, anxietyappears dai ly, nervousness andfrus tration twiceor three times a week.
For performance avo idance intern s, frustra tion appears daily, annoya nce and worry twice
or three times a week.
Table 2. Unpleasant emotions and correspond ing rat ios
Master oriented Performance aooroach Performan ce avoidance
Frustrationl3 .2l Frustratio n (2.2l Frust ra tion (4.5)
Anxiety (2) Anxiet y (0.8)
Irritation (1.5)Irritation (1.5) Irritation (0.4)
Disappointment ( I) Disappointmen t (0.6) Disappointment (1.5)
Anger (0.8) Anger (0.4) Anger (I)
Nervousness (0.7) Nervo usnessro .6l Nervo usness ( I)
Disillusion (0.5) Disillusion (1)
Worry (0.3)
Helplessness (0.2)
~
Hopelessness (0.3)
Sadness (0.2) Sadness (0.2)
Fear (0.2) Fear (0.6)
Powerlessness (0.2) Powerlessness (1.5)
Shame (0.2) AnnoyaneeOl
Panie (0.2) Guilt (2)
Boredom (0.2) Confused (0.5)
For mastery oriented intern s, frustra tion occ urs when students devalue interns'
effo rts, because "yo u are putt ing in effort for sometbing tbat will benefit them, and they
don 't seem to have any interest in, and they don't respect the effort you put into it" (6-2) .
For performanc e approac h interns, the core offrus tration consists off:
. .. a lotof behavioura l issues, andi t was insane . . . definitely a feeling of not
kno wing what to do next. It is a situation where you don 't know how to react. You
don't know what to do to get your job done. It is a feeiing ofb eingl ost. (9-2)
For performance avoidance interns,tbe essence of frustration derives from a sense
of incomp etence: "Why can' t students just work? Why can ' t they ju st listen right now?
Why can 't they be working right now?" (8-2). This mirrors Sei fert and O'Keefe's (200 1)
research , which suggeststhat "a sense of incomp etence or aheightened sense of
externality could give rise to work avoidance " (p. 90). Performance avoida nce interns
interpret students' failures as possible threats to self-worth because "students didn ' tl earn
and I worried that it might be my fault"(7-2), mirroring Seifert 's (2004) description of
perfonn anceavoidance students.Descriptionofa nnoyancerevealsinterns' sense of
incompetenceandpoorself-esteemrelativeto students'comments: "perpetually
misbehaving kid distractin g others and twisting my words" (7-2).
Thissection describesattributedcausesfor theappearanceofemotions . lt has two
subsections: one focusing on attributed causes of pleasant emotions and one for attributed
causes of unpleasant emotions. To understand the emotional experiencese ncountered by
interns while teaching, it is important to know the attributed causes of emotions. This
section identifies similarities and differen ces between attributed causes for mastery
oriented, perfonnanceapproach,an d perfonn ance avoidance interns.
Attributed Causes Leading to Experiencing Pleasant Emotions
This subsection presents attributed causes for emotions, such as satisfaction,
happiness, enthusiasm, exc itement, pride, excitement, joy, reIief, surprise, awe,
fascination,pleasure,w onder ,hope,oranticipation.Table30ffers a comparison between
causes as described immediately after interns were experiencing such emotions. It
presents five themes: students learn mathematics, students are involved in classroo m
activities, students exhibit reinforcing classroom behaviours, students'andinterns'
emotio ns play different roles within classroom teachi ng, and internsh ave good teaching
skill s. Within Table 3 toTable 12, concept s in italic s and underlin ed are comparabl e
across three group s, the ones in italics and bold are comparable across two groups, and
the italics ones present no correspondence at all . Tables3 to 12 have counterparts in
Appendi x D, where excerpt s from intern s' interview s and diari es are presented , and
which support the themes and concept s presented in this chapter.
Similaritie s in conc epts are noticeable , yet subtle differenc es emerge. Mastery
oriented intern s' comments about how students under stand mathem atic s reflect a
compl ete focus and attention on students' comp rehen sion. Studen ts'understandin gi s
described as a continuous leamin gprocess as "everyone is at a very diffe rent level , if they
walk out knowin g more than they walked in with, than that is more valuable " (4-1). Such
attributed causes align with the analysi s about task-maste ry oriented teachers that depict
teache rs as concerned with students' under standing and progress (Ames & Ame s, 1984).
Performance approachinternsview students'understandin g asevidenceoftheirteachin g
abilities. Satisfaction with their teachin g emerges with statement s, such as "when I know
that they under stand the material I feel satisfied with my teaching and the class" (lO-d 3).
The pride of doin g a good job is directly linked to the supervisor's comm ents, and
highli ghts proces sing information in terms of others (Seifert , 2004), as this intern stated:
But ifhe is finding that I am doin g a good job teachin g, he does not needt o keep
an eye on me, and he will send an email. So, ifh e sends me an email , that makes
me feel like I am doin g a good j ob. (11-3)
Concern with self-performances upports other research, whichcentres attention on
perform ance approach students' dem onstration of high ability (Ames, 1992; Dweck &
Leggett , 1988 ; Urdan & Maehr , 1995). Performanc e avoidance intern s' vocabulari es
reflect more reserved statements about students' understanding: "I was happy because
they seemed to understand the questions and because the class flew by" (7-d9).
Mastery oriented interns clarify the cooperation between themselves and students
through the lens of happiness and active classroom participation, as this quote
exemplifies: "they come in and are having a really good day and they are really happy
and they participate a lot in class" (6-1). However, performance avoidance interns
underlineh ow students ' seemtounderstand 'mathideas:
And it did not stress me that we did not get through quite as much as we might
have. But we did get through a lot. And at the end they seem to understand it, and
bytheendlwas actuallyveryh appyab outhowthel essonwent. Andthe students
seemed to respond to me, or they were feeling different that day (8-2).
Being able to explain math concepts in different ways presents mastery oriented
interns' sustained efforts in facilitating students' understanding, in helping them arrive to
an ' Aha' momen t. For example, an intern affirmed that "they don't understand and I can
explain somethin gi n adifferentway,andthey say 'Oh, yeah!"'(5-1). For performance
approachi nterns, beinga ble toex plain mathconcepts differently ties in with their
satisfaction of being able to deliver content in various styles. An intern stated: " l was re-
teaching what was taught yesterday because the students didn 't grasp the concept but I
explained it differently which lead to satisfaction" (9-d5).
For mastery oriented interns, connecting with students symbolizes relationships
with students, helping them make connections with math, as this intern points out: "I
really feel that 1make connections with people and help them make connectionsi nt heir
mathematical knowled ge" (2-2) . While conjec turing such connect ions, performance
avoidance intern s use more cautious termin ology:
being able to talk to them, seeing their reactions, being ab le to jokeabit . . . it is
the response that I get from the students, that I get the impression that they are
learning or that they enjoy being in the class (8-2).
Table 4 presents attributed causes from a retrospec tive view, name ly afte r interns
take the time to reflect upon the emotional experie nce, analyze each step that might have
contributed to the expe rience , and discern between major or minor causes. For mastery
oriented intern s, attributed causes leadin g to pleasant emotions are foc usingon:s tudents '
actions,students' progre ss,oro n building connectionswithstudents. Whenselfis
ment ioned as cause,thisi sdone in connect ion with students ' progress and in connectio n
with establ ishing rela tions between self-actions and emotions. For performance approac h
interns , the correspondin g attributed causes are tied with self-image,as interns relate
attributed causes of pleasant emotions to their perfonnance, such as : doing a good job,
obtaining positive feedback from the supervisor , or being influencedby coope rating
teacher ' s actions. Less emphasis is placed on attributed causes related to students . These
findings mirror research focusing on students, which presents perfonnance goa l oriented
students' des ire to obtai n positive j udgments from others (Dweck & Legge tt, 1988).
Ta ble 3. Attri buted ca uses contrib utin g to th e dev el opm ent of pleas an t em otion s
Ma ste,.yoriented Per fonnanc eaooroach Perfonnanceavoiaance
Stude nrs Ieam mathematics Students learn mathemat ics Students learn mathematics
understand math underrlandma th underrtandmath
express interest in learning math advance without interns , help
link differem math concepts have other accomplishments
know bow to appty previous fo cts
Stude nts are involved in Students are involved in Students are involved in
classroom act ivities classroom act ivitie s c lassroom activiti es
dOlheirh nmework do their homrwnrk doth eirh amewQrk
do well Q'i'evaluations do well on evaluations dow el/ onn'aluotiom
payanention,a re engagedi n ~::::;:"::::~i7.~~~ngaged in
classroom acti ..-ities
lower achieving students suc ceed lower achlevtng students succee d
enjoy the c/assask questions apothetic studems sotve probtems
are progressing well weaker students have other
Students exhibit reinforcing Students exhibit rein forcin g Students exhibit reinforcing
classroom behaviour s classroom behaviours classroom behaviour s
~ ~ ~
work together work together
coope rate with internscooperate witit interns
enjoy the way interns teachreinforce intems iself image
react to intemsefforts
Students' and intern s' Stud ents ' and interns ' Student s' and intern s '
cmotion spJ ayd ifferentrolcs emotions pJaydiffcrent roles emot ions play different roles
within classroom teach in within classroom teach in with in classroom teach in
studentsemonons intluence students ' emotiQns influence students ' emotions influence
interns 'emotions interns ' emotionr interns 'em otions
~~~~;:t:~;;~;;:~:nj1uence :~~~;;:~;;~;;:~:nj1uence
students ' emotions sway interns' students' emotions influence
confidence interns ' teaching
~;~e;e,,;;/: ~e:;::,::~nfluence
Interns have good teachin g Interns have good teach ing Intern s have good teachin g
skills skills skills
do a goodjob teaching do a good jobt eaching
are able to exp lain concepts in are able to explain concepts in
differ ent ways dlfferent ways
get positiye feedback fmm theget positive feedback from the
«:nn;;t~~;ht:~:;;:1S ~::'ne:c~t~;itt:~U~;:ts
:~~;:=;t~:~~;;::;sconfidence in theirguid~nce think positively about the futur edraw energyfr om others
have chosen the right career :~;;~~:ositive f eedback fr om
help s/uden/s achieve good
grades class don 't hav e signifi cant disruptions
;:~~;f:si~hr~~~:nt levels of performances are able to helo studems and thus
Table 4, Altribul~"d causes co ntributing tc the development of plcasan t emotions -
retrospectiv e view
aste oncmc Pcr ol1l'lallcc a roac encrrnan ce vc
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5.2.2. Attributed Causes Leading to Experiencing Unpleasant Emotions
This subsection presents attribu ted caU!leSof frustration , anxiety , anger, irritation,
disappointment , nervou sness, disillusion, worry, guilt, fear, or sadness . TabIe 5 off=
comparisons between attributed causes described immed ialcly after emotions occurred . It
prescntsconccpls classified under five themes: students don 't behave, student s have
reduced work attitudes, emotion s affect teaching and learning, interns Jack management
skills, and interns lack tea<:hingabililics.
Students ' emotions and moods influence interns' emotions and moods in diffcrent
ways. Ma~lery oriented interns acknowledge lhal students ' emotion s have the power of
swaying their 0"1\ emotions . However , the language used seems fairly mild, e.g. "it kind
of brings your mood down a bit" (6-2). P.rformanc e avoidan ce inlcrns' vocabulary
rellectsa mo re powerfu l inlluence, part icularly when they say that student s ' ''emotions
play a role in my emo tions whi le I' m teaching because if they'r e upset or disgruntled or
shy about something, then I'm going to be too" (7-2). Perform ance approac h interns use a
more drarnatictone in portraying such inllu ence, as this quote exe mplifies:
One day, this little girl starte d breaking down crying while I was teachin g math.
And I jus t froze . And I sort of ju st froze and she was not very loud, but she was
sitting at the back of the class . But I noticed and I said to my cooperati ng teacher
'She is crying back there' . So I am thinking this is not that bad, and I starte dto
really feel for them, beca use I am thinking if th is is math we have real problems
here. . . . So, theiremotionsareabigpartofrnine. (l2-2)
For performanc e approac h intern s, lack of confidence in teaching abilities means
questionin g what to do or wonderin g how recepti ve students will bet o their teaching
methods. Such questioning occurs when interns are "uncomfo rtable when students ask
questions that I don't know, and when students just won't listen to theinstruction"(IO-I).
For a performance avoidance inte rn, the lack of mathema tics know ledge ties in with
deeply rooted insecuri ties about being good teacher : " I was unable to solve a prob lem
(tha t I should be able to)" (8-d2). In time, the lack of confidence in their math skills
trans lates into verbalizing shortcomings as teachers as they "can't getanythingoutof
them, it j ust feels like it is a very drainin g experience" (8-2) . Ultirnately, an acute sense of
lack of classroom management skills prevai ls, as they do not feel "part ieularly capab le at
that moment" (8-2) and think that they cou ld "proba bly hand le the rnaterial, but the
material and the students at the same time this is what I am finding difficult " (8-2) .
Salie nt part icularities appear when performance avo idance interns describe the
pressures of the interns hip and express overt disp leasure about the educatio nalsys tem ,
such as "inclusive edu cation is a pain" (7-d7) or "this is a really easy topic and the
textbook s really drag it out" (7-d8) . One perfonn ance avo idance intern expresses
disinterest in helpin g students: " I should not have to deal with it and I say almos t a des ire
to not help with anymore, almos t a desire to punish them because I was angry at them"
(8-3). This verba lized lack of understandi ng and sign ificance of the educatio nalsystem
being engaged in academic tasks (Se ifert & O'Keefe, 200 1; Seife rt, 2004)andengageina
passive-aggressive mechanism (Jarv is & Seifert, 2002) .
Table 6 presents attributed causes from a retrospective view, namely after interns
take the time to evaluate the steps that might have contributed tothe appearan ce of
unpleasan t emotions. Ove rlapping attributed causes listed in Tables 7 and 8 include
interns ' teac hingstrategiesandstudents 'behaviours.Itisappare ntthatperfonnance
approach oriented interns assoc iate the attri buted causes of unpleasant emo tionswith
students ' behav iour, poor perform ances, and reduced work attitudes . Questionin g their
teach ing stra tegies is done through the lens of stude nts' behavio urs. One intern sta ted: "if
students are behaving a certa in way, how are you going to get them into what you are
doin g?" (10-3). This is similar to research done by Pelletier et al. (2002), tha t desc ribes
performance approa ch teachers ' contro lling tendencies . Mastery orientedi nterns direc tly
link attrib uted causes of unpleasan t emotio ns to teaching strateg ies becausethey"could
have deal t better with what [students] were presenting " (2-3).
Table 5. At tri buted ca uses cont rib ut ing to the development of un pleasant emotion s
Masteryorienteo Performanceapproacli Perfonnanceavoioance
Students don 't behave Students don 't behave Student s don't behave
aredisr espectfyl aredisresnec/ful aredisresnectful
~ ~ ~
disregard in/em s ' effo rts disregard intem s / effo rts
use forb idden electronl c devlces usefo rbidden eleetronic devices
~:~~tereWi/h o/hers 'abilities/o don 'I pay attention to interns'
are not!acus;dexplanations
Students have reduced work Students have reduced work
attitudesattitude s attitude s
don 't care about learning don't care about learning don 't care about learning
~~:~:~;:: ;~::;:acll oilier ~::~:~;:: ;~::;:ach other choose not fo work
don'tpayattention don 't p ay anention
aren a/ cooperating are no/ cooperating
:~;;;~:keresponsibilityforlhe;r :~;;;~~keresponSibilityfortheir
lack interest in math verbalize hatred fo r math
don't learn even ifar e question the value of math
mathematicallyinc/ined don 't comprehend math despite
don 't understand certain math internst efforts
top ics have low levels of math skills
~~~:~st:rb;:;use they choose to don 't understand math, make
teachin difficu lt
Emotions affect teachin g and Emotions affect teaching and Emotions affect teaching and
learn in learnin learnin
students ' emotions and moods students ' emotions and moods students' emotions and moods
influence interns ' emotions and ~z:::;ce interns ' emotions and influence interns ' emotions and
moods moods
~":"e;~;::otionsa/fect studeIllS' :~e:n~;/~:lOtionsa/fect studeIllS '
students ' moods create
challenes in teachin
Interns lack mana ement skills Interns lack mana ement skills Interns lack mana ement skills
lack c/assroom manag ement lack classroom management lack classroom management
susussiss. ~ ~zr:to get students to a::, z nable to get students to
behaviours desired
down students
Interns lack teaching abilitie s Intem sl ackte achin abilit ies
are tensely anticira ting teaching are tensely anricira ting teaching are tensely anticipating teaching
are unable to engage students are unable to engage students
lack confi dence in their lack confidenc e in their
kn owledge of math know ledge of math
~";;:it~::jidellce in their teaching ~~:it~::jidellce in their teaching
fee t the pressures of the
internship
expresso vert displeasurefo r the
educational system
e::~~;~issatisfaction with
Table 6. Attributed causes contributing to the development of unpleasant emotions -
retrospective view
Maste orientea
inrernsquestion their teaching
~donotbehal'e
5.3 Thoughts
This section describes interns' thoughts while experiencing various emotions, and
has two subsections: one describing thoughts appearing in conjunction with pleasant
emotions and one describing thoughts appearing in conjuncti on with unpleasant emotions.
To understand the emotional experiences encountered by interns whilet eaching,itis
important to know what they are thinking of in those moments.
Thoughts Appearing in Conjunction with Experiencing Pleasant
This subsectiong ives anoverview of thethoughts thato ccurred whiIe
experiencing pleasant emotions. Table 7 presents interns' thoughts while they
experienced pleasant emotions. It lists different concepts classified under six themes:
students performwell,s tudents don't behave, interns have good teaching skills, teaching
is the right career choice, emotions affect teaching, and interns work ontheirt eaching
strategies.
When mastery oriented interns think about doing a good jo b as teachers, they
directly relate their experiences to students' progress, as they "successfully
communicated an idea to a student" (2-2) . This agrees with Ames and Ames (1984)
research that points out how mastery task teachers engage in activities that contribut e to
students' benefit. Performance approach interns eva luate doing a good job through the
lens of becoming success ful at the jo b. This attitude towards teaching makes performance
approach interns feel on top of the world, as oileh as "thoughts ofb eing successfu l. I felt
like more in reach. I felt like I could actually do this and be successful"(9-2).U ltimately,
it leads to making one feel like "I had the world at my fingertips, that I could do whatever
I wanted as a teacher" ( I 1-2).
For mastery oriented interns, having good teaching skills means being happy for
competently explaining problems, engaging in activities that Iead to experiencing
satisfaction again, having strong connections with students,m aking a difference in
students ' lives, improving their teaching skills so that studentsc an benefit more, helping
students and getting them motivated,orbeing gladtoput in the time and effort to create
well designed lessons so that students understand . These findings follow Butler and
Shibaz's (2008) research that highlights mastery oriented teachers reporting good day
when they gain knowledge of something new:
I am glad that I did put the effo rt into plannin g the lesson the way I did, and I am
glad I took the time to think about different ways of explaining it to di fferent
students so that everybo dy wou ld understan d. (6-3)
For perfo rman ce approac h interns, having good teaching skills equa ls th inking
abo ut self. The followin g thoughts appear : doing a goodjob, beingable toaccom plish
anyt hing, thinking highlyofse lf,gettingpositive feedback from students.feeling old.or
seeing students thriving as a direct co nsequence of their teaching actions. An intern
illustrates the latter statement: " I knew I must have been doin g a good job . All thcse lOOs
and these good mark s, I could help these students do this well " (12-2). This parallels
Seifert ' s (2004) research where performan ce goals students are described as self and other
focused,and as processing information in term s of other s.
While mastery oriented and performanc e approach intern s think thatthey made
the right career cho ice, perf ormance avoidance interns think about their increased desire
to teach and to interact again with students, as this snippet described the latter group:
The class went well, kids seem to under stand , the re seemed to be some interaction
betweenmysel fandtheclass,the students werereactingpositively. . . . Some of
theml was ableto jok e with , so itwaspleasan t. . . . Can'twait togetstarted, 1
can ' t wait to teach. (8-2)
Some concepts from Table 7, such as students understand mathem atics, and students are
exc ited about their accomplishme nts overlap with conce pts listed inthe attri buted cause
section of Table 3. Th is could be explained though the powerful impact of the stimulus
event on intern s (Plutchik,2003). Subsequently, the cognition has been one of
embrace ment of stimulus.
Ta ble 7. Tho ugh ts appeari ng whil e ex periencing pleasant emo tion s
Mastery oriented . '*' Performanceapproach Perfonnanceavoiaance
Students perform well Studentsnerfonnwell Students erform well
understand understand
are excited ahout their are e.xcited about their
:~~:~:~~:':~::lize that are :~~:~~:::':~::lize that are
capableo jsolving problems capable of solving problems
~~~~:;~J:;t: test are working hard grasp moth
Students don't behave Students don't behave Students don't behave
behavebodl
skills
Interns have good teaching Interns have good teaching
skills skills
do a goodjob as teachers
,s~tisja~tion
can accomplish anything
;t~:e~~ive feedback/r om
I progress t:
t: skills
ge t stuaerus mouv atea
l esson plans
choice "
Teaching is the right career Teaching is the right career
choice choice
aeslre to teoch again
mad e the right career choice
desire!
enjoy teaching
lo~;mathematics
Emotions affectte achin Emotions affect teachin Emotions affectteac hin
emotions arei m ortant emotionsa re im or/ant
Interns work on their teaching Interns work on their teaching Interns work on their leaching
strate ies strale ies strateuies
jo llow the lesson plan
improve/ eaching strategies
help students
class "~~~;:::O;;S/~;rortant
Ta ble 8 presents thought s from a retrospective view, namely afte r intern s take the
time to eva luate the steps that mig ht have bee n factors for the appearance of pleasant
emotions. Thoug hts overlappi ng Tab les 7 and 8 relate to interns doi ng a good jo b
leaching and having good teaching strategie s. Howevet. tbe re are instanc es when inlerns
don 't put a lot of tho ugill in. When al l classroo m activ ities go well , mastery oriented
inlerns don'ttake the lime to reevaluate the situation : "sometim es it goes e>;lreme ly w<'ll
and ldon·lth.inkabout itawh.olelot~(I-3).Perfol11lllJlCCavoidanceinternssemltolhink
aboutpleasantemotion.ale>;periencc:sin beconte>;tofwork: ~ldon' tusuail yanalY1.ctbe
emolional pan of it unless I have to fill out one of your joumals or tbe c>;pericncewas
panicularlyemotional~(7-3).
Table 8. ThOlJgIIls appearing while experiencing pleasan l emo tions - retrospective view
5.3.2 Tho ugllts Appearing in Conjunction wilh Experiencin g Unpleasan l
Emotions
Table 9 prescnts interns ' lhoughts while experiencing unpleasanl emolions . 1t
classifiesconccplsuooer fourth.emes: sludentsdon' tbellave,internsareconcemcdaboul
students , inlerns are concerned aboulteaching strategies, and emotions affect teaching
Table 9 prcs.cn1S,",'hat mastery oriented rntems lhink ofwhilc experiencing unpleasant
emotions. Mastery orien ted intern s acklKWokdgcthaI students misbehav e. Wilh lhis in
mind ,thcs.cinterns puta lot oflhougllls into leachin g strategies lhal would be more
beneficial forS ludcnts.. Theylhinkofstra:egiesth.alcould bc used10 irnprove tile given
silualion, they compare the ir lea<:hingacross groups , and lhink of'tecucs lhal could be
used10 regain control over the class . Funh.ennore, they lhinkoftheirconlinuoosdesire 10
continue teaching, and critique themselves for perhaps doing a less perfect teaching job ,
as these quotes illustrate: "I am constantly thinking 'A m I doing this ok?',' Is there
another way I should be doing this?' , ' Is there a better way I could explain something that
I ju st said?'" (6-2). This presents mastery oriented interns' adaptive nature (Butler, 2007).
On the other hand, performance approach interns think more about students ' poor
behaviour than about their teaching skills. Unpleasant emotions trigger thoughtsabout
students ' less desirable behaviour during class,about theirlackofcommitment in doing
theirhomework, abouttheirl ack of cooperation.H owever,n ot al ot of thought is put into
furthering their teaching strategies. Interestingly, performance avoidance interns seem to
have expectations from students as they wonder "why can' t the students justbehave?"
(8-d2).
Mastery oriented interns put things into perspective and useu npleasant emotions
and corresponding thoughts to grow as professionals: "good and bad emotions are
necessary. The good reinforces, while the bad makes me aware of my shortcomings and
how to improve myse lf. So, I think that is good to be in touch with both 0 f them"(2-3).
While experiencing frustration, performance approach oriented interns feel trapped:
I don't want to teach junior high school classes. This was the first thing. And I am
saying to myself, you know one week, I just got a week left. And I mean, is not to
a point where I am not so stressed that I can ' t handle it, but the days are taking a
toll, and even when I am teaching all I am thinking is my God, I j ust think that
there is a seat in heaven reserved for any junior high teacher. Anyone who has
been ajuniorhi ght eacherthey are good persons, theyh avep atience, these are
thingsthat are goingthroughm yhe ad,whatc an I do to stop them? (12-3)
When performan ce avoidance interns experience unpleasant emotions, their
attention is diverted towards the inability to control the class, and their wish of avoiding
dealing with a rowdy class. They experience turmoil while teaching, worry about their
career choice and about the internship, and end up questioning a full time career in
teaching:
Certainly ifm y classes are like that every day, it would not be worth it to me
was really seriously thinking if I was wasting my time trying to become a teacher.
Yeah, so in terms of future stuff, I think what I would like to do is like a part time
position available or substitute the first year, rather than have a full time job. (8-3)
Table 10 presents thought s from a retrospective view, narnely after internst ake
the time to evaluate the situation that led to the appearance ofunpl easant emotions and
corresponding thoughts. Overlappin g though ts emerging from Tables 9andIOreiatet o
interns' desire to manage their emotions, and to reflect and improve teaching strategies .
Nevertheless, important differences appear. One performance avoidance intern
contemplate s the future with skepticism; "] thought more about frustrations and the
difficultie s involved, and I had considered seriously whether I wantto teach at all" (8-2).
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Table 10. Thoughls appearingwhileexperiencingWlpleasantemolilHtS -relrospeclive
view
S.4 Perceived Effects
This section describes howemotions relate to interns' achievemenl goals towards
ill5truction_11has twosub:sections, one for pleasanl and one for UIlpleasant emoti<ms
5.4.1. Perccived Effects or Pleasan t Emoti<ms
This subsection gives an overview on the perceived effects that occurred while
intemsexperiencedpleasanlemolioll5.Table 11 presenl5concepts classified underthn:e
themes: immediate versus permancet. bodily effects.and interns ' actions.
For mastery oriented interns, satisfaction, happiness, and other pleasant emotions
are essenlial as they make interns 'wemro go to the next class and of the same kind of
thing~(2·J). This para1lelsdescriplions by KUIlleretal. (2008),which link leachers '
enthusiasm with high qual ity instruction. Perfonnanceavoidance inlerns view happiness
as a compulsory element in the continuation of a leaching career. An intern believes thai
~ifmyjobdoesn'l make me happy, then rll q uil and I won'l have a professionalHfe"
p ·2).Forperfonnanceapproachinlerns,prideisimportanltoexperienceasilreinforces
work perfonnanceand social status. Pride is viewed as a coml'ulsoryingredienlfor
expenerelng success in the longrun becaJSe~ifyoudon'thave pride, I don 't think!bere
wtItIld be much 10 wake up for~ (9- 3). Aoolher quole highlights !be latter idea:
108
You have to be very proud of what you are doing . If you are not taking pride in
teaching and helping these kids, in what you are doing, what is the senseof it? I
am proud of myself that I am such a great teacher that they all know it now. ... So,
it is very important. (12-2)
Pride seems to be a driving factor for interns in reinventing themselves and their
teaching strateg ies. Furthermo re, an intern believes that pride experie ncedwi thin the
internship or the first year of teaching is not as strong as what the future might have in
You need to be able to create new feelings of pride, and in that wayreach new
feelingsof pride. ... You are j ust working up the pride in the first year of teaching.
I don 't think it is a strong feeling. The feeling of pride might continue for the rest
of your career, but it won't be as strong ofa feeling unless you reinventyourself,
so that you get new strong real feeling of pride. (11-2)
When mastery oriented interns externa lized emotions, they "felt like pattingevery
student on the back for ajobwell done" ( l-dIO) and even "thanked the students"asthey
"felt flattered" (3-d5). On the other hand, performance approach interns "feel like talking
a lot" (10-d9) and ''try to show enthusiasm by jus t talking in a certa in tone and doing
certain activities and being up in spirits, happy" (10-2). Performance avoidance interns
are more reserved in externalizing even the pleasant emotions. An intern explains the
manner used to deal with pleasant emotions: "I take a few deep breaths, 1 got to calm
down, I got to contro l what I will say, probably just calming down" (8-2). While mastery
oriented and performance approac h interns are willing to put in more time and effort into
subsequent classroom preparations, performance avoidance interns have mixed opinions
on the amount of time and effort they are willing to put into preparing forclasses.
Table 11. Perceived effec ts of pleasant emotions
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5.4.1.1. Perceived Effects of Pleasant Emotions on Mastery Goals
Caring,sat isfaction,an d happinessreinforceteachingasagoodc hoicebecause
"the satisfaction and positive experiences help to solidify that this career is indeed what I
want to do for many years to come" (3-d l). Satisfactionincreased interns'drive to
continueo nt heteaching pathwi thevenmore passionand determination, and contributes
to thinking of what might benefit students more:
Satisfaction definitely makes me want to keep going. Like I said, lt hinklmade
the right career choice. So, definitely makes me want to continue on and makes
me want to do my best and strive to engage every student. Because it feeIs good to
know that you helped and the kids are doing well. (3-3)
Satisfaction, happiness,a nde nthusiasmi ncreaseanintern's confidenceand
reinforce current teaching strategies: "I am making a difference, 1am getting through to
the kids, I am helping out" (3-2). Another intern felt that "teaching goals must be coming
true and developing into something better" (1-2). All this aligns with self-confidence
characteristics and adaptive nature of mastery oriente d students described by Diener and
Dweck (1978). Happiness inspires mastery oriented interns to build 0 n their current
teaching practices and to look for alternative tactics ofteaching.E nthusiasman d
excitement contribut e to an increased desire to integrate new teaching strategies, such as
the use of technology in the future teaching classrooms:
At the beginning of the internship I probably just want to use differentm ethods
and try to figure out what is the best way to teach different topics. Now, I want to
goa little bit above and beyond that and see what else is available out there to use,
tot ryt ofindmoreresources. .. . l wiIl nothesitatet ot ry the smart board or other
technologies in my future classes. (1-3)
Satisfaction increases interns' desire to learn new things in mathematics no matter
how difficult (Butler, 2007; Papaioannou& Christodoulidis,2007). It highlighted
progress and ability to succeed in the long run and it "confirmed that I knew i could
become a better teacher. Doing these things it seems like they learned it. It confirrned a
step of becoming a better teacher" (5-2).
Satisfaction contribut es to recognizing that "eve ry class is different,everystudent
is different, so you have to keep working to achieve this, to come up with new methods to
engage them, new methods to teach them, more tactics to handle classroom behaviour"
(3-3). Satisfaction adds to interns' desire to advance their knowledge about teaching
strategies as they notice that students benefit from being exposedt o a variety of teaching
styles. Mirroring othe r research (Henderson, 1992; Pollard,20 02;Seifert I995 b),mastery
oriented interns present a preference to self challenge by putting effort into learning new
teaching methods to accommodate various learning styles:
1 want to learn as many different ways of teaching the curriculum as 1can,
because 1know a lot of different students learn in different ways . When 1am able
to do that 1do feel satisfied with that, it makes me want to learn more because it
will pay off .. . . students responded really well when you incorporate a Iotof
different strategies into the classroom. (6-3)
Happiness "pushes me along" (2-3) in developing teaching abilities. Satisfaction
motivates interns directly and students indirectly, as "it definitely makes me want to keep
striving to do better myself which in turn would better the students" (3-3).
Developing abilities as a teacher and learning new things in mathematics increase
ini mportance uponexperiencingsatisfactionbecauseinternsbecome conscious of "the
hard work and extra time and the level of caring that goes into teaching" (3-3).
Satisfaction makes interns acknowledge the "amoun t of work that goes in and the type of
work that goes into it and how students respond to that" (6-3). In the long term interns
believe that developing teaching abilities is beneficial because "when you put your mind
andeffort intosomething itdoes payoff'(6-3).Satisfaction triggersc hangesin "theway
you see things" (6-3), and subsequently leads to improving "your effectivenessin the
classroom and your teaching abilities" (6-3). Interns appreciate "the sense of satisfaction
much more" (3-3) and get that "extra sense of hope that you can reach it"(3-3).
Ultimately, happiness leads to the peace of mind at the end of the dayas"I did the best I
can and all my students do well and they did not fail or go backwards" (l- 3).
Satisfaction underlines the importance of interns' efforts, but notthrough the lens
of intrinsic benefit, rather because "it benefits the students in the long run" (6-2).
Therefore, pursuing teaching abilities becomes "a positive thing to do" (2-2). Pride and
satisfaction lead interns "to always try and go the extra distance for students who struggle
and need extra support" (6-d2) and "to put my best effort forward to reach 'my goals"
(3-d7).So,internsdevote extratimeand effortfor studentsi n need.
Satisfaction heightens spirits as it "made me feel good about myselfasan
upcoming teacher in training" (3-dl). Caring "makes me feel good .. . makes all the
struggle worthwh ile" (3-d5) . Goldstein and Lake (2000) describetensions in caring
teaching, but these findings simply highlight caring as an emotion that reinforces interns'
actions. Experiencing enthusiasm leads an intern to "want to make topics as interesting
and as relevant for students as I canto inspire enthusiasm in them as we1l" (6-dl ).
Satisfaction "makes the hard work worthwhil e and reinforces my positive attitude
towards teaching" (6-d6), and pride "makes my attitude towards teaching and towards the
students much more positive" (6-dI). Itb ecomes apparent thatform astery oriented
interns, a group ofpl easantemotions such as satisfaction ,h appiness, enjoyment,
enthusiasm, or excitement is conduciv e to a pattern of behaviour.
Developing teaching abilities and learning new things in mathematics "got
stronger and stronger and stronger as you got to the end" (l -3) because "it feels pretty
good to know that you helped kids and they did well" (3-2) and because students "are
reacting to me and are enthusiastic about my class" (l-2 ). Experiencing satisfaction and
doing a good job are encouraging factors to continuing developing teaching abilities as it
motivates interns "to continue to set goals to always be prepared and work hard to plan
interesting and engaging lessons" (6-d6). Happiness and satisfaction make interns feel
"capable of achieving those goals" (2-2), give more "impulse to go towards these goals"
(2-2) , offer "the extra push, the extra sense of hope that you can reach it"(3 -3),an d
ultimately, "i t sort of reinforces them" (2-2). Satisfaction and happiness make them aware
that "teaching can be a very frustrating profession" (6-d6). However, "be ing able to feel
this emotion makes the hard work worthwh ile and reinforces my positive attitude towards
teaching" (6-d6). Enthusiasm makes one contemplate the "rewa rding side of the
profession ... and be moreenthusiasticaboutaccomplishing thegoals"(2-d3),and
happinessl eads oneinbeing "morehopeful aboutthefuture .. . it is refreshing to see such
a gesture of appreciation from students" (2-d5). Helping students leads to experie ncing
satisfaction and contributes to thinking about an idyllic future:
It would feel good down the road when you bump into a student and they happen
tosay'Oh, I really enjoyed this activity with you, do you remember the time we
did this?' Even if you might not remember every single activity or every single
day, you will remember the overa ll feeling and the overa ll success . (3-3)
Developing teaching abilities evolved during the internship:
In the short term you want to try and you want the students to achieve the highest
quality of education as possible. It is something that is on my mind every day:
what canldot oreallym aketh em engaged, whatcanIdot o reallyh eipth em
understand. But it is also a long term goal,youwantto keep achievingoverthe
course of your career. (3-3)
Satisfaction , happiness, and enthusiasm make interns feel closer about reaching
these goals. Developing teaching abilities becomes more tangibleb ecause interns feed off
students ' emotions and because "you have seen the positive, you have seen that you can
achieve it, so it makes it more tangible and makes your need to achieve it stronger" (3-3) .
5.4.1.2. Perceived Effects of Pleasant Emotions on Performance Approach
Performance approach interns are satisfied by their teaching accompli shments as
they feel that they are doing a better job than others. This mirrors research about
performan ce approach students (Ames, 1992; Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Urdan & Maehr,
1995). An intern described the link between satisfaction and the desiretolook goodwhile
teaching, as follows "when you feel satisfied, you feel that you are performing as well as
others or getting closer to perform as well as your colleagues who are a lot more
experienced than you" (10-2). Happiness contribute s to increasing interns' desire to look
talented, asthise xemplifi es:"!wanttolookt alented as ateacher,but form e being happy
makes me feel like I am talented in some ways as a teacher" (10-3) . However, other
emotion s contribute to the close bond with the wish of appearin g more talented at
teaching than others. Pride is crucial in driving goals, as "I like to be prouder of myself
and of my students, and increasing my knowledge and being a better teacher . I am
becom ing more talented inmy area" (12-3). Statements connect ing pride to self-
accomplishments are specific to perform ance approach interns, while mastery oriented
interns tend to link pride to seeing students excelling inunderstandingm ath. Feelingp ride
pushes interns towards reaching superiority in teachin g:
Whenl am feelingproud .. . lreallyfeellikelhave taken a step above some
teachers just push them to the side, and it really makes me feel like I am doing a
better job, I am better than some teachers, and it makes me want to keep doing
better,becauseifltreatthe studentswithrespect .. . thatreallym akes me feel like
I am being a better teacher and makes me want to be a better teacher than some
people. (I 2-3)
In agreement with other research (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Nolen, 1988; Seifert,
2004), performance approach interns want to make a lasting impression on others, as this
quote highlights: "I wanted the parents leaving with the impression that lwas a
professional rookie teacher" (l 3-3). Interns are proud of their effortsas thesecontribute to
~akinga differenceinstudents' progress.Receiving praisefrom parents, e.g, "Oh, she is
paying extra attention now, because she got you teaching"(12-2) Ieads interns to pursue
their goals more passionately . Teaching topics that are not their strongest area makes
interns expe rience pride, and, in tum , increasestheir confidence . Therefore,pride
underlines interns' capacity to demonstrate ability (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Urdan &
Maehr,1 995):
A great sense of accompl ishment. . .. l feellike ifi cand ot his,l cand efinitely do
anything. .. . Itm akesm e feellikelwillbeb etterthan others to get aj ob.Itmade
me realize that I can do anything in terms of teaching. It made me feel like I was
completely capable to do anything, which makes me a better teacher and makes
me better to the students. (I 1-2)
Performance approach goals represent "short term accomplishment, your success"
(9-3), but also highlight long-term characteristics "certainly it would take a long time to
make a name for yourself' (13-3). Pride is the emotion interns would like to experience
again and again, as one intern uttered: "once you feel pride you want to keep that coming .
. .. youwanttokeep beingsuccessful"(9-3).Experiencingenjoyrnent leads interns to
dream about becoming famous. Success is gauged through others' accomplishments
(Seifert, 2004) because "the better the class does, the more likely 1 will become a figure in
the community" (13-3) . Happiness contributes to increasing performance approach
interns' desire to perform as well as others, as this quote exemp lifies:
Sometimes it makes me feel as if I perform as well as others even if! don' t have
the experience theyh ave .. . but sometirnes when you feelhappy inth e classroom
you feel like they understand what you are teaching, you feel like you are as good
at achieving as someone else. (10-3)
Looking more talentedatteachingthanothersseem toincreaseinimportance"as
time goes by" (10-2) . Pride reinforces performa nce approach goals and makes them seem
"more tangible because when I am feeling proud of my own abilities .. . I already know
that I am doing better than some people ... I know some teachers don't give them that
sort of encourageme nt" (12-3). An attract ion repulsion game occurs, since "if they are
tangible, it makes me push them away a little more so I can be even better" (11-2).
Joy leads performance approach interns to strive in becomingb ettert eachers .The
language is quite suggesti ve and underlines competence through the lens of others
(Nolen, 1988; Seifert, 2004) :
As 1increase my abilities as a teacher, the students increase their performance
which will then me feel better about what I am doing, so its like a cycle, the better
they do, the better 1 feel about helping them do better, which makes me want to be
abetter teacher,ha,ha,ha,that'salotofl>etters.(I3-2)
Pride prevails as motivator in boosting interns' confidence as "it makes me feel
like 1am good at what 1am doing, that I will keep getting better" (11-3) . Pride has a "big
effect" (12-2) on developing teaching abilities because it "will make me want to be a
better teacher .. . if I am proud of my abilities now, 1will be even more proud that I am a
better teacher"(12-3).Pridecontributesto"reinforcingthegoals ... itmakes me think
that everything 1am doing is good, 1mean it is working out, it makes me just want to
keep going, become better at what I do" (9-3) . Pride leads an intern in dreaming about
becomin g better in developing teachin g abilities :
1 want to be a betterteaeher, now I want to be an extremel y better teacher, or !
want to support the students, now I want to be the best supporting teacher for
students. 1 increased the severity of the goal. (11-2)
Happiness, enthusiasm, and pride contribute to increasing interns ' desire to learn
new things and become more knowledgeab le in mathematics. Therefore, teaching is
perceived as a "eontinuously learning experience " (I 1-2) beeause
You want to go home and get ready for the next day, it makes you excited to start
... it makes me want to continue .... Pride wants you maybe to learn more,
become more knowledgeable on your subject, and to present the material more
successfully . (9-3)
5.4.1.3. Perceived Effects of Pleasant Emotions on Performance Avoidance
Excitement has no perceived effect on an intern ' s desire to avoid teaching
somethin g where might look incapable : "I am not sure that it did, to be honest" (8-2).
Satisfaction offers a glimpse that teaching might still hold somethingrewarding :
1just get a general sense that teaching is worth the effort 1put into it. So, 1don't
avoid classes, even if I feel like it, part ly because it isyourresponsibility, but
partlybecauselgoinandoftenenjoyit.(8-2)
Even ifinternsendupteaching sectionsthattheydon'tfeelc apabletoteach,reli ef
makes them realize that "there ' s a chance it might not be so bad" (7-3). Relief makes
them less worried about avoiding teachin g things where might look incapable "because
you can 't predict what ' s going to happen even if you knowthematerial inside out and
have taught it before" (7-3) . This underline s performance avoidance interns' tendency to
attribute responsibility to externa l factors (Seifert & O'Keefe , 2001).
Satisfaction , excitement , and happiness make avoiding teaching things where one
may look incapable decrease in importance as interns feel they can handIe teaching better,
and this quote highlights: "the happier 1 was, the more I felt able to handlenew
challen ges" (7-2). Pleasant emotions increase their desire to teach,and temporarily raise
their levels of confidence . An excerpt augments the claim:
When 1feel like 1am doing well, 1 feel like 1could keep doing well, in which
case,iflcankeep havingle ssonslikethatitwouldbenoneedtopick days to
comein.. . . lfyouare excited aboutwhat youdo youwantto come ineveryday
and do it. (8-2)
Surprise makesi nterns consciousa bout thec hallenges theyfacewhile teaching.
But, one intern sees no hope in changing the status quo. As the internship progressed,
experiencing surprise contributed to avoiding teaching something where one may look
incapable:
Surprise made me not worry about it as much, because it' s inevitable that at some
point I' m going to be asked a question I can 't answer or have to teach somethingl
don't knowreally well. . .. I still wantto avoidt eachingth ingsth at I' m
unprepared for, even more now. (7-3)
Interns' desire to avoid teaching mathematics where they may look incapable or to
avoid teaching concepts that they don't feel qualified to teach becomes stronger as a
consequence of experience relief and surprise , and weaker as a consequenceof
experiencing satisfaction, excitement, and happiness. Relief makes her think that the goal
to avoid teaching things where one looks less capable is "even more important" (7-3).
Upon feeling relief, thegoal to avoid teaching things where interns may look incapable
becomes long-term.
Enthusiasm makes an intern think that "on days like today teaching feels likeit is
worth it" (8-d5). Happiness, enthusiasm, and satisfaction make interns want "to have
more classes like this one" (7-d5). Hope "makes me strive to teach them well so they are
able to do well on my tests" (7-d9). Feeling satisfaction leads interns into believing that
they would perform well and enjoy teaching. However, satisfaction is conditioned upon
being ablet o selecttheworking days. Consequently, satisfaction is bound to be a short-
term felt emotion. These findings are in agreement with Papaioannou and Christodoulidis
(2007) who predicate weak jo b satisfactio n in the case of performanceavoidance
I would still prefer to pick my days. Obvious ly, some days I arn better than others .
IfI canpickthedayswhenI feel good, thenIcandowell. . . . When Ienj oyi t, I
want to keep doing it. It is still a short-term thing. .. . That is the only reason for
which I want to continue - there are times when it is right. (8-2)
Happiness contribut es to making interns remember that "students can make me
feel good" (7-d2). Pride makes interns want to "continually develop newand better
lessons" (7-d3). Hope and happiness improve "my attitude towards teaching" (7-d9).
Satis faction seems to be a short-lived emotion as it "sometimes induces 'a you've j ust
gotta get it done attitude'" (7-d8) . Surprise, excitement, and relief make interns feel
further away from want ing to avoid things where they may look incapable or from
avoid ing teachingsomething they don' t feel qualified to teach.S urprise makes interns
want "to watch the clock" (7-d6).
Perceived Effects of Unpleasant Emotions
This subsection gives an overview on the perceived effects of unpleasant
emotions. Table 12 presents concepts classified under three themes: immediate versus
permanent, bodily effects, and interns' actions. Particularities emerge. Masteryoriented
interns consider that unpleasant emotio ns last a few minutes. Int ime, frustration or
anxie ty contribute to increasing mastery oriented interns' desireto improve because:
You learn from it. So once you kind of go back and analyze it say ok, maybe I will
try this next time. Maybe this approach was not the best one, and you can use this
in your future. And if you teach this topic, you can approach itin ad ifferentway.
(3-3)
Performance avoidanceinterns considerth attheywillencounter annoying
students in the future, and thus, unpleasant emotions shall be a part of theirli ves.
Oftentimes, frustration associates with "a loss of control, like powerlessness"(8-2)
Its inlluence would last at least until the following class with the same students ..
frustration will always be with me throughout my career, but I don' t think it wiII
be as frequent as when I try to learn how to incorporate all the different aspects
involved in teaching. (8-2)
However , perform ance avoidance interns make contradictory statements. On the
one hand, frustrationac tsasaninspiringfa ctor,andon theother hand, worryand
nervousness increase the desire to escape. The latter could be interpreted as threats to
self-worth (Seifert, 2004), and the following excerpts are indicative:
Frustration is the main motivator for trying to do better. I don't want it to be my
drive but certainly in my internship it was what pushing me more than anything
else. (8-2)
I think at that point what I wanted to do was just go home and sleep for a while, so
I think it was more -not necessarily sleep but not do anything that involves
having to think about things, or having to do things. (8-3)
Whilem astery oriented andperformance approach internswanttoin creasethe
time and effort dedicated to classroom preparation, performance avoidanceinternsh ave
mixed views about the time and effort dedicated to preparing subsequentl essonsu pon
experiencing unpleasant emotions, as these quotes exemplify: " l barely have enough time
to prepare the basics" (8-3) and "I would defini tely take more time to considerhowI
would present it, what attitude I would have" (8-2).
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5.4.2.1. Perceived Effects of Unpleasant Emotions on Mastery Goals
Unpleasant emot ions such as frustration , anxiety, disappointm ent, andanger
appear sporadically at the beginning of the internship. This aligns with research about
masteryorientedstudents whoare reported to have less negativeaffect andmorepo sitive
affect (Seifert, I995a) . Nevertheless, unpleasant emotions influence interns' goals in
importan t ways. Initially, frustration negatively impacts interns, but ultimately positivcly
affec ts their mastery goals. This proactive action associates with the adaptive perceptions
and behaviours described by Butler (2007) :
I think that frustration would have a positive effect on your teachinggoals,
because at the time when you are teaching and you are feeling frustrated, itis kind
of negative feeling, but when you actually sit back and kind of analyze the lessons
and analyze the overall internship, it can give you new methods .. . It definitely
has a positive effect, because it can make you a better teacher and it makesyou
achieve those goals. (3-3)
Frustration acts as a "reality check" (3-3) and puts teaching in perspective.
Frustration leads interns into acknowledging teaching shortcomingsand instillsinthem
the desire to build better classroom environments. An intern believes that "teaching is a
daily strugg le and sometimes not everything you plan will go as planned" (6-d4). Another
If anything it [frustration] points to the shortcoming I have and I need to improve
upon.itis ap ositivereinforcement. . . . In everd ealtwith someo fth e factors
appropriately. Ifanything itm akesm e wantt ohave am ore andbetterl earning
environment for the students. (2-3)
Therefore, frustration, irritation, disappointment, and anger contribute to interns'
beliefs that goals are tougher to achieve than initially anticipated. Goals requirem ore
effort and hardwork than initiallyp lanned,anda ugment interns'aspirationto attain
them, as it "made my desire stronger to attain my goals" (3-d6). Acknowledging the
existence of unpleasant emotions coupled with the pleasant ones provides the drive to
continue their quests. The desire to switch from unpleasant to pleasant emotions aligns
with emotion regulation processes (Hochschild, 1983; Zembylas, 2005c) :
Frustration kind of makes you realize that your goals are going to be more
difficult to obtain, but the satisfaction when the kids do well ona test, thatki nds
of makes you think 'O h, this is not as hard as I thought' . So iti s kind ofc oming
from both sides, you have to reach a median. (3-2)
Frustration and irritation contribute to increas ing the desire to improve teaching
skills because "there are things I have to change about myself to make myteac hing
better" (2-d4). Frustration, irritation, and anxiety make interns wish to develop their
teaching skills, wanting to learn more about effective strategies, to become more
articulate in applying classroom management strategies, and to better relate to students.
Ultimately, irritation increases interns' ability "to handle such situationsm ore
effectively" (6-d3), and anxie ty makes interns over prepare in order "to eliminate any
doubt" (5-2). An intern describes such influence:
It [frustration) made me want to learn more effective classroom management
strategies .An d differentwaysof handlingsituations like that. . . . when you
experience a frustrating situation, you learn from it. I think that that emotion helps
you to just learn about your class and learn about effective strategies, 0 nesthat
work and ones that don' t. (6-3)
Anger, irritation, and frustration contribute to raising awareness aboutth e
importance of keeping the temper, and even lead to a desire "to continue to control my
emotions as I realize that letting your anger show through to students it will make little to
no difference" (6-d4). Disappointment is an emotio n that motivates interns to improve
teaching practices, even ifs uch motivation is undertaken with the hope of avoiding a
futuree ncounterwi ths uchan unpleasantemotion.S uchac tionsarecompatib lewi th
notions of emotional management and emotion al labor (Hargreaves, 1998b; Oplatka,
2009b).
The negative experiences are more impactful on my goals than anyth ing else
because they are so negative that I want to avoid them in the future. And they are
probably more motivating than the positive experiences in many ways... . it
modifies my ambition to achieve my goals. (2-2)
The caring nature of teaching (Goldstein & Lake, 2000) is revealed through
experiencin g unpleasant emotions, as these make interns "realize more how motivating
and encoura ging and sometimes more mothering a teacher must be" (6-d3). Even if
frustration makes one "second guess abilitie s as a teacher" (3-d4), it ultimately increases
the importance of continuing and developing abilities as a teacher and 0 f leaming new
things about teach ing math as "it makes my goal stronger, I want to achieve it more"
(3-3). Interns rationalize the importance ofleaming new things in the faceo f unpleasant
emotions because it ultimately benefits students' understandin g:
Itdefinitelyincreasestheimportance ofthe goalofleamingn ewthings.B ecause
the curriculum is always changing, and new techniques are coming in, and that
goal goes ahead forme. I want to be able to teach students to the best 0 f my
ability. And ifl don't put effort onto leamin g new things and leaning newt opics is
not going to benefit the students. (6-2)
In the face of unpleasant emotion s, mastery goals continu e to be long term. Even
ifoneneedstoworkmoreandharderto getthroughtoweaker students,frustrationwill
not limit interns' efforts or desires to continu e and develop abilities as teachers. Upon
experien cingemotions, such asfrustration,di sappointm ent, oranxiety, interns feel closer
to accomplishing their goals. Such emotions make goals seem more tangible. An intern
described the perceived effect:
In proper hindsight [unpleasant emotion] helped me increase myd esire toac hieve
my goals,and alsohashelpedme actually achievethose goals. . . .itm akes it more
tangibleb ecausewitheach oftheseexperienceslhopefullywillimprove on it,
and become closer to my goal. (2-3)
5.4.2.2. Perceived Effects of Unpleasant Emotions on Performance
Approach Goals
Even if performance approach interns feel like act ing on their frustration, they
refrainfromdoings otheycanbecomebetterthenothers.lnterns gaugethe extentoftheir
practices and of their evident emotional reactions in terms of how other teachers might
deal with similar situations, underlinin g again the self and other focus (Seifert, 2004). An
intern described his reaction in comparison with other teachers:
As soon as the kid asks the same question four times, they yell, they get very
frustrated, it is a very outward frustration , and I wasn't. And I can see that in
myself and already it makes me feel that 'Ok, 1got one up on some people' .
(12-2)
Comparisons are made through the lens of others' teaching approaches, because "I
tend to deal with my frustration a little better, and when I am getting frustratedithelps
me. I know I want to be better than some of those teachers" (12-3).
Frustration has the potentia l of putt ing things into perspect ive. Thinking about
giving into the frustration weakens goals as " it kind of puts it in reality,b ecausewhen
you lose control of acl ass,youdon't feel success ful and you don 't feel likeyoua re
performi ng at the highest level" (9-2). Furthermo re, frustration contributes to making
interns reevaluate teaching strategies . This is done while keeping an eye on controllin g
students (Ames & Ames, 1984; Brophy & Rohrkemper, 1981; Cooper , 1983), as this
quote exemplifies: "you rethink what you did and what you could have done differently ,
and how you were successful at the end, because at the end of the day you had the
classroom under control" (9-2 ).
Frustration also acts as a remi nder that goals could shift from being a better
teache rthanothers to deve lopingabilitiesasa teac herforstudents 'benefiI. An intern
sta ted: " I real ized the importan ce of keepin g them on task was more impo rtant than being
well liked, and ifonehas to be higher than the other then it must be keeping them on
task" (13-3).
Some performanc e approach interns assess self-performance in terms of students'
appra isals: "not to sound fullof mysel f, but 1 know that for the most part I am well liked,
which is great, but a lot of kids are say ing they do n't want me to go and stutr '(13-3).
Nervous ness prompts interns to assess their perfo rmance in compariso ns between self and
others. This aligns with research describing performance approach characteri st ics
(Nichollsetal., 1990;Seifert&O'Keefe,2001):
It made me want to perform as well as others more. It made me keep think ing
' Wha t would this person do in this situation?' And 1did do things and they did
work fine, 1just wondered what others would do. (10-3)
Initially , sadness puts a dam per on performance approach interns ' classroom
actions . Shortly after, sadness acts as reinforcement because:
Once you actually feel the emotion it probably brings you down a little bit, makes
you feel like you are not performing at the highest level . . . and shortly after iti s a
push when you just desire to perform better and better. (9-3)
Being a better teacher than others and being more talented at teaching than others
increase in importance as nervousness and frustration occur, as these emotions "made me
want to become better so 1could perform as well as others" (10-2). Experiencing
nervousness or frustration is perceived as important "because you want to be the best
teacher that you can" (11-3).
Upon experiencing frustration and nervousness, goals become strongeran d reflect
a long-term nature. Comparisons with others highlight performance approach
characteristics (Nicholls et aI., 1990; Seifert & O' Keefe, 2001): "I realize that 1am not
going to be as good as my cooperating teacher" (12-3). In one case, upon experiencing
nervousness, the intern feels "on my way to achieving it" (11-3). Interns feelcloser tothe
goal of becoming better than others, simply because they keep it togetherwhi lefac ing
1 feel like you are going to send me to the Waterford. Yes, I feel like 1am going to
lose it, but l am not. I don't send you to the office, I haven't yelled or screamed at
you ever since I have been here. I might look like I am going to lose it, but no l
am not. So yes, 1 feel like 1am closer to the goal when 1am frustrated . (13-3)
Frustration and nervousness help performance approach interns reflect on teaching
practices and on what couldbed onet o furtherd eveloptheir teaching abilities, as this
quote exemplifies: "itso rt of helped, because it forced me to reflectwhat lwas doingand
to evaluate myself ' (12-2). Frustrationco ntributes to increasing interns 'self-awareness
and desire to workout ways of diminishing or even eliminat ing the appearanceofsuch
emotions . An intern wonders : "do 1want to be so frustrated to have to deal with this every
day that I get used to it?" (12-3) Frustrat ion has a reinforcing perceived effecton
developing teaching skills and a self-motivating effect, as this excerpt highlights : "made
me want to develop my ability to better motivate and control the students" (13-3) .
Sadness helps in restruc turing lesson plans and teaching strateg ies in an effort to
further teaching abil ities. For example , an intern tries "to think of differentwaysof
presenting the material that might make it interesting to different students .. . it makes me
want to be more thoughtful in the way 1deliver my material" (9-3). Nervous ness
contributes to "staying positive and looking at things ina positive way"(10-2).
Nervo usness makes wanting to learn new things in mathematics a priority because "I
want to know as much as 1can ... it is probably one of the most important things" (13-3).
Experiencing nervousness makes the objective of continuously developing
abilities "a lot higher" (10-3) by virtue of analogies as one tries "to think about how
anothe r teacher would deal with a situation like this" (10-3) . Comparisonsare a recurrent
theme (Nolen, 1988; Seifert, 2004).
As performance approach interns experience frustration, their efforts to workwith
"those students who have problems and students who are struggling , borderl ine students"
(12-3) increase . Interns desire to develop their teaching abi lities evolve because they self-
analyze reactions. Ultimate ly, frustration acts as a reinforcement device,becausc "by
being able to look at rny goal and say I know I want to be a better teacher, it has really
helped me see how I can fulfill my goal" (12-3).
5.4.2.3. Perceived Effects of Unpleasant Emotions on Performan ce
Avoidance Goals
Annoyance acts as a reminder of their teaching skill s. One intem stated "that there
are going to be times where I can't avoid things I'm less capable of, so I had better get
capable at them!" (7-2) Frustration acts as eye opener for intems in terms of teaching
capabilit ies, and reinforce improving teachin g skills:
At first I would be feeling it was a bad thing, the class went terrible , I am not sure
ifl can do a good job at being a teacher. And then I eventuall y get to the point
where I would start thinkin g ' Well, how can I do that better? What changes can I
make that would help with that situation?' (8-2)
Subsequently , worry reinforce s the desire ofintems to avoid things where they
100kle ssc apable,andthingstheydon'tfeelqualifiedtoteach.Frustration acts as a
propeller to leave the teaching trade, as intem s do not see the benefit s of being engaged in
teaching (Jarvis & Seifert, 2002; Seifert, 2004) . Performanceavoidance teachers are
characteri zed by striving to avoid demonstration of inferior teaching (Butler , 2007):
I think it would be more during certain classes I wish I would leave perman ently.
Asopposedtonow;itiscertaindaysIjustdon'twanttodealwithit. .. . Andthere
are someclassesthatyoucanjustwi shto givethemto someoneelse.Youdon't
know what to do with them. (8-3)
The goal of avoiding teaching things where one could look incapabIe increased
and became stronger upon feeling worry, annoyance, or frustration . Upon experiencing
unpleasant emotion s, the goal to avoid teaching things where one mayl ookincapable
became ' j ust more important " (7-2), as this quote highlight s:
WelI, probablyincreaseparticularlywhenlwasnotfeeIingonehundredpercen\.
When I knew even what I was fulIycapable I had difficulties teaching that c1ass.
Even then there was a problem in getting students attention . When I was tired and
I lack energy it was almost impossible . So, even when I carne already feeling bad
definitely that contributed to me not wanting to teach more. (8-3)
Abandoning teaching during the internship is an impossible task, as this qUOIe
illustrates : "while I want to avoid teaching when I am feeling frustration , I know I can 't
just leave. Once I have committed to teaching a class , this wish is less tangible"(8-3).
However, in the longrun, things have a huge potential to change. Frustra tion contrib utes
to the desire to pursue teaching asa part time caree r as opposed toa fulI time one.
However, another intern views avoiding teaching things where one may look incapable as
I might prefer working part time or substituting at first, so I can gain experience
without getting overwhelmed by the amount of work. Also with subbing I know I
canchoosc mydays... . Andafterthat,ifIstilIenjoy teachi ng lwouldtakeon
more. (8-3)
Frustratio nheightensthepressureoftimesince "lguesslneedmoretimetoget
thingsready ... thereisneverenoughtimetodoanything"(8-3).Frustrationmakes
interns realize that they don't have enough power to control the classroom . However,
statements are volitionallygeneralized: " I wish teachers got more control 0 verwhat
happened in their classroom " (7-d8) . Performance avoidance interns rationalize
pessimistic views about teaching in terms ofunmet expecta tions and preferencesfor
constant guidance and help, as this quote exemplifies: "makes me havea more ncgative
view toward teachin g because you get such little help to deal with students of so many
levels" (7-d7) . Powerlessnes s contributes to acknowledging that teaching is a jo b that
requires a tremendous amount of work, dedication, and care. However , unpleasant
emotions such as irritation lead interns into parting ways with teach ing, atle aston a
theoreticalleveJ. An intern felt "helpless as a teacher and not want to do it anywhere"
(7-d2).Guiltmadeaninternrealizethat"teachingi sarealtimesuckingjob"(7-d8).
Perceived Effects of Goals on Emotions
5.4.3.1. Perceived Effects of Mastery Goals on Emotions
Goals seem to consolidate interns' beliefs that the best way to teach isb y
maintaining a positive demeanor because "if you want to reach your goals you have to
keep a positive attitude , you have to have a positive outlook " (3-3).B eingmastery
oriented seems to motivate interns to be positive because "when you have goals set, it is
motivating to be more positive and try and feel those emotions like satisfaction andpride"
(6-3). Without goals it seems that there would be nothing to accompli sh, no emotions, and
no desire to getup in the morning and go to work :
Ifl did not have goals, and I did not have things that I wantedtoachieve, or
outcomes I wanted to meet, you would not really feel any satisfaction, you would
not be striving for anything, you would not have anything to strive for. So if you
got up every day and had no goals, and nowhere to be and no one to meet, there
would not be muchpoinl. Without goals you can 't achieve anythin g, so you can' t
feel satisfaction, or you can 't feel disappointment if you don't achieve them. (3-2)
Developin g teachin g abilities and learnin g new things in math no matter how
difficult act as control element s for keep ing frustration ordisappointmentin check. An
intern states: " I could have ju st totally lost it, I could have flippe douttothekid,l could
have sent him to the office" (3-2). Goals keep interns grounded in real ity when frustration
creates volatile environment s: " I don't let these things sidetrack me too much " (3-2).
Goals act as suppressors of such emotions becau se: " if you con stantl y get down or
depre ssed,orfrustratedorangry,then you are stressed .. . you kindof ju st have to look at
a negative situation, look for the positives and try and fix it next time"(3-3). Goals
contribut e to interns ' awareness of emoti ons' short life span: "my goals are long term
ones and I do what I can , I reali ze that these are short term emotions" (2-3).
5.4.3.2. Perce ived Effects of Performance Appro ach Goals on Emotions
Some interns acknowl edge the difficulty in pinp ointing how emot ions relate to
goals: " I don 't know if the goa ls influen ce the emotion s reaction 0 rviceversa, but I think
they are defin itely related " (9-2). Continuously developing teaching abilities influen ce
intern s when feeling frustration or nervousness:
If I did not have strong teaching goals, I may have actual ly give n up,or l may
have reacted differentl y, or may say something inappropri ate, but where I have
such strong goals, I kept myself calm and I did get the class back undercontrol.
(9-2)
Goals seem to heighten exp eriences of pride: "it is going to affect how l feel in the
classroom . If I didn 't have so many important goa ls I would not care about what I did in
the classrooms .. . maybe my emoti ons would not be as strong" (11-3). Wantin g to be a
better teacher than others make s interns work toward s creatin g better lessons and
activities, such that students like the class activities and like them more than others.
Ultimately , it contribute s to increasing pride because:
You want to be better you know ... I wanted to make it so that the students enjoy
it and get a lot of it at the same time and in doing it and beingbetterthan someone
else, being better than anothe r teacher made me feel proud ofmyabilities. (12-3)
Wanting to be better than others leads interns to treat students with morer espect.
Student s' math progress is viewed as a direct consequence of interns, work and effort,
and increases interns' levels of pride:
lu st knowing that I am treating these students with the respect they deserve, while
some teachers aren't. I mean that really has an effect on the amount of pride I feel
in myself. I think this is more for myself. I feel that I am doing a better job than
some other teachers, in different subjects even. And they are doing well. And
math is a hard subject; at times it can get very abstract. And they are doingwell.
And I think that doing a better job than other teachers it really makes me feel
pride. (12-2)
Beingabetterteacherthanothersinfluencesthelevelso fanxiet y.Rather than
simply calling it ' anxiety' , the ' positive anxiety ' label is attached . Interestingly, the
language reveals the positive effect anxiety has on performance approach goals:
I always want to be belter , I always want to be growing, so that makes me feel like
1want to learn more things, and be better at what I am doing and that helped me
push the positive anxiety , it is a cycle, they push each other . (11-2)
Wishing to become a better teacher than others influences interns to "stay positive
and look at things in a positive way" (10-2). Being a better teacher than others can also
become a source offiustration because there are certain restrictions that come with
having such goals. One canno t act on the impulse of sending someone to the office, as the
effortofbeingperceivedasa betterteacher thano thersreignssupreme :
Whenl wantto send a student to the office . .. I get frustrated withmyselfth atthis
was the first thing that came to my mind, because I know certain teachers that is
exactly what they do. And I know I want to be better than that, I don' t want that to
be my first reaction when someone is misbehaving. (12-3)
5.4.3.3. Perceived Effects of Performance Avoidance Goals on Emotions
Rational thoughts are bound to overcome emotional aspects of teaching. A
conscious attempt to hide less pleasant emotions appears. Emotional management
(Hochschild, 1983;Ze mbylas,2 005c) resonates through thewordso f an intern:
I made a conscious decision more than once to come in and be enthusiastic,to
show that it can be fun, and I find that even if it started up and coming in and
talking in a certain way it became how I felt - even if it was a show to start. (8-2)
However, even with the best intentions, and even ifint erns wish and take action to
overcome unpleasant emotions, the final perceived effect is not the desired one. The
desire to avoiding teaching things where one may look incapable contributes to increasing
frustration, particularlyb ecauseinterns cannot avoidt eaching. This quote exemplifies:
If anything these [goals] might have increased frustration. Ih adt o come in even
when I was feeling less than prepared or capable, and I still had to teachand
manage the classroom. My most frustrating days were always the ones where I
camein tired, ill, ori n a poor mooda lready.(8-3)
Chapter 6 Conclusion
This doctoral research focused on presenting emotional experiencesencountered
by math pre-service teachers, and illuslrated the similarities and differencesexisting
between the emotional experiences of interns with different goal orientations. What kind
of emotional experie nces do interns encounter while teaching mathematics? What
similarities and differences exist between the emotional experiences ofin terns with
different goal orientations? To address these issues, I describedindetail interns'
emotions, based on corresponding emotional experiencesencountered while teaching
mathematics. Attention was given to core descriptions of emotional experiences as well
as to the allribut edc auses, thoughts, frequency, and perceived effects. The laller
described the immediate versus perrnanent effects of emotions , the bodily effects of such
emotions, as well as perceived effects on interns ' actions and goals. I described how goals
grew or decreased in importance upon experiencing such emotions. I analyzed whether or
not goals become more or less tangible, or if interns feel closer or furth erawayfrom
reaching them.
To best present the answers of these questions, I divided the research findings into
two major parts. The first part presented a case study. The case study research
incorporated classroom observations, interviews, and diaries submissions. It provided a
detailed description of an intern' s teaching experie nces, viewed as a sum of emotions,
goals, and teaching actions. It offered a thorough description of an intern ' s world of
emotions and achievement goals as these evolved during teaching mathematics. Overa ll,
the case study adds flavour to the qualitative research described in the second part .
The second part was a qua litative ana lysis . This was chosen for its suitabi lity to
explore and uncover the emot ion phenomenon (Rennie et aI., 1998; Seifert & Hedderso n,
2010) . To co llect information about the essence of the emotions phenomena, the research
analysis was based on interviews and diaries . Three one-hour interviews wereconducted
with each of the thirteen interns participating in this component of the research .Sixty-
seven emotional diaries were co llected and analyzed for data regularit ies. The next two
sectio ns prese nt the main research findings of the case study and data analysis,
6.1 CaseStudy Report
This sec tion presents a summary of Petra 's emotional experiences, goa ls, teachin g
actions, and behaviours. It offers an overview oninterchangesbetweenthese, with a focus
on descr iptions of emo tions on goals, behavi ours, and actions. Upon presentin g a
summary of Petra' s interns hip emotio nal experiences, the sectionc oncludes with a
disc ussion about the case study's strengths and weaknesses.
From an early age , Petra showed affini ty towar d mathematics. Diffe rent teachers
picked up on her interest, and guided her through the intrica te maze of mathematical
terms and theorems . Ultimately, she became engaged in a constant and fluent
conversation with mathematics. Thus, Petra became closer and closer to the subject and
eventually decided to pursue teaching as a career . The case study traces her teaching
experiences during the educatio nal internship within ajuniorhigh school setting .Focus
was placed on Petra's emo tions , attributed causes, thoughts , teaching actions ,interactions
with stude nts, and goa ls.
Petra was defined as mastery oriented. She exhibited preferences for new and
challengingtasks(Seifert, 1995b),and demonstratedincreasedself-confidenceandan
adaptive nature (Diener & Dweck, 1978). She aspired to develop and improve her math
skills(Urdan&Maehr, 1995).Sheaimed tocontinuou slydevelopherabilities as a
teacher, and to learn new things about mathematics and mathematics teaching practices
no matter how difficult they were. Her teaching efforts and skills were directly directed
towards students ' well-being and toward their mathematical progress. All these
characteristics align with mastery oriented teacher descriptions put forth by researcher s
(Ames & Ames, 1984; Butler, 2007; Papaioannou & Christodoulidis, 2007).
For Petra, teaching was an emotio nally rich practice . At the beginning of the
internship, she experie nced unpleasant emotions such as frustration, disappointment,
irritation, or anxiety . But what defined Petra was her ability to take such unpleasant
emotions and convert them into something beneficia l for both self and students. As the
internship progressed, her emotions shifted toward joy, enthusiasm, excitement,
satisfaction , or happiness. Shifting emotions from one end of the spectrum to the other is
a form of emotio nal management (Hochschild, 1983; Zembylas, 2005c) .
Unpleasant emotions appeared when students acted out intentionally, when they
lacked partic ipation in classroom 's activities, or when they did not put effort into doing
their homework. Other attributed causes included students ' disobeying behaviours, their
subsequent poor math performances, or when they did not validate her effor ts. These
attributed causes are aligned with research (Emmer & Stough, 2001 ; Hargreaves, 2000b;
Jackson, 1968) highlighting teacher' s frustration or anger when studentsmisbehave.He r
teaching approaches were also listed as causes . Tho ughts accompanyingunpleasant
emotions were ones of control and of aspiration to revert to pleasant emotions. Deep
thinking about choices of strategies occurred. Such thoughts and approach eswere
immediately put into action. Petra did not hide herunpleasantemotionsfrom students ,but
in retrospect she did not think it was a great idea, as it could potentially deter students
from pursuing learning. The perceived effects of unpleasant emotions on her bodyincl ude
tenseness of body, stomach nausea, chuming, orbu lterllies . Changes in hervoice
inflections were noticeable, as her voice became more powerful and commanded more
altention.Heroveralla ppearance wascalmand unruffie d bys tudents' unpredic table
behaviours . In the face of disappointment or anxiety , Petra pursued teaching with even
more dedication and passion. Unpleasant emotions were thus used to improve her
teaching,andtoensurethat goals wereultimately fulfilled.lfanything,th ey contributed
to increasing Petra 's efforts to pursue such goals. She wanted to make a difference in
students ' lives and to bea model teacher.S hewas deterrnined toovercome such emotions
and revert to herself, namely,exuberant , fullof life,caring,and passionate about
teaching. Overa ll,Petradisplayed versatile interactionsandco mmunication skills ,
adapting to and leamin g from difficult situations.
Based on Petra' s react ions in the face of unpleasant emotions , it isantici patedthat
if students were not successful, Petra would increase her efforts to help them understand
and be proficient in mathematics . These endeavors would take some time, but Petra
would eventually overcome the associated unpleasant emotions and revert to more
pleasant ones. Ultimate ly, unpleasant emotions would be converted to pleasant emotion s,
thus having the potential to improve Petra' s skills and increase her motivation to teach.
Within a short period of time, Petra began experiencing happiness, satisfaction,
enthusiasm, excitement, joy, fascination, awe, caring, or pride. Pride was experienced
sporadically, and was primaril y caused by seeing students progressing, applying previous
math knowledge, actively participating in class, or performing well on tests. Within this
setting,s ources of prideare different than theonesof performance approachi ntems.For
the latter group, pride is directly connected with being better than others. Fascination is an
emotion of the enjoyment type and is deemed to be a "responding emotion" (Frijda,1 987,
p. 356).A s such,b ased ontheir similarit y,frequency,andangularpl acement on
Plutchik ' s circumplex model, the following dominant cluster of emotions emerged:
enthusiasm, excitement, happiness, joy , and satisfaction. Thiscl uster acts as a united
force in propellin g Petra ' s behaviours and goal pursuits .
Contribut ing sources for the appearance of the pleasant emotions included
students' cooperation and engagement in class activities, seeing students completing
assigned homework,or seeing students interested in technology. Other attributed causes
include students' high marks, their ability to apply knowled ge to new situations, their
eagerness to solve problems, their increased levels of confidence, or their math progress.
The satisfaction of seeing students learning, making progress or completing tasks on time
coincides with other studies describing satisfaction in teaching (Hatch, 1993; Jackso n,
1968; Lortie, 1975; Nias, 1989). At times, satisfaction was caused by her own efforts in
putting together a really nice lecture, from feeling that she had chosen the right career
path, oreven from her efforts in succeeding at guiding and helpin g studentsmakem ath
connections. In this context , self as a source of pleasant emotions wasstronglyco nnected
with the struggle to help students understand mathematics, and to see them succeed .
Oftenti mes, her emotions aligned with the ones expe rienced by her stude nts (Ros iek &
Beghetto, 2009) . Emotiona l contagion (Hatfield et al ., 1993; Hsee et al., 1990) occurred
between Petra ' s passion for teaching and her students' enthusiasm for learning math . She
fedoff herstudents ' happinessandjoy,andshestriveduponseeingthemreactpositively
to her teaching methods and progressing so much under her guidance . This interp lay
between Petra and students ' emotio ns furthered findings from previous research (Woods
& Jeffrey, 1996). The latter described ch ildren as emotional peop le, and highlighte d the
impo rlance of build ing relations between teachers and students. "A warm, personal
relationship is important because children will fee l that they can take risks,and notbe
rejected as people " (Wo ods & Jeffrey, 1996, p. 63) . Over all , the esse nceof herp leasant
emotions emer ged as a tiny yet powerful nugget of complet e care and commitm ent for
students such that they could attain a deeper understandin g and appreciation for this
science.
While expe riencing such pleasant emotio ns, Petra ' s thoughts were divided into
two large groups, specifica lly selfand students. She considered the evo lution of her
teaching skills, her progress as a teacher, her desire to improve, her wish to make lectures
more interesting, and her reinforced desire to con tinue teaching. She reflected over the
perce ived posi tive effects of her teaching actions over her students, theamountoftime
and energy put in, and over techniq ues that engage d students. Petra also thought of her
students' accomp lishments, their excitement and eage rness to be actively engaged during
lectures, or abou t their enjoyme nt and love of math. She reflec ted upon how well they
worked toget her in establishing better communica tion opportuni ties, how well students
were adapting to new math topics, and how well they were progressing in answering their
own questions. As the internship unfolded , it became obvious that her thoughts were
focused primarily on students and much less on self.
Experiencing pleasant emotions increased Petra' s desire to replicateth em. Eveni f
students were making progress, Petra was willin g to supplement the time and effort in
preparing for future lectures. Herteaching actions supported studentsautonomy,
promotedcompetences, and were conducive to increasingth eir self-esteem and
confidence levels. Her actions helped students become more independent and self-
competent (Ames & Ames , 1984), and contribut ed to enhancin g their intrinsic motivation
(Rigby et al., 1992). Petra kept an active dialogue with students during class activi ties.
She used diminutive s while talking about math terms, and students related to the language
used and seemed to enjoy it. Petra' s face depicted serenity or frequent sequenceso f
smiles. Her body language also revealed approval, as her head moved back and forth .
Students responded positively to her teaching style and to the nonverball anguageu sed.
Her whole demeanor showed an individual full of confidence . Petra shared her thoughts
with students, as she reinforced and approved their actions when they did a good job, by
using expressions such as "good job" or "practice makes perfect."
The central cluster of emotion s had long-lasting perceived effects. Itcontributed
to increasing Petra' s levels of confidence, and to realizing that she helped students'
cognitive development. Happiness inspired her to look for alternativeteachingm ethods
that would speak to and help a large variety of students. Happinessm otivatedhertolearn
new teaching strategies for different age groups, and to look for aIternativeteaching styles
that would keep students engaged in math activities as opposed tod ay-dreaming.
Enthusiasm and excitement increased her desire to examine and incorporate new teaching
strategies, such as technolog y in her future classes. Her goalsincreased in importance,
became stronger and more achievable. Goals seemed more importan t to keep and even
easier to attain, as students cooperated and seemed enthusiastic about math.Sa tisfactio n,
happiness, and enthusiasm made goals seem more realistic. Goals became more tangible
when she noticed students ' happiness and how "they feed you back their emotions."
Satisfaction made her appreciate even more the benefit of preparing well designed
lessons. Happinesspro videdpi ece ofmind , and enthusiasmheightenedh er spirits.
Petra ' s actions, behaviours, and goals were validated through students'successes
and through their motivation to further their learning. For example, her desire to
cont inuously develop her abilities as a teacher and to try to learn newthings in math
evolved . At the beginning of the internship she wanted to use distinctive methods and was
aiming to figure out what was the best way to teach different topics. As the internship
progressed, she wanted to further her knowledge, to see what other teehniquesare
available to use, and to make a significant difference in students ' Iives. Her masterygoals
influenced her teaching approaches and led her to maintain steady pieasant demeanor .
She used mastery goals to control and convert initial unpleasant emotions into a cluster of
pleasant emotions.
Embarking on this jo urney led Petra to encounter flow like experiences . These are
characterized by a challenge-skill balance, clear goals, immediate feedback, perception of
control, intense and focused concentration, altered perception of time,l oss of self-
conscio usness, and intrinsic reward (Csikszentm ihalyi, 1975, 1990). Central to the flow
experience is the balance between Petra' s abilities and the perceived challenges ofth e
teaching jo b. This flow state is pleasurable and ties in with experiencing a range of
emotions such as satisfaction, enjoymen t, excitement, enthusiasm, or happiness. After the
first two weeks of the internship, Petra experienced a wide range of pleasant emotions on
a daily basis. Furthermo re, flow offers intrinsic rewards and motivates one to repeat the
experie nce. Flow is an autotelic experience (Csikszentmi halyi, 1990, 1997). This
assumes that the activity is pursued "not with the expecta tion of some future benefit, but
simply because the doing itself is the reward" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, p. 67). This
description aligns with Petra' s teaching experiences. For examp le, the link between
emotions and the desire to repeat teaching experie nces is described through the lens of the
derivatives model. Following Plutchik' sd erivatives model, the key elements of Petra' s
joy of sequence embrace the following pattern . The gain of a valued object, namely the
teaching activity, led Petra to think of students as her own, to think about possession and
distribution of her knowledge. Her overt behaviour was one ofrepetition, as part of an
increased effort to experience joy and other comparable emotions. The perceived effect of
joy was one of acquiring resources that would allow her to experience jo y yet again. Such
resources included, and were not limited to, learning about new teaching strategies ,
becoming more skilled asa teacher, or finding more teaching resources .
The case study increased my understanding about the emotional experiences 0 fa
mastery oriented intern. It described the blooming evolution of an intern within a caring
environment. It revealed the internship as a place where a mastery oriented intern can
encounte r both pleasant and unpleasant emotio ns. It detailed modalitiesused toovercome
unpleasant emotions, and to convert them into pleasant emotions and experie nces . The
case study answered the research question of the study by detailing Petra' s emotional
experiences, attributed causes and thoughts accompanying the mainclusterofemotions,
as well as her goals, behaviours, and teaching actions. It described how unpleasant
emotions, such as disappointment, frustration, or anxiety help develop, strengthen, and
shape Petra ' s behaviours, achievement goals, and teaching actions.
Previous research showed that students ' mastery goals were relatedt ot ask
efficacy and engagement, as well as to persistence in face of obstacles (Meece et aI.,
1988; Pintrich, 2000; Pintrich & Garcia, 1991; Roeser, Midgley, & Urdan, 1996).
Mastery oriented students were shown to prefer engagement in challenging tasks (Seife rt,
I995b). Furthermore, mastery goals were associated with "joy that would allow more
cognitive creativity" (Nicholse tal.,2 003, p. 60). Mastery oriented students accounted
instances of more positive affect (Diener & Dweck, 1978; Seifert, I995a). The
information provided by this case study research was consistent with findings from
previous research,but shifts focus from the mastery goal orientation 0 f thestudent to that
of the intern.
The context of teaching and learning is built up on the teacher, students and the
topic taught. The focus of this dissertation has been the teacher, and the subject taught
was mathem atics. However, students' emotions, actions and reactions to mathematics are
intertwined throughout the research. Even if these do not create adi stinct topicof
discussion, students ' actions and emotions are factors connected to interns ' attributed
causes, thoughts and perceived effects. Therefore, teaching is a complex endeavour,
subject to various types of influences. Some are vertical; others are horizontal influences.
Exarnplesofvertical influences from above include administrative directives and
curriculurn contentdi ctated by school boards. Examples of vertical influences from below
include students andtheird ifferentneeds. Suchn eedsl eadteacherst o subsequently
employ diff erent iated instruction. Horizo nta l influences come fromparents or colleagues.
Apart from these influences, teachers could be influenced byth eir personall ives or other
factors . Teac hing is a compl ex and difficult performance actencompassing teache rs '
emotions and actions; students' emotions and actions; as well asvertical, horizonta l,and
other types of influences.
The case study research findings could have been improved by a deepe r analysis
of the connectivity betw een Petra and students' emotions, and between her teaching
strategies and students' mathematical per form ances. Classroo m observations were used to
depict how Petra promo ted high quality of learning and a student autonomy supportive
classroom environment (Deci & Ryan , 1980; Rigby et aI., 1992). However, a survey
assess ing students' emotions could have perhaps been beneficial in describing this
connectivity in more deta il. Thi s research cou ld be further improved by undergoinga
mult iple-case study that would answe r the same questions in different enviro nments. For
example, compariso ns betwee n emotions' attributed causes and consequences in the case
of mas tery oriented and perform ance avoidance interns could be beneficiaI. Such detailed
compariso ns are not ava ilab le as of now . Certa in differences are visible in the seco nd part
of the data ana lysis, however much more cou ld be revea led by case study comparisons
between perform ance avo idance and perform ance approac h inte rns.
6.2 Data Analysis
Data was divided based on interns' achieveme nt goals. Meaning units were about
emotions that occurred while interns were teaching mathema tics. Mastery oriente d interns
experienced daily pleasa nt emotions suchas happiness ,satisfac tion, or enthusias m.
Mastery oriented and performance approach interns present a number of similarities in
concepts and themes underlining the attributed causes of such pleasant emotions .
Similarities include the followin g concepts: students understand mathematics, do their
homework, do well on evaluations, pay attention, are engaged in classroomac tivities,
behave well, work together, and lower achieving students succeed. Other similarities
between the two groups of interns include: doing a good job teaching, or being able to
explain concepts indifferent ways. Salient particularit ies differentiate the two groups.
Mastery oriented interns ' descriptions of happiness revolve around students'
understanding and reflect students' comprehension, aligning with task-oriented
description s by Ames and Ames (1984). For mastery oriented interns, being able to
explain concepts in different ways represents their unrelentin g effort in smoothing
students' progress in mathematic s. When selfi sli sted asanattributed cause for
experiencing satisfaction or happiness, this is done in connection with students' progress.
When experiencin g pleasant emotions, mastery oriented interns think about
students' understanding , about their excitement upon accomplishing something in math,
or about their strong connection with math. Mastery oriented interns also think about their
teaching performance through the lens of students' progress. Interns, happiness and
satisfaction leads them to think about their strong connections with students, their ability
to make a differenc e in students' lives. Mastery orientedi nternsreflect on improving
teaching skills and on devotin g time and effort to create well-designedl essons suchthat
students can benefit even more. This type of thinking corresponds with Butler and
Shibaz' s( 2008) research that highlights that mastery oriented teachers report havinga
good day when they learn something new.
Satisfaction and happiness lead mastery oriented interns to pursue high quality
instruction and to create good classroom environments . Such emotions reinforce their
choice ofa career and increase interns' drive to pursue teaching with more passion.
Satisfaction, happine ss, and enthusiasm boost their confidenc e and reinforce the choice of
teaching strategies. Happiness inspires interns to look forunc onventional methods of
teaching , while enthusiasm and excitement contribute to integrate such new methods into
dailyte achingpractices.S atis factionincreasesinterns'desireto learn new things in
mathematics no matter how difficult (Butler, 2007). They exhibit preference for engaging
in challenging new tasks . They do so, with the desire to attend to students' varioust ypes
of learning. Satisfaction makes them believe that their efforts were worthwhil e and
reinforces their positive attitudes toward teaching. Interns' mastery achie vement goals
become stronger and are more in reach.
Using Plutchik ' sderivatives model, the key components of the mastery oriented
interns' sequence follow the next pattern. The gain of a valued object, meaning their
desire to learn more, led interns to think about students' understanding,a bout their
excitement upon accomplishing something in math, or about their strong connection with
math. Their overt behaviour was one of repetition , as part of an increased effort to
experience happin ess, satisfaction, and enthusiasm. The perceived effect of such emotions
was one of acquiring resources and techniques that would allow them to experience
pleasantemotions again,andof exhibitin gpreferenceforengaging in challenging new
tasks. Examples include learning about new teaching strategies, becoming more skilled as
a teacher, or finding more teaching resources.
Mastery oriented interns also experience unpleasant emotions while teaching.
However, such emotions appear sporadically at the beginning of their internship. This
aligns with other research that points out how mastery oriented studentsreportmore
positive affects and less negative affect (Seifert, 2004). For exampie, frustration appears
when students don't pay attention and don't respect the effort put in by interns. Other
representative attributed causes include students' chatting, disrespect, lack of cooperation,
or lack of interest in math. Personal abilities to manage the classroom, inability to get
students to work, orto deal with their behaviours are also listed as attributed causes for
experien cing frustration, anxiety , or irritation. When experiencing unpleasant emotions,
mastery oriented interns recognize that students misbehave. Interns wonder if students
progress, if they understand math,andquestionhowthey feel. These thoughts lead interns
to put a lot of consideration into strategies that will help students to focusa nd progress,
and into tactics that could be used to regain classroom control. This points out mastery
oriented students' adaptive nature (Butler, 2007). Frustration and anxiety help mastery
oriented interns to put things in perspective , and help them develop as professionals.
The perceived effects of unpleasant emotions are constructive. Frustration and
anxiet y contribut etoincreasingm astery oriented interns'desiretoperfectteaching styles,
as well as to increasing their time and effort to classroom preparation activities.A t the
beginning,frustrationandanxietyappeartohave ane gativeinfluence,but in time, lead
mastery oriented interns to accepting own teaching deficienc ies and increasingth eir
desire to overcome them. Thus, unpleasant emotions highlight mastery oriented interns'
adaptiveac tions and behaviours (Butler,2 007).U npleasant emotions act as a reality
check and point out the difficulty of achieving the goals. Frustration,irritation,and
anxie ty contribute to interns ' desire to develop teac hing skills, want ing to learn more
about effec tive strategies, and to better relate to students . Interns use emotiona l regulation
(Hochsc hild, 1983; Zembylas, 2005c) when experie ncing unpleasan t emotion s.
Using Plutchik 's derivat ives model, the key compo nents ofmasteryoriented
interns' sequence follow the next pattern. The stimulus even ts include studen ts don' t pay
attention, don'trespect theeffort puti n by interns ,i nterns'inability to get students to
work , ordeal with stude nts ' behav iours. The gain ofavalued object , meaning the ir desire
to learn mo re, led interns to th ink about strategies that will help students to focus and
progress, and into tactics that could be used to rega in classroom cont rol. Interns 'overt
behaviour was an adaptive one. Itunderlined mastery oriented interns effort to revert to
experiencing pleasant emotions. The perceived effec t of such emot ions was one of
emotional regulat ion.
Forperforman ceapproa chinterns,dailyoccurri ng pleasan te motionsinclude
happiness, pride, enthusias m, and excite ment. Performance approac h interns view
students' understanding as a direct result of their teaching per formance s.Remarksabout
pride reflect a strong dependence on supervisors' comments (Seifert ,2004) . Perform ance
approa ch interns show prefe rence for demonstrating high ability (Ames , 1992; Dweck &
Legge tt, 1988; Urdan & Maehr, 1995). For perfo rmance approac h interns, beingable to
explain concepts in vario us ways highlight own abi lities to teach the same materia l
differently. Their satisfaction is also described in terms of dominationover stude nts '
behavio ur (Pelletier et aI., 2002) . For performance approac h intern s, retrospective
attributed causes are tied to self-image, as they relate pleasant emotionstodoinga good
jo b, obtaining positive feedback from the supervisor, or being influenced by cooperating
teacher' s actions. Thoughts appearing in conjunction with pleasant emotions point to
doing a good job and being successful at it. Furtherm ore, having good teaching skills,
leadsthemtothinkingab outhighlyaboutself,orthat students' accompli shments are a
direct result of their teaching skills. This highlights howperformanceapproachinterns
process information in terms of self and others (Seifert, 2004).
Satisfaction and happiness contribute to performanc e approach interns' increasing
desire to appear talented at teaching. Joy also contribute s to their desire to become better
teachers. For performan ce approach interns, pride reinforc es social status and self-
performance. Furthermore, pride is viewed as an essential component for interns ' ability
to experience success, for reinventing themselves, or for future developmentofte aching
strategies. Pride also acts as a motivator for enhanc ing interns ' confidence.Performance
approach interns are driven by the desire to make a lasting impression 0 nothers, and take
great pride in impressing parents and students about theirteaching abilities . This supports
research connecting performan ce approach with demonstration of ability (Dweck &
Leggett, 1988; Urdan & Maehr, 1995). Interns take pride in their teaching efforts, which
are seen as directly contributin g to students' progress. The desire to look more talented
than others increases as time passes. The constant battle between self and others
highlights their perceived competence through the lens of others (Nolen, 1988; Seifert,
2004). Interestingly, if interns feel that they are within reach of their goals, then they feel
liketakingastepback,pushingbackalittlesothattheycanpursuegoals again with more
ardor. Pride is also conducive to dreaming about becomin g famous and reinforces
performanc e approach interns' goals.
Using Plutchik' s derivat ives model, the key components of the performance
approac h interns' sequence follow the next paltern. The gain ofa valued object , meaning
their desire to appear talen ted at teaching, led interns to think about students '
understanding asa direct result of thei r teaching perfo rmances, or to think high ly about
self. The overt behaviour was one of repetit ion, as part ofan increased effort to
experience happin ess, pride, enthusiasm , and exci temenl. Repet ition 0 ccurredbecause
pride reinforces their social status and self-perfo rmance , and acts as a mo tivato rfo r
enhanci ng confid ence. The perceive d effect of such emotio ns was dreaming about
becomin g famo us.
Perfonn ance appro ach interns experie nce unpleasant emotions such as anxie ty,
frustrat ion, nervou sness, or disappointment. Lack of confidenc e in teach ing abiliti es
relates to questioning how to approach teac hing next as well as to how receptive students
would be to teaching methods. Retro spective views link performance approac h goal
interns ' allributed causesofu npleasan t emotions with studentbehaviour, poor
perfo rmances, and poor work ethic . Ques tions about teaching strategies cou ld be
interpreted thro ugh the lens of stude nts' behaviour, mirroring researc h unded ining
performance approac h teachers ' controlling pred ispositions (Pe lletie r etal.,2002).
Thoughts appeari ng in conjunction with unpleasant emo tions show an increase dtendency
to attri bute such causes to stude nts' inappropriate behavio ur, orto thei r lack ofallention
and cooperat ion. At the same time, less emphasis seems to be placed on thoughts about
teaching stra teg ies.
While experie ncing unpleasant emotio ns, perform ance approac h interns tend to
refrain from expressing them. They do so to appear more composed than others .
Frustration acts as a reinforcement mechanism. Compariso ns with others are essentia l for
these interns (Seifert, 2004) . Frustration contributes to puttingt hings into perspective , and
interns don't feel that they can give into unpleasant emotions. Frustration and
nervousness contribute to increasing the importance of being more talented at teaching
than others . Frustration and nervousness help performance approach internspause on
their teaching strategies and help them think of what can they do to further develop
teaching skills. Experie ncing nervousness makes interns want to further developtheir
teaching abilities .
Using Plutchik' s derivatives model, the key components of the performance
approach interns' sequence follow the next pattern. The stimulus events include students'
behaviours, poor performances, and poor work ethics. The gain of a valued object,
meaning their desire to appear more talented at teaching than others, Ied intems to
attributes uchcauses tostudents'inappropriate behaviour,or to their lack of attention and
cooperation. The overt behaviour underlined performance approach interns' efforts to
refrain from expressing anxiety,frustration,n ervousness, ordisappointment. One
perceivedeffectofsuche motio nswas toconsideravenuestofurtherdevelop teaching
skills and strategies . A perceive d effect offrustration was a reinforceme nt mechanism, in
an effort to appear more composed and in control than others .
Performance avoidance interns report encountering happiness or surprise on a
daily basis. For performance avoidance interns, attributed causes leading to experiencin g
pleasant emotions include: students understand math, do their homework, do well on
examin ations, or cooperate with interns . Other attributed causes include getting positive
feedback from coope rating teachers, receiving positive feedback from students, or not
encountering significant classroom disruptions . Performance avoidance interns reflect on
pleasant emotions when they have to fill in diaries . However , they acknowledge that
withoutexperiencing somehappiness,theywouldquitteaching.S atisfaction makes them
realize that teaching can hold somethin g rewardin g. Experiencin g relief contribut es to
making them feel less worried about teachin g. Experiencing satisfaction, excitement, or
happiness contributes to feeling that they can hand le the challenges ofteach ing. This
temporarily increases their levels of confidenc e and desire to teach. Performance
avoidance interns' wish to avoid teaching math topics where they may look incapable
turns out to be stronger upon experie ncing relief and surprise , and weakeru pon
experienci ng satisfaction, excitement , and happiness . Enthusiasm makes interns believe
that during such days, teaching is worthwhile. At the same time, interns feel that given the
opportunity to select teaching days would contribute to a far betterp erformance on their
part. This thinking underlines how pleasant emotions are bound to be short term ones.
These findings agree with other research (Papaioannou & Christodoulidi s, 2007), which
highlights weak job satisfact ion for performance avoidance teachers.
Using Plutchik's derivative model, the key components of the performan ce
avoidance interns ' sequence follow the next pattern. The gain of a valued object , meaning
their desire to avoid appearin g unprepared while teachin g, led interns to think about
students understand math, do their homework , do well on examinations, cooperate with
interns, receiving positive feedback from cooperatin g teachers and studen ts,o rn ot
encountering significant classroom disruptions. The overt behaviour was one of
repetition, because relief contribute s to making them feel less worried about teaching. The
perceived effec t of such emotions was that teaching was worthwhile .
Performance avoidance interns expe rience frustration daily. Accounts of
frustration present interns' sense of incompetence (Seifert & O'K eefe, 200 1).
Performance avoidance intems view students ' failures as a threat to their self-wort h
(Seife rt, 2004) . For performance avoidance interns, experiencing relie fci rclesaround
avoiding manifestation of inferior teaching, in acco rdance with other research (Butler,
2007). For performance avoidance intems, the lack of mathematics knowledge connects
with their insecurities about being good teachers. They also express annoyance with the
pressures of the internship and verbalize overt displeasure with the educational system.
Performance avoidanc e interns feel that they are unable to get students to work and
unable to run the lessons as desired. As such,p erformanceavoidance intems lack interest
in helping students. Their lack of understanding or perceived non-signifi cance of the
educational system align s with research conducted on the work avoidance studentswho
don't seethebenefitofbeing engagedin academictasks(Seifert&O'Ke efe, 2001;
Seifert, 2004) and consequently engage in passive-aggressive mechanisms (Jarvis &
Seifert, 2002). While experiencin g unpleasant emotions, performance avoidance intems'
thoughts run towards their inability to control the class, and a desire to avoid dealing with
a rowdy class. Furthermore, these interns think about the turmoil they experiencewhile
teaching and worry about both their career choice and the internship. Finally, they end up
questioning a fullt ime careerinteaching. As such,theyl ook atthe future with
uncertainty.
Annoyance acts as a reminder of the less developed teaching skills of the
performanc e avoidance interns. Frustration makes them realize the level of their teaching
skills and temporarily helps improve their teachingskills.Unpleasante motions such as
worry, ultimately reinforce performance avoidance interns' desire to avoid teaching
situations where they look less capable. Frustration even acts asamotivator to leave the
teaching profession. This is considered with the hopeo fav oiding demonstration of
inferior teaching (Butler , 2007) . Unpleasant emotions contribut e to thinkin g about
avoiding teaching as being even more important. Thoughts about quitti ngduring the
internship occur, but they cannot be completed , as this is not a viable option.lnthelong
run,internscontemplate pursing a part time teaching career, as opposedt o afulltime one.
This is done with the hope of gaining experience over a prolonged time frame.
Perfonnan ce avoidance interns attribute pessimistic views aboutteaching to their
perceived lack of constant guidance and help from theircooperat ingteachers.
UsingPlutchik' sderivativesmodel,thekeycomponentsoftheperfonn ance
avoidance interns' sequence follow the next pattern. The stimuluse vents include interns'
sense of incompetence, pressures of the internship, orinsecuritie s about being good
teachers. The gain of a valued object, ledperfonnance avoidance interns to think about
their inability to control the class, about their desire to avoid dealing with a rowdy class,
question teaching as a full time career. The overt behaviour underlin edp erfonnan ce
avoidance interns ' efforts to escape teaching.
Goals influence interns' emotions. The desire to learn new things motivates
mastery oriented interns to maintain a positive outlook . Masteryoriented interns believe
that without goals there would be nothing to accompli sh and the drivet o go to work
would be completely gone. The desire to improve teachin g skills and to learn new things
keeps frustration or disappointm ent in check. Goals also contribut et o raisinginterns'
awareness of the short life span of emotions.
Goals keep performance approach interns grounded in reality, keep themcalm,
and keep them focused to get the class under contro l. Wanting to be a better teacher than
others leads these interns to work towards creating better lessons and classroom activ ities,
and subsequently contribute to heightening their experiences ofpri de. Wishing to become
a better teacher than others contribut es to making them stay positive andco ntemp late
things in a positive way.
For perfonnanceavoidance interns, rational thoughts overcome the emotional
aspects of teaching and contribute to their conscious attempts to hide their unpleasant
emotions. Even in light of emotional management of this nature, the desire to avoid
teaching ultimately contributes to increasing their frustration because interns cannot avoid
teaching.
6.3 Future Research Opportunities
This section presents the limitations of the study as well as possibilitiestofurther
expand this research. The first limitation of my research study is that it was directed only
to mathematics pre-serv ice teachers at the j unior and seniorhigh schools. It could be
interesting to see if the emotiona l expe riences, or if the similarities and differences of
interns in different disciplines with different goal orientations are alike to those found
here. The second limitation relates to the number of participants. While there were six
mastery oriented interns and five performance approach interns, there were only two
perfonn ance avoidance interns participating in this study. Moreinsightsinto the
development of emotions, thoughts, and perceived effects could have been obtained,
particularly within the last group.
A possible avenue of furtherin g my research pertains to replicating this work in
the context of in-service teacher s, having different years ofexperienceinteaching
mathematics . Similaritie s or differen ces in emotional patterns for attributed causes,
thoughts, and perceived effects could be traced . A new facet could be added to
significantly narrate the connection between mastery goals and mathematical intimacy.
For example , case studies could be used to learn how teachers' mathematic al intimacy
informs their achievement goals. DeBellis (1998) defined mathem atical intimacy as a
form of intimacy that consists of two components: intimate interactions and intimate
relation ships . A series of intimate mathemati cal interactions build up intimate
relation ships. Intimate interaction s are characterized by intima temathematicalb ehaviours
and intimate mathematical experience s. Intimate mathem atical behaviour s include "the
distance a problem solver places between himsel f and his work, cradling his work,
temporary loss of hearin g external noises because he is so focused and consumedbythe
interaction, and hesitat ion in sharing mathematical solutions" (DeBelli s, I998,p .4 37).
Intimate mathematic al experiences incorporate "positive feelings and perceptions of
understanding which a problem solver incurs while solving a problem or thinkin g about a
mathematic al concept" (DeBellis, 1998, p. 437). Examples include warmth , passion, time
suspension, vulnerabilit y, loyalty, and positive emotions such as joy, excitement,
affection, elat ion, or amusement. Experiencing mathematical intimacy is equivalent to
"being highly engaged in problem solving, having a warm-hearted dialogue with various
math concepts, analyzing and comprehendin g its most inner structur es, or creating a close
bond with mathematic s" (Radu & Seifert , 2011, p. 3).
Another direction would be to follow the study's participants in theirt eaching
careers and inquire into changes occurring within their achievement goals, orwithinthe
emotions they encounter while teaching.
Data suggest that mastery oriented interns are able to use unpleasant emotions to
their advantage and use them for the improvement of their teaching practice. Dataa lso
suggest that unpleasant emotions may contribute to withdrawal from the teaching
profession for interns with a performance avoidance orientati on. I wouldl iket o
emphasize that teaching is ave ry comple x practice. I only looked at emotions and goals,
and did not take into account other factors that might contribute to leaving the profession,
such as: work tensions, workloads, work ethics, degree of preparedness, or the type of
relationship an intern has with mathematics. Ithinkthatfutureresearch could inquire into
the implications of teachers' fake emotions on their achievement goalsandteaching
actions. The study could also look into similarities and difference betweensi tuations
when a teacher 'a cts' enthused and happy and when a teacher is authenticallyenthused
and happy.
6.4 Practical Implications
My study presents theoretical implications for the research field.It is aunique
study that brings together emotions and achievement goals in the contextofpre-service
interns teaching mathemati cs. It has potential for future research 0 ptions.It contributesto
and furthers the links between the research fields of emotions and motivation.
However, apart fromthetheoreticalimplications ofth is study,Ithink that there
are also practical implications. Education programs might benefit from incorporatin g
some of the findings of this study into their teacher preparation prograrns.Thi s would
ensure that other future interns learn that is normal to experience a variety of pleasant and
unpleasant emotions. Relatedness to other interns' emotionalex periences might help
them think that they are not the only ones experiencing frustration, disappointment, or
anxiety. I think that it would also bring awareness that frustration 0 r otherunpleasant
emotions are not rare, and are not necessarily negative.
As well, in-service training might benefit from presentations about my research. It
would bring awareness for in-service teachers about the relation between emotions and
goals. It could help them reflect on the myriad of emotions interns experience during the
internship as well as on the powerful perceived effect emotions have 0 nin terns .
Furthermore, it could help them reflect on how they think about interns, how they feel
about internship prograrns, or to consider thinkin g about internships from a different
angle: the emotional one.
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Appendix
Appendix A Research Study Con sent Form
I wish to cordially invite you to participate in my doctoral research project "The
emotional experie nce: its significance for preservice and in-service secondary
mathematics teachers". The purpose of my doctoral dissertation is to produce a detailed
description of the interplay between the preservice and in-service teachers'emotionsand
their achievement goals towards instruction, as grounded within the socio-cultural context
of the intermediate and high school classrooms teaching arena.
I invite you to participate in a one-page survey that will tell me more about your
achievement goals toward instruction. I anticipa te that it will take approximately5
minutes to complete the survey. You are invited to put your name or student number on
the survey's cover page. Your participation is important and greatly appreciated, as you
will be able to tell me about your motivation to teach.
I invite you to participate in three audio taped interviews ofapp roximately half-hour ' s
duration. The interviews will revolve around the following ideas: the influenceofyour
teaching goals on the emotions you felt while teaching, youre motionsan de motions
experiences encountered during teaching a math class, the weight of your emotional
experiences on your teaching goals. I anticipate that all interviewswillbe conducted
between January 4 and April 1, 2010 . Your participation is important andgreatly
appreciated, as you will be able to tell me about your teaching goals and emotional
experiences.
l invite youtoparticipateinkeeping atwo-pagedi arythat willtellmemore about the
emotions you experience while teaching math. I anticipate that it will take approximately
15 minutes to complete the diary. You are invited to put your name or student number on
the diary ' s cover page. Your participation is important and greatly appreciated,asyou
will be able to tell me about your emotions or moods associated with teaching
mathematic s, and about the manner emotions influence your goals toward instruction.
You are kindly asked to fill inthisd iary especiallyif something significant (positive or
negative) happens. I will collect the diaries twice: beforethe second interview and before
the third interview. I will read these diaries on a regular basis, and based on your written
responses, I will further probe fora deeper understanding of your statements, using
individual email. It would be desirable that you will record your emotions or moods using
this diary as often as possible.
If you are not doing your internship in St. John ' s, the surveys and interviews will be
conducted online. If you are interviewed online, I will upload the survey on the
Desire2Learn interface, so that you can complete the survey online,an d l will provide
two prepaid stamped envelopes that you can use to mail your diaries.
Your participati on is entirely voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the study at
any point in time, and there are no adverse consequences from accepting or refusing to
participat e in this study. Your responses will remain confidential and anonymous
throughout the study. If you wish to participate, simply sign this research study consent
form. The data obtained from the research study will not be seen by other participants,
other members of the academic community , or anyone else, except the researcher
conductin g this study and her supervisor. The surveys, diaries and the transcribed data
obtained from the interviews will be stored for five years in a secure location. Even if
identifying personal informati on is being requested, this information will be used only to
connect data obtained from each individual through the three differentchannels: survey,
interview and diary. You do not have to answer any or all the questions oft he diary,
survey or interview if you so choose. There are no penalties associated with your refusal.
I do not foresee any risks involved with completing the diary, the survey, or in
participatin g in the interviews.
Although the data from this research study will be published and presented at
conferences, the data will be reported in aggregate form, so that it will not bepossible to
identify individu als. Moreover, the consent forms will be stored separatelyfromthe
transcribed intervi ews, so that it will not be possible to associate a name with any given
set of responses. After your interview, and before the data are included in the final report,
you will be able to review the transcript of your interview, and to add,c hange, ordelete
information from the transcripts as you see fit.
I anticipate that there will not be any risk of harm as a consequence ofparticipating inthis
research study. If you decide to participate in the study, you will notb enefitfromany
compen sation grade wise . If you decide to participate in the survey, interviewsandthe
optional diary submissions, you will receive an Empire Theatres' gift certificate in the
value of$75.
The proposal for this research has been reviewed by the Interdisciplinary Committee on
Ethics in Human Research and found to be in compliance with Memorial University' s
ethics policy. If you have ethical concerns about the research (sueh asthewayy ouhave
been treated or yourrights as aparticipant), youmay contact the Chairperson ofth e
ICEHR at icehr@mun .ca or by telephone at (709) 737-8368.
You are welcome to ask questions at any time during your participation in this research. If
you would like more information about this study, please contact
Researcher : Oana Radu, Faculty of Education, Memorial University ofN L, St. John ' s,
NL, AlB 3X8, oradu@mun .ca, 737-6928.
Researcher ' s supervisor: Dr. T. Seifert, Faculty of Education, Memorial University of
NL, St. John ' s, NL, AlB 3X8, tseifert@mun .ca, 737-3402.
Appendix B Surve y
I. ~~i7~:1~ :Ot~;;~~~~ousIY developmy Stron gly Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly
agree nord~gree disaJ"e
0
2. I intend to try even more in order to learn Strongly Agree Neither agree Disagree Stron gly
new things for what I teach . agree nord~gree d isci
0
3. It is important forme to learn new thin gs Strongly Agree Neither agree Disagree Stro ngly
all the lime in the subj eet that I teach . agree nOrd~gree disa8ee
0
4. I like leam ing new things on the subject Strongly Neither agre e Disagree Strongly
that I teach. no matter how difficu lt they agree nor disagree disagre e
5.
:.:':e~:e~l~~:~:;~~~~~;~~~ it looks that Strongly Agree Neither agree Disagree Stronglyagree nor d~agree disa8ee
0
6. ~Je~t itude is tobe better teacherthan the Strongly Neither agree Disagree Stro ngly
agree nord~agree disagree
0 0
7. I will always try to outperfo rm my Strongly Agree Neither agree Disagre e Stro ngly
colleagues. agree nord~agree d is~ee
0
8. ~i: :::c~~:: :J::e to perform better Strongly Agree Neither agree Disagree Stron gly
agree nor d~agree disaJ"e
0
9. It is my attit ude to avoid teaching thin gs Strongly Neith er agree Disagree Stron gly
~~I~~~h I may be gibed at, for my agree nord~gree disad0
10. I' ll continue avoid ing exerci ses in which I Strongly Neither agree Disagree Strongly
may look incapable. agree nord~gree disa8ee
0
II . I want to avoid teaching things in which I Strong ly Agree Neither agree Disagree Stron gly
may look incapable. agree nOrd~gree disagree
0 0
12. I feel relieved when I avoid teachin g Strongly Agree Neither agree Disagree Stron gly
something in which I might look agree nord~agree dis~ee
incapable . 0
Appendix C Interview Qu estions
1. Have you had any previous teaching experience before entering the REd. ?
2. Why didyo u decide toe nter the teaching professio n?Was thereasignificant
event that made you pursue teaching as a career? What was emotiona l about this
event?
3. What do you think about the following statement "teaching isj usta technica l
job"? How do you define teaching?
At the start of your internship, how would you define successful teaching?
How would you define the classroom arena: as an intense environment where
emotions prevail, or as an environmen t where there is no space for emotions and
where teachers should hide their true emotions from students?
6. What math topics interest you most? What is it about these topics that fascinate
you? Would you want to learn more about these topics? Would this influence your
future teaching performance? What interests you most about teaching? What
seems to be most appealing for you about teaching?
7. How would you define a fun activity? Would you describe teaching as fun? What
makes it fun?
8. Which math topic would be the least bit interesting for you to teach? How would
you teach this topic for the first time? What it is about this topic that makes it so
dreary?
9. What kinds of teaching situations would make you uncomfortable? What kinds of
classroom situations might irritate you? Are there times when you feel frustrated
by students' comments or attitudes towards math?
10. How does looking more talented at teaching than the other interns make you feel?
How important is it for you to perform better than other interns? Why? How does
this make you feel? Are you proud about your teaching skills? Are you hopeful
that your teaching will improve throughout the internship?
II. Aretheret imes when youdonot feell iketeaching?Whatd o youdo when you
have to teach but you don' t feel like it? Do you worry about teaching? Do you feel
likeyo ua re notgoing tomakeitwhenyo u teach? Ino ther words, doyo u
sometimes worry that you are not doing well enough? What do you do to
overcome this state of mind? Do you feel anxious while teaching math topics?
12. Do you think that you are equally knowledgeable in all math areas? Have you ever
tried not to disclose your lack of competence in certain math areas? How didt his
make you feel? Would you try to avoid teaching certain math topics in which you
might be perceived as incapable? Have you tried to avoid solvingm athproblems
where you might look incapable?
13. How would you describe the role of your emotions in your approac h to
instruction?
When you think about emotions and classroom teaching what comes to mind?
Which emotions would you associate your teaching with? Please describeone
significant emotional experience where you recently experienced theemotionj ust
mentioned.
3. Do you recall any other emotions that occurred together with (list emotion)? What
was the order of appearance of these emotions?
Do you have any other significant memories related to this emotional experience?
How often does this emotion appear in the spanofa week?
State in one short sentence the essence of this emotional experience.
What do you consider to be the causes of this emotion?
What were you thinking of when you felt (emotion)?
9. Do you show this emotion, or you try to keep it for yourself while yout each?
10. Did this goal increase or decrease in importance for you? Did it become stronger
or weaker? While experiencing (emotion) do you feel closer or further away from
achieving this goal? Is this a long-terrn goal ors hort-terrn goal? Does the goal
seem more tangible or less tangible?
11. How long do you think the influence of (emotion) will last?
12. Considering its frequency, how important do you consider this emotion to be for
the development of your professional life?
13. Did you try to reduce your negative classroom emotions? Did you try to increase
your positive classroom emotions? What did you do?
14. How do you handle your emotions right after they occur in a classroom setting?
Could you give some examples?
15. Shortly after the emotion occurred,d id you try to physically move away,t ake
deep breaths, control your facial features,thinkingo f a sereneplace, or
subsequently increase or decrease the amount of physical activity? How did you
feel after that? Did you notice any physiological changes?
16. Do classroom emotions influence the amount of hours you put into your next
classroom preparation?
17. Did your goals influence your emotional reaction? In what way?
18. After you finished teaching, did you think about what happened? What causes did
you attribute to your emotion? Did you try to analyze your emotional experiences?
Third interview A replica of the second interview.
Appendix D lnte rns' Quotations
Table 13. Attributed causes contributin g to the development of pleasant emotion s -
quotes
"t hey actually followed the
instruction s and did a really good
job , soth alm adem eh appy" (7-
2)
"class went well,and I had the
impression the students
understood" (8-1)
express interest in learning math
(3-3)
:;~:r~~~:t~~t~~?; I feel
satisfied with my teaching and
the class" (IO-d3)
"knowingth at 80% ofth e
students are getting it, ju st with
the math, and that really makes
you feel that you are doing a
good job" (12-2)
will feel pride and
""'p
"so me students even moved on,
completing homework not
assigned or taught yet" (12-d3)
have other accomplishments
"they really seemed to grasp the
concept being taught" (7-d5)
"students seemed to understand "j ust this sense of success of my
the lesson well enough to 30 0 1 it students,a nd b success I mean
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"students were following along
and participating" (9-d4)
"the kids are showing strong
work habits" (13-3)
"working on word problems with
~c1ass, they were intoit"(13-
lower achieving students succeed lower achieving students succeed
" I was also proud that he could
""
do it himself and he was doing it"
.. n " n ..
" "
(12-3)
"one student successfully
things" I
completing something that she
had trouble with" (9-2)
"to day he was working by
himself and also particip at ing in
nnhn~~ ,n.~..p~ . h . ~• •
group activities and he got up and
:dar~e.:;~a;r.I~~~:~:mart
. h, extremely happy" (9-3)
answer" (6:2)
ask questions enjoy the class
"t hey were asking questions" (3- "t hey actually seemed to leam
2)
work" (12-2)
and enjoy themselves" (7-3)
"t he kids were havin fun" 7-3
are progressing well weaker students have other
accomplishments
2) course"(1-2)
Stu~t~:~:~~li~~~=~~~~~~ing classroom behaviours Stu~I:~::~i~~I~:~~~~~~ing
behove behove behove
"students have been behaving" "t hey behaved" (10-2)
(3-3)
of the vear" (7 -3)
work together work together
"a ll my students worked together "success of students, people
as a team to solve the prob lems" working together" (9-3)
(1-<13)
"students were working very well
"s tudents cooperate d more together and showed true interest
(listening) then they had ina and understandin g in the
while" (4-d2) properties of normal distribution"
(13-3
cooperate wlth lntem s eoopemt e with lntrms
"they come in and are having a "stude nts seemed to respond 10
really good day and they are me" (8-2)
~e~:~:~r:,~~:_~ey participate
reinforce in/ern's se/f image enjoy the way interns teach
"kids are pretty positive towards "w hen kids were saying things to
me" (3-2) me like 'good lesson sir' , ' l like
"just the way they act around me,
this stutTsir ' , 'it ' spr etty cool you
can figure stutTlike that out sir' I
makes me feel that ok I am doing was on a high for the rest of the
a pretty good job" (3-2) day" (13-2)
"way students are responding to
~~~~:1~}1~0 you in the
react/ o interns' ejJorts
"how they are reacting to what I
am doing" (2-3)
"they thlnk you are a good
teacher" (3-2)
"it's great to get such feedback
from students above all else" (2-
d5)
"she carne in at lunch time in the
statTroom and had a big lener
wrinen ,personallythankingu s,
so that it just felt really good to
know that you are making a
ditTerence in one kid's life" (3-2)
"t hat they respect you enough
even ifthe y might hate what you
are doing, they respect you
~:~~I::s~'~~on to control
Students' and interns' emotions Studen ts'and interns' emotions Students' and intemsemct ions
. cl assroom teaching Pla~I~~~:~~: ~~~~~i~ithin Pla~I~~~:~~: ;;~~~li~ithin
students ' emotions influence students ' emotions influence
I~ interns ' emotions interns ' emotions
"basically anythi ng that goes on " if they'r e happy and engaged
and they feel happy about, makes then that will make me happy and
me happy" (9-3) engaged" (7-2)
nice and happy" (1-2) "if the class is really positive I am
going to be very positive ... if
they are really negative l am
kindof likey~u
trying to be positive , but it will be
hard to be positive" (10-2)
",,,uuu,, , .,,ce, yuu \J -~I
" I feel a lot of enthusiasm
because they are always so hyper
:~~~~:I~oan~tt~~~;,al~?s
zz:~;~~~:~:ffecl ~~~~;~:~;~~~:~://ect
"ifyou are enthusiastic about a
topic and you enj oy the topic,
teachin. them;' (I -d7)
they enjoy it" ( 10-2)
s/udents ' emolionsinflu ence
interns ' reaching
~ ~i~~:ei~~ot~~~~~~~~;~~ when
you are teaching, without a
doubt" (9-2)
,""caeu"',;a"""y -~I
o n, I 'h "n'hMwou
around" 11-2)zz: ~eea:,::7:n~nfluen ce
"what you do influences their
~~~t~~~:. ~~i~:~~~:~s ~~I
Interns have oodte achin skills Interns have ood teachin skills Intems have aoodteachina skills
do a good job teachln g do a goodjob teaching
'"
(2-2)
everythin g I was going to do"
" I' ve delivered the best possib le (12-2)
math lesson for my abilities" (2-
"it makes you feel like you'veI)
"I felt satisfaction with the
done a better job " ( I 1-2)
execution of the lesson I had
prepared" (6-d6)
"the satisfaction I felt at the end
of the lesson made me feel good
about myself as an upcoming
" I was proud of myself forteacher in training" (3-dI)
" l am happy with the way things
teaching it well" ( I 1-2)
went, I felt organized" (3-2)
"j ust feeling that l am doing rny
I)
,.'
jobproperly ... thatl am getting
better at it" (2-3)
"I felt really good about myself
for seemingly being an effective
teacher" (13-3)
"I was proud of myselffo r
teaching it" (I 1-2)
"success fully doing what was
meant to be doing, teaching
material to students" (10-2)
" I felt like I had done a good job
teaching the unit" (13-3)
"relived that things went good, or
that things went ok, that the class
was successful or eflicient " (10·
2)
"being satisfied with my
teaching" (IO-d3)
"accom lishmentb me" 11·2
are able to expla in concep ts in are able 10 exp laln concepts ln
difJerenl ways diff erent ways
"th ey don 't understand and lean
explain something in a difTerent
way, andth eys ay ' Oh, yeah! '"
(5-1)
"I sat with a student who
P -UJI
struggles and was able to ex lain
i~~anolherWaY Sheunderstood"
get posittvefe edback fr am the get po sitivefeed back fr om the
cooperating teacher cooperating teacher
"my supervisor teachers are "my supervising teacher said it
giving positive comments " (3-3) had gone well" (S-d3)
" I' ve been told I was do ing a "another teacher came in and said
goodj ob- that they like me" (3- 'Great Lesson Idea!'" (7-3)
2)
"pride for myself that I am
evolvin g as a teacher and I seem
to be doing well and based on
how the kids 31e responding and
based on comments from my
~~;'":~~~~e;~~er, so jus t pride
connect with studen ts connec t with students
" I am building relationship with "being able to talk to them -
kids" (3-3) seeing their reactions, beingable
to joke a bit ... the response that I
"you kind of build on their get from the students, that I get
answers"(3-2) the impression that they are
learn ing or that they enjoy being
in the class" (S-2)
(2-2)
"'c«~ , know that the class did well under think positively about thefuture
their guidan ce
"j ust anticipation of something
"know that you are making a " I feel satisfied thaI Iamdoinga about to happen, something I
difference in one kid's life" (3-2) goodjob ... l feel that if nne have been looking forward to"(S-
personis getting it. Lrnust be 2)
" I help strengthen a student's doing something right" (I2-3)
mathematical know ledge and
"pretty pleased with how the firsttheir confidence with it" (2-2)
" I have helped somebody and
part went" (13-3)
help them realize that they cando "but a source of satisfaction of
this themselves" (2-2) what I've done and that there is
nothing more that 1could do"
(12-2)
" I was really satisfied with that
class" (10-3)
"the class was very well balanced
but some students were having
roblems with the seatwork, so l
~~:~:es~:;:ge~O~~::~~id
they understood the materia l"
(lO-d3)
"the class d id very well and l was
pretty happy with the result" (13-
d4)
have chosen the right caree r draw energy f rom other peopl e 's
"sa tisfaction with myself and
energy
greater hope for teaching being a ... "just the energy in the schoo l or
good choice for myse lr' (2-d3 ) the other teachers" (7-2)
"th is is in fact the career that I
want to do" (3- 1)
"fee l joyfu l that I have chosen the ''you make the topic fun for
rightcareer"(2-2) students and they enjo y it and
make the best out of it" ( 10-2)
:~t~s~~t~~~~i~~;S I
grades
~;::a goodrapportwilh the ~~:;:~:osilivefeedb ack/rom
" the sense of pride deve loping "I was satisfied in the end about "the kids thanked me for the
because I helped them go through how the class coope rated with me awesome lesson" (7-d5)
the chapter and we d id all the and my teaching" ( 10-d9)
worksheets - and I taught the
" I did examp les and I even gotwhole chapter - and they
understood it so well. and made it :~;:~~~~~~ Ig:at~eCt~;e upseem like easy for them, because
a lot of them got 100" (1-3) examples more real" (10 -3)
" '" "" 5 "'.
distinguish difJerent leve ls of
performa nces
don't haves ignificant disruplions
students' understanding
"the lesson was over without any
" I sca fTold the prob lem and sat " I was proud of them, of him and prob lems" (7-d l )
down and explained the problem myself. I was doing a goo d j ob
:~r~~m ~;wd~~o:e:~~o~,~t ~~? ~~::a~~:O~:S:~~k7:r,~i~~_~r ~~lass t ime seemedto flYbY" (7-
"I was really happy that my " I ju st feel content, happy with
~e:~::~:~~ailtl~;;~:O~i: ~t~' the way things have progressed"
(12-3)
(8-2)
goi~g we ll" (7-<15)
(13-2)
gel along with coworkers are able 10 help students and thus
havefunteaching
"how l get along with my "after the lesson a student told me "getting to teach, helping
coworkers"(2-2) that they understood for the first students" (8-d l)
time"(9-d2)
" I was havin fun" 7-3
their teaching impacts students are knowledgeable in math relate to students , understanding
"t he lesson l planned went really " I was familiar with the materia l" "car ing when a couple of kids
well" (5-<!2) (lO-d5) still didn 't understand" (7-d6)
"you feel you have a good " I was happy to teach
lesson" (3-2) trigonometry because I enjoy the
"t o know that things went fairly
unit"(lO-<l8)
well" (3-2)
"everything going correctly" (5-
2)
comrnnue w students' math correct stu dents : behav iour take the time to know students
"the work that you put into " I took some time during the
something actually pays off the lesson to talk to a couple of
next day" (6-2) <on ,au,.a~uuu .~) :~~::~:mae~o~ ~::s:~::'~:~
"t he work l put into planning open and I felt some happiness"
those questions and explaining (8-d5)
them did actually help them
understand it afterwards" (6-3)
0-3)
have good management skills reach out 10 alls ludenls interns t auitudes seem to create a
self-surprise effect
"students start to act up and you "when I am able to help out one "what happens is not usually
manage to get things under of these bad students" (l Z-Z) what I expect. Usually I expect
control and get the lesson running my grade eight to be excitable
smoothly" (6-Z)
: of an
and semi-involved and my grade
nine to be bored and badly
"students who normally act up, behaved" (7-3)
even if you get thorough them -
and if you get them answering
questions. and not disrupt the
c1ass"(6-Z) '-< j
"when you get through a class,
; ithout too many disruptio ns" (6-
assess students ' work
make t dlfference
" lecturing I felt enthusiasm when
~~~"Fe~:~:~;'~~::'~~~~~ieve
Table 14. Attributed causes contributing to the development of pleasant emotions -
quotes - retrospective view
Mastery oriented Perfonnance annroacn Performance avord.3nce
doa goodj ob doa good job
" I feel good after getting the "I personally felt like I had done
~~:es;::s:~~.e ~~~; got a lot out ~/~Odj~~t~~\~a;O-tha;;t~ it8~Zas
obtaln posltive f eedback from the obtaln positl vefee dback fr om the
supe rvisor teacher supervisor teacher
"supervisor teacher are giving
positive comme nts" (3-3)
it" ( I 1-3)
am doinz a 200d iob" (J 1-3)
::;;~"!!suencedby sludenls '
"the wa students are resoondin "to the actions of the class. to the
loyoll,lalldngtoyOll;n1lle studcnts. ln<lhcleocherwhowu
hallway" (3-l) =:~in~:'0lu:.hcli~'1ll-3
llffinJl.t...,d/>y,twdtniJ ' ",.inJIwnad/>y .twdt>IU' Jo,omtlhiTtg".dmlJ ...iII .>ljoy
'""""
'"sludonlSllCh.....ing~ (5·3) Mbow . nthusiaSli< thoy w=" ( Ill- "doingllOfflO1hingnow_thinking
n that so",",,"" will.njoy
something I will dn" (S.2)
::~:::-~ ~~~jOYing
Ilff progrtS. ing w ll
-:- w~::nr.lare going o=n to
m.ildc~iom ...ilh ...dtniJ
Ml am building rolation,hip with
kKbinthot w.y,but .........1I
w~ l am in mY CMoer so fat
iuOlmak•• itocominanov.... 1I
positi....<pOriolIu, and mal<., it
~~~~ko3~;-1lIe right
.. ,.bluh ,.I",iomb<"....n
b<h""i_Md"'QI'i""
~dob«",""a",.... oft hc
COIIIIe<1;"n.wilh,,"wl~land
,,"wlperfonncd ondl!l<1o;,
:::~I~.~ clear ronr.oclion
Table 15. Attributed causes oontribuling·.othedevelopmenlofunplea.'<afIt emolions -
quotes
S!udenadocl'lboha\'c S!ude, .. don't boha... Sludontsdon ·tboha ...
~ ~ ~
"yn" ..... ""vi<H" ... in.fI!lI'Of'I'i:ale~
(g.J)"inao.n1i .... loo<lc1os.s«,I find it
voryfrustnsl'"lI:whcn 1f""l lik.
~:~ :i~,"~"lI:i~~"';~OT
"ifkirb ... boingd iYllpli... , "l .. w a lol of behavioun l i.. "", "pe,p.ll.. Uymi,behavin llkldw..
dis<espectfur(3.2) and ilwas insane" (9-2) diSlS'O<ling"'''t. undtwislingmy
wordsM (1_2)
",ypi<alclusroombehavi<>urs, "stOO<nlS .... noth>tcning,iflhcy
pc<>pl.chaning, ... tumingaround 1I)'toopoak,...,..)IO<l,thoy"," "th<stu<kn1basial llyyioltlcd Ol
in1lleir>eat, "(3.2) gottingupfrxnlhoir ...ts.tho)' "",~(g·2)
lack .... pod"('l--2)
disrespectfu l" (3-2)
"the rest of the class was j ust
over one another (and me)" (S-
go ing wild and rea lly hard and
d4)
that is very fiustrat ing when you "t wo seccnds later they were
are tryin g to do something and SO misbehavin g and getting scolded
percent of the class is not by the people runnin g their field
listening and talk ing and doin g all trip" (7-2)
this" (12-3)
u~~ents were being d isrupt ive"
~ ~ ~
"as I went thro ugh the next " the other half didn 't want to do "they were still talking a 101" (S-
questions, they were tumin g anythin g but talk" (13-3) 3)
around and talking to each other,
they really were not paying
atten tion what soever" (6-2)
''they are all chattin g, and even if
you tell them to be qu iet, as soon
as you tum to the board , they start
chattin g" (5- ])
" there is too much noise in the
room"( 2- 1)
''they are coming in and they are
s~_~ot interested in your thing"
disregard int erns ' effo rts disregard tntem s reffo ns
"studen ts who j ust don' t care" (6- " I get little appreciation from
I) students" (9-2)
, ... , .. ." ... J".." ., . .........
now'" (4-2)
"when you are putt ing in effort
for something that will benefit
them, and they don' t seem to
have any interest in. and they
~n~~':t~:s~~t the effort you put
use fo rbldd en electron lc devlces use fo rbldd en electronlc devices
" I' ve noticed the use of electro nic "cell pho nes inci ass, it drives me
devices, kids always have the cell up the wall" (12- 1)
phone out, texting, always tryin g
~::n::~th~~~~~n~~t3~ey put
~::~terewith others'abilities to don 't pay attention to interns ' make teaching complicated
explanati ons
"no one is paying attention" ( 1 2~ "the students are hyper act ive or 1
I ) can't get anyth ing out of them it
ju st feel s like it is a very drai ning
"I have one person in class exper ience" (8-2)
'-"J constantly talkin g, not even
looking in my direction" (12-3)
"s tuden ts will not listen afte r
b~~~r SPoken to several times"
are not f ocused
"t hat particular class was noisy. it
was unfocu sed . they were doing
some work they had an
assignment to tin ish up, they
worked in group s that 1was not
:~e~:o~~t~'y ~:3them actua lly
attitud es
Stud ents have reduc ed work Student s have reduced work
attitudes attitudes
don 't care about learning don 't care about learning
" I tind students really do n' t care
~~~~eh~;h:~l:t~rl ~~~~tt~~~ir \0'
future" (9-3)
,o'pu"'o ~= uu .. ,N"
"s he didn' t want to be there....
d5) she got up and stormed out,
slamming the door behind her"
"want to have to think and are ( lI-d3)
repul sed by the idea of havin g to
"t hey are not learning thethink or by do ing any amount of
work" (4-3 ) materi al. they don' t unders tand it.
they don't want to do more work
on it" (10-3)
" kids were not paying atten tion,
then they wou ld not put much
e~~~;ntOtheassignedquestions"
choose not to work choose not tQwork choose not to work
"p eop le who choose not to do any "students refusing to listen. ju st "t hey refuse to try to work on
work at all" (5- 1) ignori ng, when they are math problems" (7-1)
com pletely unmotiva ted they
"some of them didn 't have theirrefuse to work" ( I 1-2)
"era de eieht refusin to do an
homewo rk done" (7-d6)
work that isn't worth marks, they
say things like "I haven ' t passed
math since grade 6, I'm not
gonna get this now" its very
~~~a~u:~ ~~~ the kids have
don 't care about each oth er don 'I care about each othe r
"students being mean to each "when students have little respect
other" (4-d 1) for each other" (9-1)
"they are not just rude to me, they
are rude to each other" (4-2)
" I could feel the animosity
between certain students" (6-d4)
"kids are saucy, or come from
different backgrounds, or have a
whole different slate of
prohlems" (J- J)
"t here was a lot of bickering
going back and forth like from
one end of the classroom to the
other"6-J
don'lpayalt ention don'lpayattention
"there is always a couple of "they don't get it because they
students in every class, that are don' t pay attention" (12-J)
not going to pay attention, and
are going to be rude and they are
not gonnal isten" (6-1)
"they j ust don' t seem to listen"
(6-2)
. UC U UU U, CU.U U '5\J- ' J
"t here is a group of them who
talk through the whole class, and
they do not pay attention" (4-J)
"s tudents don ' t listen, and so
:~~~n~t:r~~:e ~bl:,~p~~;aIlY
are not coope rating are no/ cooperatin g
pencils,e tc.'(6-dJ) for marks" ( IJ -J)
:~~ t~:t~~a:~~~ n,~t ;~3gaged, they
:~~;~:keresponsibilityfortheir zz: responsibility fo r their
"they have no concept of
consequences ata ll .. . maybe
your mark is based on what you
have done" (4-3)
fauit"(J 2-2)
lack interest in math
" ift he class is not engaged, or if "t hey might start a class off with
they are not really paying ' I hate math ' or 'Math is stupid'
attention, if they are notl eam ing or ' Math is hard', there is nothing
.. . if the kids don't care about it, I can do" (12- 1)
if they are bored, if they are
" I ask them ' Why? Why is mathindifferent" (3-3)
"students were unresponsive and
hard?' or 'Tell me why you hate
mathTAnd theyc an't ,t heycan 't
;;uldn't cooperate or listen" (4- ~~~ :x:r:~ t~~::~:~,?O~~~1
don' t learn even ifa re question the value of math
mathematically inclined
"when they choose to "when students ask ' Will do they
underperform there is this kid, ever need it?' because a lot of the
:~tOh~~:~c~~~~e~~~te:~~CallY, math is useless" (9-2)
anything at all, he will not write
' "J
anything down , he would not
show working ... hechoo ses to
I!rad~ate or not" (9-3)doab solutelnothin " 5-1
don 't understand certain math
' effortstopics
" kids are not understanding a "you are trying to teach a subject
concept " (3-2) and they are not understandin g it"
"they don't understand some of
(9-2)
these models" (4-3) " if you are doing the best you can
and they still don 't get it" (9-2)
oowerlessness"(9-d 1'
fail tests because they choose to
underperform
"watchin him do nothin and "the did not ossessthebasic
math skills and academic strength
and cognition to proceed" (12-d l)
anvrnore"02-2
teaching difflcu,
"when l find out they are not
getting it, this is going to be so
much harder to teach" (12-3)
"when I go through a step, go
throughaproblem,andvery,v ery
detailed step by step and I get
~~~~ghe:tka~~~i,~ o~~i~,i,? g~~2
Emotions~~e~ti~eaching and Emotions~::ti~each ing and Emotions~~~ti~eaching and
Stud ents ' emotions and moods Studems remotions and moods Students ' emotions and moods
:Z:e;;ce interns ' emotions and influence interns ' emotions and influence interns ' emotions and
moods mood'i
"one day, this little girl started
2) and breaking down crying while Iwaste achingmath , andljust
mine" (8-2)
"t hey come in, they are in a bad ~~~~e:~.~ ~:~~~;i~~~y::e~
mood,i t kind of brings your big part of mine" ( 12-2) "t heir emotions play a role in my
mood down a bit" (6-2) emotions while I'm teaching
because if they're upset or
disgruntled or shy about
:~;et~~~g then I'mgoing to be
~::~:~:;otions aff ect students ' :;~r:e:~; ~:~;~~:;saffect
:~~~~~;rh~n~:~o~~e~s.~d, it
clean slate" (3-2'
Intemsl ackrnana ement skills
lack classroom management
I~ I~ ~
"things will not go the right way" "I am not feeling part icular ly
(11-3) capable at that moment. Like I
can probably handle the material,
" frustrated with the top ic, but the material and the students
something is not going right" (12- at the same time this is what I am
' (3-2)
3) finding difficult" (8-2)
"my ability when it comes to
classroom management" (2-2)
" it was a little rowdy at the end of
~ae ~a~_~ecause it was such a nice
a::,:nablet og el sludentst o zr": get students to
"trying to get kids to do ~~:";~;:~~ee~~~z~h~~er itseatwork" (3-d6)
is listening or working or just
settling down" (8-2)
"l came intothec lass tired, while
I was prepared I couldn' t get the
class settled" (8-d3)
"the class gradually went from
bad to worse, I kept being
interrupted when trying to teach
and I ended up wasting a lot of
time" (8-d2)
(8-2)
18-2)
are unable to deal with students ' are unab/e to run the lesson as
behaviours desired
~ew::~;; ~~td~i:, ;:::r ~~ on
2)
w
interrupt the other two teachers
helping with the seatwork" (7-d2)
~~:~~~~tt~~~re~;~:~~o":r'~ 7- 3
c::o:~nable lO gelslUden/ssellled ::;:~:SdiSinlereSlforhelping
"try ing to get the students settled "I should not have to deal with it
downandont ask,andespecia lly and I say almost a desire to not
ifth ey are coming hack from help with anymore , almost a
I~~~h, or if it is the last period" desire to punish them because 1
was ansrv at thern" 8-3
Internslackteachin abilities Intemsl ackt eachin abilities Intem sl ackt eachin abilities
are lensely anlicinaling leaching are lensely an/icina/ ing leaching are/ ensely anticipating leaching
"w hen I started my very first
class itwa sabitofanxiety, I was
(I ' (7-<11)anxious to get started and to see
how it flows" ( 1-2)
" I did not taught this class hefore , " I was nervous all week because 1
and I was ju st nervous of how knew I had to teach on Monday
this class would go" (10-2) for the first time and that my
"you don 't know what to expect
coopera ting teaching was
watching" (7-<11)
~~~~ you go into a classroom"
are unable to engage students are unabl e to engage students
"ju st trying to get though a lesson " Why can ' t students just work?
when you have zero focus from Why can't they just listen right
your students" (6-3) now1 Whycan'tthey bewo rking
" I try my hest sometimes to get
right now1 Howdo I motivate
students working and to not have
them to work?" (8-2)
them sit there and doing nothing" " I am unable to get the response I
(6- 1) want from the students" (8-2)
" it became difficult to get their
attention and keep them on track" ><uuc n",.uc n un n.nug", mc m
(2-3)
"their emotions are off the wall :~:~~o~~:~e~~~~of;:t~~~~tesallt hetime thatmake s ita lot
h;~~er to huilt up relat ionshiP" during the whole class" (8-3)
lack confl dence in their tack confl dence tn their
knowledge o/math knowl edge of matk
"when it comes to my ability or "I was unable to solve a problem
my knowledge" ( I 1-3) (that I should be ahle to)" (8-d2)
;'~~~~ ;:;:~:~!S :~~Iquestions that
~a~:i~:;jidence intlteirteaC1ling ~:;it~:;jidellce ill tlteir teaclting
"foundm self uestionin what I "I realize that I don' t do averv
should do" (13-3) good job at explaining
something" (8-2)
" I have not done a very good job
that day" (8-2)
- ' J
" I couldn' t think ofa way to
make this interesting for the kids"
(7-d8)
"powerlessness because some of
~~~i~~:~~1 t:~~;~t~~ :t:;'~t
teach everybo dy individually" (7-
d4)
"my own insecurities about being
a good teacher" (7-2)
Urdllllllg oXp<nOIl<c \. -" J
"how do 1know if they are
leam ing?" (8-2)
" I was worried that 1made it the
test too hard or did a bad job of
teaching them" (7-2)
"students didn' t learn and I
worried that it might be my fault"
(7-2)
" if lca n't explain it well, how
can they understand it well?" (8-
2)
explain it" (7-2l
:::::e~;eir teaching abilities
'internship
"she is pretty quick to ju mp in
and discipline the kids, or speak
up and say something - and 1 to"
don' t really - and 1speak up as
well,bu t l amoft en not as quick UI think my supervising teacher
as her - because 1think my has made a certain request that I
:~:~~~~~;;.~~~~~:~~~ ~!~gs it get through a certain amount ofmateria l andI shouldb ed oin
this ... but I w., lIOlablclOdoil"
:-t<ac~;""c=~~1.:r (8·3)
::,:;~,,;;;..,IO,1It but of t:tpraJOW'I dupl_"'~for 'ht
. ducaliona!sp lt'"
"I f<<l disappoinl<<lwl>tn l hav. "incl"" i•• oducalion ... po.in" (7_
nullau8hlol"""" .. dlkiontl~
'".. 11:OUldhaw "(2_1)
.....l>tnyoo arel.""hinl!-yooare
looI<ingar<Jllfld.llldyoodoo't
quilothinkyoolaughlilenough"
(6-2)
"you puI.tToninlOsornoth ing.
~:"'enouC:::~j::21.1Ii1W.,nOl
,... wtabI. IO"""",ly apiain =:::,:"walU/aalon",ilh
.. ",hCQo>CtPls
"nul properly communical;ng lIlo "thi> i> . .. a1ly«sylopicandtbo
1tsson,lIOlfullylivingu;>lomy It.lb<>olo:..molly,ngoiloot"(7.
polml ialforltllChinglltsson"
'OJ(2-2)
" fot llOlbcing clc....noughlO
bring 011berql><3liono,fotllOl
do.hngwithberql><3li<HSS",ith
tbocl.,.properly ... wilhmy
'ClCbingdurin gth'IInson"(2-2)
" if M""" nl' can't grasp .conc.pt,
1hIlm ..... fOlmy.. lflhalm.ybc
l om nul t<aching il al o lert l
wh=1hoyClllundenlando.-l&/U ""'1CICbinll il in tbo bc>l
,,,,, .ib lc'''ay, 001hll,,,,,,,ldbc
kind afisriuting IOmy.<Ifllull I
~~a~~~~""IPtbo..
Table 16. Allri!:luledcalL<e5conlri!:lulingk>lhcdcvelopmcnlofunpleasanl cmotions -
quotes c-rerrospective view
have a lot of lesson plans and (10-3) (8-3)
they are really never always
going to go as planned" (5-3)
"myself because I could have
d;:~~~~~e:, ~~~ what they were
stu dent s do not beh ave students do not behave
"why certain students act the way "the behaviours of one or two
they do and try to look for students in the class" (10-3)
triggers, is ito ne student who
starts it and it isa chain reaction,
or is it a group of students that get
together and cause it .. . you
realize it was a different student
that was the root cause of
evervthin "6-3
students hav e reduced work
attitudes
:~~~so~~~ ~~~:~~:d~a~~ess
students and they don 't care
about their success and they don't
realize that even though math
does not seem very important to
~~; now, it will be in the future"
math
111-3)
..... m m . u
noienti~l" ,13-3)
Table 17. Thoughts appearing while experie ncing pleasant emotions - quotes
Maste orientea PenomlanceavoiClance
Students oerform well Students oerfonn wei Students erfonn well
understand I understand
"they seem to have leamed "that students are actually
somethiog" (5-2) understandingit . .. l would get
::~~t~~~~oe~~PI:~'~(~ ~~3a{d
are excited about their are exci ted about their
accompl ishments accompl ishments
"how pleased they were that they "about the success, and they can
did well" (3-2) do it and hopefully there is
always going to be someone there
to push them harder beca use they
~~~:I~:~~~~ee~:~, ;_~ttle push.
have come to realize that are have come to realize that are
capable of solvingproblems capable of solving problems
~Irs~~~~sitnt~~kii~; :~:\~~ht:
2-2 enio math" (9-2)
are working hard grasp math
" I knew that they would be good "I think of everything the student
for the test tomorrow, that they is accompli shing, where they are
(7-2)knew the material" (5-3) ~~;:e~~' g~:~r hard they
connect with math
material,,'O -dSl
Studentsdo n' t behave Students don' t behave Students don' t behave
behave badly
the monitors" !7-])
Interns have ood teachine skills Interns have ood teachin skills sk ills
do a goodjob as teachers do a good j ob as teachers
"about how my lessons were
" au ''' ''"0''''''' ''0'''0
effective" (3-2)
r a"h
"happy with myself for
-'J
competently explaining the
problem" (2-2)
engage in activities that will lead can accomplish anyth ing
to more satisfaction
;~~u~~lv~:~ rz~~~:~o~~; ~ . .
what you are lookin g for at the
~~h°t~~:~ay:~~ ~~~~it~e~_2 as a teach er't I l l-Z)
have goo d marking skills
; tudents
"ge tt ing positive feedback from
scheme . "O.K., mayb~_I the student s" (13-2)
mark too easv?" (3-2)
students
think highly of self
with me" (I-2)
" l was proud of myseIr' ( 12-3)
progress well are old
"l feel that l am a good teacher, "sometimes l am in the class room
that 1 feel 1do a good j ob" (3-3) thinking that 1 feel like my
grandmo ther or someth ing" (12-
2)
skills
"1definitely want to shake it up a "1knew 1 must have been doing a
bit and make it interesting , make good j ob.... l could helpt hese
it fun" (1-2) students do this wen" (12-2)
"try ing to figure out what on
earth did 1do to make it happen
did that good" (9-3)again" (4-2)
"1 wou ld like to think that I had
~~~::~~:~~~ ~~ ;~h students'
lives
.-
help students
U:;~~rs~:;;;~~~~:(;~;;'><"
gez . luuemS mUllVUleU
"I can get them motivated this
:,a: ~: ~:': ~:;;ne~x~i7:;: i~2
pUI lime and effort in developing
le.sson p lans
"I am glad that Ldid put the effort
into planning the lesson" (6-3)
Teachingi:~~~c~gtlt career Teachingi:~~~c=ghtcareer Teaching i~~~~c:ightcareer
made Ihe right career cho ice mad e Ihe righl career choice
"I made the right career choice "I felt like Icouldbehappy ...
:~ ~:':'i~~~::J ~':;Ul the future ~~I~~:ii~ ~;;~~ar~~~;,
desire 10 teach again desire 10 leach again
;~:~~~~~;d~a~~y;=~U::~liC ~:i~ ;~~:~~~~ g~~;larted, I can't
enjoy leaching interact with students
"I can'I believe people gel paid 10
~~n~~s i t?;;~~~~~,infi ~~ is great. the class" (8-2l
enjoy classroom activities
:~~~~~c~7~I:h~ef~t~~~·m~;.3 "a student says something funnyand appropriate" 7-2
love of math
"how much I liked it" 10-2
Emotions affect teachin Emotions afTect teachin EmotionsafTectteachin
emo tlons are imponant emo tions are imp orlanl
:~~~ le~~~nt~o need those ~i~:I:~on i:~~~c~ ;~~tion
Interns wo~~~~ ~:ir teaching Interns wo~~: t~:ir teaching Interns work on their teaching
strategies
tmprove teocbtng strategtes improve teaching strategies
~inkingwhallwilldoneXl"(8-
fo llow the lesson pion help students ~:::lalseassumPlio1Uaboullhe
"you want to go according to "some students are not doing so
"how my expectations for thisplan" (6-3) well. so what more can l do to
help them?" (12-2) class were off" (7-3)
motivati on is important
;~r~~~e~~~:v~~~; is a big thing
Table 1&. lboughts appearing while experiencing pleasant emotions - quotes -
retrospective view
..",, _ '-"u.,.....tqln • ..., ,-....~U·II >tntq1n
"1\o.. thctlus " .nl.ho.. diodl "1......y>th.. k abcAA .. lul lrnay
handle1hal, l dioddlOl.... ILbuI be oble lOdodiff. mu ly.dIOl
maybc I could ha.. .. idth i.. or ::~=~\':l ':'.tldilin<lonethi, " (3·3)
. diff.... ", day. bul l ......y>00
"today aon .. · ll.ondtomom> .. l ~.I"..,. .. yt lus .ft""(9·3)
I" homeand .. ytoday .... really
good t laoo,and whaI can I do to "I lriedto anoJyz< why the t '-
mak.ilgoodtomorr<>w.lJyto _ ... .. . II,and lpitk uppo i""
kecp it" (I .J) ",n... thc llodenlS...~and l
;;:~:k~~~.::.;.n ...
=r:;~().~'- ina
4o>,..."Md'-t/l 40>,...,,.,.1 ._./1
:::;:7~~::='~a ~~==~~
.. hole lol~ ( I·J) (B·2)
~ildoeonolrally _.hug. " ldO<l' .....lIy ....ly... thc
twn aroundincmo<ioo in any c"'o bol'l&lpart of il ""less I ha..
way"(S-J l to fiU........... ofyourjourna!. or
the • .perirnoe _pa, liclllarly
cmo<ioonal"(7·J )
" l didn',raIly thinlaboulil
~~~.=~
4o>' '-JPb •• ~II..... 1It> .,_JM••~II~,.
" I fclt .. h,flCd, becausc I had "l .. iI1a1","). bc proud of .. boI l
&0110_ 1aclJicvcd thnn and thc .... doing" (12.2)
kldodld_I I" (l ·2)
"in reflea iooallorwardol belic..
I'm 00"" goodjob "(I l-3 )
"I f..1 .... inthc
~~:es~~;:o~,e ~~~; got a lot out
share the experience students are recept ive of their reflect on their teaching
teaching
" I kind of reflect on the day and I ''' Oh yeah, they are enjoying it' ~ ~ ~::;;oe~~~~:~~:~~adremember to repeat the good or 'Oh,l aml oosingt hemh ere '"
thingsandavoidthebadones . .. (11-3) worked ,wh atd idn't and what can
jus t on the way home with my
" interested in teaching, because
be done better" (8-d5)
feIJow intern I just discuss the
"become a more effective teacherday and kind of communicat ing students can surprise you" (12-
that way" (2-3) d2) and won 't jus t be left reacting to
what is going on" (8-d5 )
" I was glad I was finished. I was
more think ing about the bad
~~::~:~i~~~~~~~~:~d -
therewere ood thinas too" 8-2
Table 19. Thoughts appearing while experiencing unpleasant emotions - quotes
Mastervoriented
Students don't behave Students don't behave Students don'. behave
behave inanpronriately
" I was worried about whether or " I thought that they respect me "why can' t the students ju st
not they were able to stop yeIJing more and it turns out that they behave" (8-d2)
. .. thingswereracingthrough my didn' t" (9-2)
head how to create a quiet
environmen t that is good for
s~i~~n~_;ho are trying to do the
don't pay attention don 't pay attention
" Ijust could not understand why "Yes, ok, this student is not
they were not listening" (6-2) paying attention" (12-2)
"students are not going to listen
no matter how you are going to
~:~h~~;hH~:?~~~j going 10
don 't do their homework
"students didn' t do their work"
13-d3
don 't cooperate
" How were the students going to
behave? Were they going to listen
~~:~~~r~~~a~e~:rlt:as
going to teach ? Would they
~':Z~:Il~~~2class? Do their
are missing oul on the benefi ts of
studyi ng math
~~:~f:t~d~n~s~::~:~~e;~~~::
~hattheyaremiSSingOuton" (9-
Interns are concern ed about
students
Interns are concerned about
students students
wonder lfstudems progress
"Oh my God, is there any hope " Why aren 't they gelling it?" (12-
for this student?" (3-3) 2)
~eth~~r~0~~:~:~~~~"ha;;~3it,
:~;:erifstudenlsunderstand 7:~:zrr will continue
;~~;::~~d~~~ unders tandi ng that "stude nts wo uld continue to listen
and do their work" IO-d2
wonder about students 'f eelings wonderifs tudents enjoymath
" I was thinking about a couple of " Will they like it? Will they take
students who were receiving to it? Will they understand it?"
~~:~ ~e:T.,m~~~s, abo ut how they ( 11-3)
Interns are conceme d abou t Intern s are con cerned about Intems are concemcd about
teachin strateies teachin strateies teachin strateics
/QQk fnr alternate teaching look fnr alterna te teaching look tor alternate leaching
~ ~ suuusia
'·1am runnin g out of tactic s to :~:r:~~i~ii~~:~ ~o~c:~~:~telY "thinkin g what 1 will do next" (7-regain contr ol" (4-d1) d4)
"How can I get this lesson back
expected " (12-dl )
"tryin g to think of a more
on track ?" (5-d4) "how I could have avoided it" interesting way to explain it" (7-
"how can 1reign them back in"
( 11-d3) d8)
(5-<12) "what I will do next" (9-d 1) ~:~:~~ th~~~~~fm:~a~~;" 1do
tack ctassroom mana gemem lack classroom management
"how will I get them to settle "t he student is bein g
down, how will I get them on unreason able ... why can 't 1get
task, how am I going to get them thecl asstocalmdown, ljust
started" (3-3) want them to pay attention right
now"(8-2)
;~ we~=:~ot~t:i~k6~~ut how
" I was trying to find ways to -
things that I could sayo r doto
make them listen" (6-2)
are ec ina off track't Cz-J )
lack teachlng skitls lack teaching skills
"Am I doing something wrong? "why can't I get them to be quiet
~m ldoingO.K,up there?"( 1 2- and a regular teacher can?" (8-3)
improve the situation are unable to control the class
" I think I tried to get their
attention at the beginning, I might
v, .... ,.......... '-' have had them quiet for about 20
seconds" (8-3)
"t hinking that this activ ity goes to
~~:m~~~;:Ye~i~~~:~~, d~:lion
compares tudents 'p erformances ~~;;:twant lodealwi/harowdy
" I should not have to deal with
teaching" 0 -3)
this" (8-3)
compare own teaching across hope they would acquire more
different groups experience
" I think it will mostly pass with
experience" (7-d1)
methods
question a fu ll time career
"I think what I would like to do is
" I am constantly thinking ' AmI like a part time position available
do ing this ok?', ' Is there another or substitute the first yeat .rath er
way I shouldbedoingthi s?' , ' ls than have a full lime jo b" (8-3)
there a better way I cou ld exp lain
" I would have a lot of extra timesomething that I j ust said?"' (6-2)
preparing stutT,and I won ' t be so
busy all the time and I will have a
lot of energy to deal with the
classit self,t o allow met o gain
the experience I need to deal with
these situations everv da " 8-3
:::~~: C~:~inue do ing a go od worryab oUitheir career choices
'"I need to be quicker to offer
worth it . thinking ifIextra help outside" (S-2)
_v ' w
aive them?" (S-il
behaviouralsilualio~
adjus t teaching plans
"I was thinking that if this kid
"1j ust remember that how I wasn' t in my class, it would be a
handledth e situation, andth atI lot easier to teach it" (7-2)
took away his privileges" (3-2)
"just wondering if we were going
to finish the activity in time" (7-
d3)
:::1;~!c:v:~;rating teacher
"I was also thinking how my ;~ ; : :i~~~~~~~~ i:e~":t,~;;;~11
supervisor teacher would react, if didn't teach it well" (7-2)
she would speak up and
discipline him, or if she will let "what I could get the other
me handle it" (3-2) students to do while I helped .
zrou of thec lass"7-d7
critique themselves disregard students 'p erformances
" I got to the point toward s the
end where it is like, I don' t care if
youfa ilyou rte st ... youareno t
willing to listentome, l don' t
anen ti;'n?"{S-2)
feel like helping you" (8-3)
"trying to figure out what went ;~~h~~~i:~~~~:I~o~~n~~~e .
wrong" (6-2) ~~~~::~:~ ::a~;~t~e~~~ik~ is
"you are always going to wonder that" (8-2)
what you could have done ben er
or difTerentiy"(6-2) "they don 't want to learn, fine,
~;~ ~~I ~~~ d~~e i~~;st and see
worry about /he internship
sectio~ofw~rk"(8-3)
Emotionsaffec tteachi n
Iilemselves
~;,~:~;::m exp ressing
"is not something that you want ::o:~;~;~:;c~~~ea~~~;oCi~~:;,:'utto dwell on, you want to move on
and make sure every time you didn't deserve it" (13-3)
enter a classroom. you are
positive" (1-2)
setting" (6-2)
"you need to be able to control
that feeling sometimes, and you
need to realize that it is going to
happe n, you really going to get
frustrated, you can 't let that affect
future instances, for future
classes" (6-2)
"you don 't want it to control you
. .. iti sdefi nitelyimportantin
that you try to avoid it, and you
don't what to get too low or too
high, you want to keep your
emotions in check" (3-3)
" it is not something that is easy to
conrrc l. but you have to be
prepared for any type of
situation" (6-3)
'~~ng in control is important"
:~~;~::dge the emotions' ::s~::::dge theemotions'
" l think it is important to "I think all this stuff is stupid too ,
recognize it" (4-2) we hit algebra is going to be fun,
thu~~:;;~o~ne~O,!~~;_~) find it
conneet wab emottons connect with emotions
" Why was I being so frustrated?"
(12-2)
and how1o improvc ,"y .. lf. S<>I
:!~:: ~r~~~3"~h
pId"""Aing ilf P't"p«t~ QUtroppeJIIf,Ai3j oh
"ha. ing tho.. ... gat;•••mo<;"n. ""hmYOO 8"' ",badyoo ~1
"""•• yoor..lizehowmochyou IikCyouwonllOgivcup . ",lf.h
h>VCIOIcam"( 2.2) giving up, I did nol Lnow"hcrc
IogollClll, I~idnol"""w"hallo
~il i. iml"'rtanl lo kecp il into do:> .og et rhe>c"oo.n"ro
pcnpotlivc ,buIyoo gollOmovc bch.... orw lcom. orlOlincn. '"
00. and yoo " ill h>vclo ICI again l " .. IOSl.l r.hhk.l~
yoursclf dcvclop ... ""00".yool"(9· 2)
prorc..ional" (6-2)
"l dM"l " an' 10lea<h jutlior high
IIChoolc-. ... and llm .. y.. g
lomy .. lf. ycukoo" onc " ..k.l
jllSlgol . ....k l<ft . .. •vcnwhm
I lmlCaChin,a ll l .,.,lhinkingi.
myGod,ljU<tlhinklhal1hcrci.
'::~i hca=~/orany
il",.,pot"OIfl"' b< I... ajfcet.J
t>ystJ<;/l o""';om
"I think I DeCdtobewmc Ie..
:ffe<led",,:,~~;ybyInY'OCh
cmo/iom arc;"'P<""(lIII
"ifl " .. frustnlltd all 1hclimo.I
"ould""JI lCaChing" (3.2)
"if yoo arc nol happy m. ybc i' i.
~;;=i~I::, ~ r
"""",o e.<c_,hc d <tt,
:=,~i:'~~~~7tln
_ Utcm and ...... . . urt1hcyarc
oafc bull can'l heaflhc:m" 4·2
Table 20. Thoughts appearing while experiencing unpleasanl emotion s < quotes -
retrospective vlew
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Table 21. Perceived effects of pleasant emotions -quotes
1 2)
MasterYoriented Per form ance roach PerfOffiUlI1Ce avoiaance
Immediatev s. errnanent lmmediate vs. crrnanent
are desirable to encounter in the are desirableto encounter in the
/J!fJg:g. 1/J!fJg:g. /J!fJg:g.
"you have to try and do things ;~f:~ ~;~:dh~:e.:~~~e;;;:; "ifmy jo b doesn't make methat will lead to that emotion" (6- happy, then I'll quit and I won 't
2) up for" (9-3) have a professional life" (7-2)
"always try to be ina bubbly "I will always be proud of what I " I hope that it becomes even
mood" (1-2) am doing" (12-2) morefTequ ent" (8-2)
"as long as I cont inue to do that, "hopefully for my entire career" " I detinit elytryto increase the
satisfaction will be there" (1-2) (11-2) positive ones" (8-2)
"it will always be there" (6-2) ~~~a~~,~i~~2me fordays. or
increase interns ' confidence increase interns' con fidence increase interns ' confidence
"the hope or the drive to achieve "increase my performance, which "days like that makes it worth
and to try and get positive means in the future I wish to keep teachin g ... if I was not
results" (3-3) high energy productive lessons" ;~:~~~nl~~:et~~a~u~i~e~each ing(13-3)
teaching worth for me" (8-2)
se~ms" (3 -3 )
" I feel like when the students
enjoy it, I will always feel pride" "I think l amanicerp erson,
(11-3) feeling like I am doing well" (8-
~a~::e:~~;e~ ~Oo~~jc~~~~~nt for 2)
the next time" (2-3) :::u:::~~:~~~~~~ei~~:~~ other
something to pull from" (9-3)
"I would try the strategy that is
" a v" ,uc ,."Uc u"" c" a, auu
of thing" (2-3) best with that class" (10-3)
"that the next class would be as
ood as this one" 10-3
are important to experience are important to experience
" I always will need to feel
satistied with myself '( 12-2)
'10 be satistied with what you do"
(10-2)
"it is important that students
understand that you enjoy what
ouare trvin to teach them" 11-
3)
" if you don't feel pride either you
are not succeeding or youcut
yourself off to that" (9-2)
" if you didn't experience
happiness then you would bum
out at a very early stage" (9-3)
"you have to be very proud of
what you are doing .. . if youa re
not taking pride in teaching and
helping these kids, in what you
are doing, what is the sense of it?
l am proud of myself that l am
such a great teacher that they all
know it now" (12-2)
"you need to have pride in what
youare doing ... you need to be
proud of what you are doing in
the classroom if you want a better
s~:' ~~t?u ~~~t to do the j ob
~/a:~:~emotions rub offon
" it ruhs off on students" (I 1-3)
" if you come to class prepared,
then you have a positive attitude
:;:~:0:a~~c~~,at~~3what they
Bodil effects Bodileffects Bod;1 effects
"chum ing,feeling swealy,/ eeling "/e elings wealy/ /ee ling llof' ( IO-
:~t,heartbeatingnoticeablY"(6- d8)
"taughter"(l -d3) "laughter" (7-dS)
"smiling" (S-d2) 1~::::~:n~/;~~~e~~~5
hand .e stu; es"Il-d7)
'~~~~eness (of body, ja ws, fists)"
6-d 1
Interns' actions Interns' actions Intems'ac tions
share exoeriences with others shareex neriences with nthers
"we discussed how the kids did "l mentioned it to my cooperating " I probably told my husband 1
very well on the exam and she teacher 'That went well. Did you had a great day thai 1just felt
was actually pleasantly surprised, see how good the student did? happy" (S-2)
because a couple of the kids They were having such trouble
:;~~~:e~~l:~a:O stuff, before hand, but look at themnow -how well they did this
sometimes durin g the lessons. time'" (12-3)
they kid of jus t sit there and don't
"after the class was over weseem very interested. so she was
pleasantly surprised, and so was talked about it and discussed the
1" (3-2) class" ( JO-3)
"ta lking to people, sharing your
~rt~e~~eo;::~ ~ ~::~:~~'~e
positive experience that have
happened, or my cooperatin g
teachers" (9-3)
" I asked my coopera ting teacher
after and he was like, the look on
~~~3faces shouldbe enOUgh"
e:cternalize what thgy ke l ex/ernalize whal lheyfeel externalize what /hry feel
" feel the urge to act or actually " feel an urge to act or actually act "a n urge to act or actually act
act emotionally toward s someone emotionally towards someone, by emotionally by moving closer or
by moving closer" (J -d2) moving closer or touching" (9- withdrawing -depends on the
" felt like paning every student on
d3) student" (7-d3)
the back forajob well done" ( I- " felt like talking a lot" (1O-d9) "take a few deep breath, 1got to
d lO)
"try to show my enthusiasm by
calm down, I got to control what 1
" l showed my pleasure beca use
will say, probably just calming
j ust talking in a certain tone and down" (S-2)
the students were behaving and doing certain activities and being
showing interest in the topic" (I - up in spirits, happy" (10·2)
d4)
"smile, maybe laugh, you feel
"1thanked the students, I fell c1osert ope ople ... madem efeel
flattered" (3-d5) good about myself" (9-3)
"wore a smile on my face. and
:~~n:ag~3~300d for the rest
encoura ge students enco urage students
"give lhem feedback and keep "by smiling and being really
them molivatedth atw ay"(I -3) enthusiastic and encouraging the
students to explore the websites"
" I told you so, 1 told you it would (7-3)
~~..~~;r, the practice does pay
Increase tim e and effort increase tim e and effort mlxed o lnlons
"motivates you to put in that extra " I work harder ... it sort of " if anything. 1may have actua lly
effort 10 your next lesson, for increases if you are proud of prepared a Iinle less. Id id not
your future lessons" (6-3) something. you want to make it need to spend as much time
"w ant to do more, to work hard.
better so it does increase" (12-3) ~i~:; ~~u~~~:~i~f~::egies
because you know how it felt "i f you feel like your students are worked" (8-2)
when it did go well" (3-3) really enjoyi ng what they are
"defini tely, it made me spenddoing. and you feel good about
what you do then you put in the more time thinking about them
extra time" (9-3) and more effort" (7-3)
"always want to put in the time to
write a fair test" (7-d9)
"that it takes a lot more time to
~~~~~:,se~~le;'_~at you
create good classroom raise awareness about the fi nd emotions rej uvenating
imporlanceofexperiencing pride
"y ou want to approach every "this is really a key to get them to "almost rejuvenatin g . .. plann ing
class with a positive attitude, do bener. Them feeling pride in for my next lesson with more
whether you are having a great their own work, getting them to energyandcreativitythan ldid
day, or the day is not go ing to go respect their own work" (12-3) when I wasn' t happy" (7-2)
well,th e students can pick up on
that, not that you want to be fake "yo u need to take pride in your
and try and trick them and fool work, you need 10 take it
them, but you try and be positive seriously ... you should be proud
and in that way it leads to you did this well, you should be
positive emotions in their part, proud that you tried your hardest"
and leads to overall positive (12-3)
classroom" (3-3)
"to engage the kids in a relatively
excit ing and fun manner and keep
:::~~~m management in
work 10 reinvent themselves
"y ou need to be able to create
new feelings of pride, and in that
way reach new feelings of pride.
... thefeelingofpridemight
continue for the rest of your
caree r, but it won't beas strong
ofafeelingunl ess youre invent
yourself,so thatyo u get new
~trong real feeling of pride" (I 1-
Table 22. Perceived efTectsof unpleasant emotion s -quotes
Masteryorienteo ,'fum Performanc e ooroacti Performance avoid ar
"a lack of satisfaction would have " it helps belter myself '(1 2-2)
a negative influence on my
"want to strive to do better and toprofessional life .. . iflwas
2)
\I '
frustrated all the time, I would know more so that I will
stop teachin g" (5-2) overcom e it" (10-2)
"it mad e me think about what I
" keeps me grounded in reality" need to do to make things better"
(11-3) (8-2)
"really help s to identify what my " if you stop worryin g that
. evi l" (2-3) probl ems are, identify what is something might be your fault,
::~~~gm:ek::~~ea~ei~~e:~~k then you stop evalualing your self
•'the classroom can be qu ite as a teacher and then you no
frustratin g at times, and that it is on it" (12-3) longer develop profession ally"
completely nonnal ... iti s (7-2)
important not to take this " if you don' t feel frustrat ion, how
person ally, and unders tand that it do you know you are doin g a
is an ormalpart of teaching" (3-3) good job ?" (9-2)
"in dicato r that things aren ' t go ing
the way ('d like them to, which
~~~:~ ~~~ai~3~~ings need to be
don' t last long don 't last long last a while
"pro bably afewminutes ... l try "the frustration itsel f it does not
notto rehashit ... definitelywant last long" ( 12-2)
me" (7-2)to forget abo ut it" ( 1-2)
"hopefully with time those " its influence would last at least
emo tions will stick arou nd for ~;~~t~~~~~~w :n~I:~t~~h~~I~less and less time" (2-2)
always be wit h me throughout my
"fa de into the background .. . will career, but I don ' t think it will be
ease off as time goes on" (6-2) as frequent as when I try to learn
how to incorp orat e all the
d ifTerent aspects involved in
teaching" (8-2)
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\/ .
increase interns ' confi dence
:n
:~~~~:~~t~~r~::~~~~soned
you will be and the better you
will be at avoiding them" (2-3)
"yo u leam fromi t ... andifyou
teach this topic , you can approac h
it in a differen t way" (3-3)
"it helps you to keep an eye out
for students, where the prob lem is
comingfrom .. . changethe
seating of the students, or respond
to that student differently, or to
keep them away for other
students .. . it helps you in
~rganizingyourclass beller" (6-
lead interns awayfrom wallowing
UI always want to make sure that
you don't want to let the
disappointmen ts ruin your mood"
(1-2)
~~~~t a::~~,it t_~d don' t keep
Bodileffects Bodileffects Bodileffects
"reeling swearv k elingho t"(2 - "(e/tabithot"( IO-2) "reeling sweaty and reeling hof'
d4)
"(eelings weaW' {I l -d3)
(8-d2)
"feelin cold"7-d2
"stomac h s-nausea.xhurning " "stomaclt nausea,c lturning,
(6-d2) butterflies" (9-d l)
"stomaclt butteries"5-dl
;(;.eart heating noticeably " (9~ ~:eart heating noticeahIY"(7-
'~~~~eness of body, jaws, fists" "tenseness of jaws" (7-d8)
Interns' actions lnternsactions Intems' actions
ex/erna/ize whal lhey reel exlerna/ize whal lhey reel ex/erna/ize whal /hryree l
"1cried after school" (4-dl) "generally act emotional ly, such "purred my lips a lot" (7-d7)
"trembling" (6-d2)
as talking a lot, or not all" (9-d l)
"frowning" (7-d6)
"feel an urge to act or actually act
"facial expression such as emotionally towards someone, by "shrugged shoulders" (7-d8)
frowning" (6-d4) moving closer or touching,
making an aggressive move, or "trembling" (7-d6)
" voiced displeasure with his withdrawing" (9-d2)
actions" (3-d3) ~~~~i;~lad\~~'~~:;~~~ ~~~~u:e
" I think 1came across as stone he did not bring his supplies" (S-
faced" (2-3) d4)
" feel like yelling I gett ing overly "generally act emotionally, such
angry"(6-d3) as talking or not at all" (S-d2)
"an urge to act emotionally
towards someone, by moving
closer or touching, making an
aggressive move, or
withdrawing" (3-d6)
"became more tense and not so
polite and as patient as I
couldlshouldbe "(2-d4)
"spoke less because they were not
listening" (4-d 1)
;:e~~i~:;:~~:n3~r displeasure
anemm 10 control such emotions attempt 10 control such emotions attemnt lo cQnlrnly uch emQl;m15
" I tied not too look too angry or "j ust taking a breathtrying to "try to control my breathing and
frownedt oomu ch,l triedt ok eep act ively calm yourself dowo" j ust sort of think about calmer
as much ofa straigbt face as I (13-3) thoughts, probably try to control
could"(6-3)
"you don't want a scared look on
my facial features .. . definitely I
was contro lling what expressions
"take a deep breath. a sigh" (6-3) your face and the students can I was showing as well" (S-3)
watch your facial expression, you
" I actually think ofa serene place have to have a happy face for "control my facial features" (7-2)
. .. I got a couple ofm editation most of the time" (10-3)
" I tried to pretend I wasn' ttechniques that get myse lf oul of
"j ust tuming away for as econd toit and keep myself cool" (2-3) annoyed so they wouldn 't do it
regain control, holding my hands more" (7-2)
"whatever I learned in yoga" (5- together .. . some kind of gesture
3) to remind myself to stay in " I ignored it [worry]" (S-2)
"breathing in and out" (4-3)
controlof myself'(9-3)
"controlling irritation" (7-d2)
"able toco ntroli t .. . not be
" I take a deep breath and relax outward with it" (12-2) " I acted like I was perfectly
any muscles that are tense like the confide nt" (7-d 1)
rhomboids,lik e the shoulders" "try and always have a smile
(5-3) going in the ciassroom" (11-3)
"you need to be able to contro l "to be patient and relaxed . .. iti s
~;t.:~:~i::~~:~~m~~~ you impon antt obehappyeven if attimes you feel sad and frustrated,
instances. for future classes" (6- keep a happy face" (10-3)
2)
~~~~:tn~~~~t~~~i~~ ~~e
your emotion s in check" (3-3)
"some kind of balance to be
aware of them but still be in
contro l in order to be creative, or
in order to improve" (4-3)
In check" (6-2) -
"y ou want to keep your level
head" (3-3)
"y ou may not feel that way going
into it, but if you try your best to
show your students that you are
positive and in a positive mood it
kindofretlects back on you, and
eventually you do feel that
emotion for real" (6-3)
(6-,
imnrovet eachingt echniques imnrovel eaching/ echniques
d~(8-3:"repeatedly tried to calm myself
down, talk to them reasonably for teaching them" (13-3)
the ones who had questions" (4-
3)
"once you are feeling frustration,I:'tryi~tOPireplare~m~ore1' SO~ld;on;'t" I lil~~~:Iyou need to kind of in your mind have to experienc e it" ( I 1-3)step back fora second how is thislesson going? What canl dot o " Whatd id ldowrong?l sthe re
makeitbetter? . . justa stepb ack anything I can do?" (12-3 )
and kind of quickly analyze if
you can find a different way" (3-
3)
"j ust try and figure out if this is ",;.h.h. ·" "00 - ~• •,,~AA • • <
:~;;:'~i~oi~~:emiu:~'~o:,~o dea l nrob lern is" (iO-3)
share expe riences with othe rs
Fridayn ilhl .. iIh my pifriend II ........... ond.. . talk oboul .. ...... I
_ " O ·} ) did or"""" I didn·' ''· (12·} )
· lj"'lryOlid lall<iI...... om- "INildowninmySlOnl ... ljUSl
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filesfo rthenextda "4-3
check the time effec ts onfuture actions act as motivator
"che cked the time when "find ways to get the parents " it will continue to be a
convenient " (5-d l) more involved" (13-3) motivating force to do better" (8-
"was it a good way of coping
3)
with it? And ifn ot I would try to " is the main motivator for trying
::j~~~~~~~~Yh~:~~~~~~~ i:; to do better. I don' t want it to hemy drive but certainl y in my
again next time" (10-3) internship it was what pushing
me more than anything else" (8-
2)
Ifru slralian
want to escape
"at tbat point what I wanted to do
"I can't be this frustrated with it, was just go home and sleep for a
they are only kids, they are only while"(8-3)
learning themselves" (12-3)
"I try and hide it, so the students
don' t realize it, and the more
~~,;;~~~ ~~~3are the harder it is to



